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ABSTRACT



MACHINE TRANSLATION USING PROBABILISTIC SYNCHRONOUS DEPENDENCY INSERTION GRAMMARS



Yuan Ding



Supervisor: Martha Stone Palmer



This thesis addresses the use of Probabilistic Synchronous Dependency Insertion Grammars (PSDIG) for syntax based statistical machine translation (SMT). Dependency Insertion Grammar (DIG) is a generative grammar formalism that captures word order phenomena using dependency representation. Its Synchronous version, Synchronous DIG (or SDIG) aims at capturing structural divergences across languages. We prove DIG has a generation capacity weakly equivalent to that of CFG. In SDIG, the parallel sub-sentential dependency structures are defined as Elementary Tree (ET) pairs. By comparing to TAG and Synchronous TAG, we show how such formalisms are linguistically motivated. We propose a framework to learn such an SDIG from parallel corpora based on synchronous tree partitioning. We introduce three algorithms, which break down the sentence-level parallel dependency trees into phrase-level ET pairs. (1) The synchronous hierarchical partitioning algorithm iteratively adds category constraints to word level alignments, breaking down the dependency tree pairs, generating more fine-grained ET pairs at each iteration. However, its greedy nature motivates the second algorithm: (2) the exhaustive learner. It removes the category constraints and collects all the compatible treelet pairs. For these two algorithms, a set of heuristics in the tree to tree mapping process are used, and are combined together through a
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Maximum Entropy model. (3) We also introduce a grammar learner that specifically learns treelet pairs that are linear n-gram phrases at the same time. Combining the grammar rules learned from the two learners (algorithms (2) and (3) as mentioned above) improved the MT system performance. We introduce a decoding algorithm which is based on several log-linearly interpolated models, including a tri-gram language model. According to the Bleu automatic MT evaluation software [Papineni et al., 2002], the PSDIG MT system performance is significantly better than IBM Model 4 [Brown et al., 1990, 1993], while on par with the state-of-the-art public domain phrase based system Pharaoh [Koehn, 2004]. Analysis shows PSDIG and phrase based SMT each excel in different sentences, which gives possibility to combine the two approaches together. The improved integration of syntax on both source and target languages opens the door to more sophisticated SMT processes.
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Chapter 1 Introduction And the whole earth was of one language, and of one speech. …… they found a plain in the land of Shinar; and they dwelt there. …… And they said, Go to, let us build us a city and a tower, whose top may reach unto heaven; and let us make us a name, lest we be scattered abroad upon the face of the whole earth. And the LORD said, Behold, the people is one, and they have all one language; and this they begin to do: and now nothing will be restrained from them, which they have imagined to do. Go to, let us go down, and there confound their language, that they may not understand one another's speech. …… Therefore is the name of it called Babel; because the LORD did there confound the language of all the earth: and from thence did the LORD scatter them abroad upon the face of all the earth. Genesis, 11:1-9 The above biblical story may serve as motivation for why crossing the language barrier could be beneficial to humans in general. In today’s world, machine translation (MT), or mechanical translation, is one particular means that people seek to promote cross-cultural communication with ease: if accurate machine translation is ever made possible, it will provide a cheap and flexible way for people speaking different languages to exchange ideas. The research on machine translation began in the late 1940s. In 1949, Warren Weaver wrote a memorandum about the possibility of using computers to translate texts. The early research on MT started by looking at MT as a cryptography problem and multiple MT systems which mainly deployed word to word translations and dictionary look-up were built. However, the lack of proper linguistic analyses of the language as well as limited computing power prevented early
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MT research in the 50s and 60s from achieving its goal: FAHQMToUT (Fully Automatic High-Quality Machine Translation of Unrestricted Text). In November 1966, the report by the Automatic Language Processing Advisory Committee [ALPAC, 1966] effectively concluded that MT, given the approaches adopted at the time of the report, was hopeless. This was the forerunner of the transfer based approach to MT, which is widely used today [Nagao et al., 1985], including in commercial systems, for example SysTran. Transfer based approaches combine explicit linguistic resources, such as grammar rules and bilingual lexicons. The text of one language is first analyzed, and then transferred to the foreign language as a group of words. Finally the foreign language text is generated. In the later years, several new MT approaches were proposed. Among them is the Interlingua approach, as described in [Dorr et al. 2004]. The Interlingua approach handles MT by first disambiguating the input sentence from the source language into a deep semantic representation and then using this representation to generate the output sentence in the target language. Another approach towards MT is example-based machine translation (EBMT), for example [Brown, 1996], which learns pieces of translation knowledge (usually phrases) by looking at parallel corpora and tries to stitch the pieces back in the target language. The statistical approach to machine translation was pioneered by [Brown et al., 1990, 1993]. It estimates word to word translation probabilities and sentence reordering probabilities directly from a large corpus of parallel sentences. Despite their lack of any internal representation of syntax or semantics, the ability of such systems to leverage large amounts of training data has enabled them to perform competitively with more traditional transfer-based based approaches. In recent years, hybrid approaches, or syntax-based statistical approaches, which aim at applying statistical models to structural data, have begun to emerge. Syntax-based statistical MT approaches can be effectively viewed as a combination of the four MT approaches above: Transfer based MT, Interlingua, EBMT and statistical MT. They first perform a syntactic analysis of the input sentence by transforming the linear form of the sentence into a structured representation, and then, based on such a representation, perform a stochastic transfer process which transfers sub-sentential language elements into the target language, and finally the target 2



sentence is generated in a linearized form. In theory, such approaches would have the combined merits of the above four MT approaches: they leverage large parallel corpora, they are linguistically motivated and they have certain measures to ensure grammatical and possibly semantically coherent outputs. However, such approaches have been faced with the problem of pervasive structural divergence between languages, due to both systematic differences between languages [Dorr, 1994] and the vagaries of loose translations in real corpora. Syntax-based statistical approaches to alignment began with [Wu, 1997], who introduced a polynomial-time solution for the alignment problem based on synchronous binary trees. [Alshawi et al., 2000] extended the tree-based approach by representing each production in parallel dependency trees as a finite-state transducer. Both these approaches learn the tree representations directly from parallel sentences, and do not make allowances for non-isomorphic structures. [Yamada and Knight, 2001, 2002] model translation as a sequence of operations transforming a syntactic tree in one language into the string of the second language, making use of the output of an automatic parser in one of the two parallel languages. This allows the model to make use of the syntactic information provided by treebanks and the automatic parsers derived from them. When researchers try to use syntax trees in both languages, the problem of non-isomorphism must be addressed. In theory, stochastic tree transducers and some versions of synchronous grammars provide solutions for the non-isomorphic tree based transduction problem and hence possible solutions for MT. Synchronous Tree Adjoining Grammars, proposed by [Shieber and Schabes, 1990], were introduced primarily for semantics but were later also proposed for translation [Abeillé et al., 1990]. [Eisner 2003] proposed viewing the MT problem as a probabilistic synchronous tree substitution grammar parsing problem. [Melamed 2003, 2004] formalized the MT problem as synchronous parsing based on multitext grammars. [Graehl and Knight 2004] defined training and decoding algorithms for both generalized tree-to-tree and tree-to-string transducers. [Lin 2004] proposed to base the MT process on parallel dependency paths. All these approaches, though different in formalism, model the two languages using tree-based transduction rules or a synchronous grammar, possibly probabilistic, and using 3



multi-lemma elementary structures as atomic units. The machine translation is done either as a stochastic tree-to-tree transduction or a synchronous parsing process. However, few of the above mentioned formalisms have large scale implementations. And to the best of our knowledge, the advantages of syntax based statistical MT systems over pure statistical MT systems have yet to be empirically verified. We believe that difficulties in inducing a synchronous grammar or a set of tree transduction rules from large scale parallel corpora are caused by several reasons: 1.



The abilities of synchronous grammars and tree transducers to handle non-isomorphism are limited. At some level, a synchronous derivation process must exist between the source and target language sentences.



2.



The training and/or induction of a synchronous grammar or a set of transduction rules is usually computationally expensive if all the possible operations and elementary structures are allowed. Given a sentence, there are typically an exponentially large number of ways to decompose it into sub-sentential structures.



3.



The problem is aggravated by non-perfect training corpora. Loose translations are less of a problem for string based approaches than for approaches that require syntactic analysis. [Hajic et al., 2002] limited non-isomorphism by n-to-m matching of nodes in the two trees.



However, even after extending this model by allowing cloning operations on subtrees, [Gildea 2003] found that parallel trees over-constrained the alignment problem, and achieved better results with a tree-to-string model than with a tree-to-tree model using two trees. In a different approach, rather than making use of parallel syntactic structures in directly modeling the translation process, [Hwa et al. 2002] aligned the parallel sentences using phrase based statistical MT models and then projected the alignments back to the parse trees. This motivates us to propose a new syntax based machine translation approach which would address the abovementioned issues, in particular, the ability to handle systematic cross-lingual structural divergences and to learn its translation knowledge from loosely translated parallel corpora.
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In Chapter 2, we conduct a short survey of the different current approaches to syntax based statistical machine translation. These approaches can be categorized into two major categories: synchronous grammars and stochastic transducers. From a mathematical point of view, there is little real difference between the two categories: both of them make use of parallel sub-sentential structures to model the machine translation process. Apart from the choice of terminology, the key issue of different approaches is whether or not they allow non-isomorphic structures, which effectively depends on their choices during the MT process: whether the formalism allows insertion and/or deletion operations, whether it allows multi-lemma sub-sentential structures as an atomic symbol, and how the word order of the target language sentence is decided. As a result of the short survey, we conclude that syntax based statistical machine translation approaches are mainly challenged by the following dilemma: a word based (or compositional from a linguistic point of view) translation process is more flexible, but is usually deficient; a multi-lemma sub-sentential structure based approach, on the other hand, should be powerful enough to model the MT process, but its translation knowledge is usually computationally expensive to learn from the parallel corpora. In Chapter 3, we introduce a grammar formalism specifically designed for syntax-based statistical machine translation, which takes into consideration the pervasive structural divergences between languages. Dependency Insertion Grammar (DIG) is a generative grammar formalism that captures word order phenomena within the dependency representation. Synchronous Dependency Insertion Grammar (SDIG) is the synchronous version of DIG which is aimed at capturing structural divergences across languages. While both DIG and SDIG have comparatively simple mathematical forms, we prove that DIG nevertheless has a generation capacity weakly equivalent to that of CFG. In SDIG, the parallel sub-sentential dependency structures are defined as Elementary Trees (ET) and are used as atomic symbols during translation. By making a comparison to TAG and Synchronous TAG, we show how such formalisms are linguistically motivated. We then introduce a probabilistic extension of SDIG. In Chapter 4, we propose a framework to learn such a SDIG from parallel corpora. We introduce three algorithms, which are used for breaking down the sentence-level parallel 5



dependency trees into phrase-level parallel dependency treelets (ET pairs). (1) The synchronous hierarchical partitioning algorithm executes in an iterative fashion. It gradually adds category constraints to word level alignments by breaking down the parallel dependency structures into smaller pieces, generating a set of more fine-grained ER pairs. However, the algorithm is greedy in nature. (2) This motivates the second algorithm, the exhaustive learner, which remove the category constraints and collects all the compatible treelet pairs. For these two algorithms, a set of heuristics in the tree to tree mapping process are used, and are combined together through a Maximum Entropy model. (3) Observing the success of phrase based SMT approaches, we also introduce a grammar learner that specifically learns treelet pairs that are linear n-gram phrases at the same time. In Chapter 5, we discuss how to the ET pairs learned in Chapter 4 are utilized for actual MT decoding. For the purpose of clarity, we describe the MT modeling and decoding as a stochastic tree transducer. The ETs used in the tree transducer are a scaled down version of the SDIG grammar proposed in Chapter 2. In Chapter 6, we define the stochastic tree to tree transducer for the MT decoding process. The transducer is based on the SDIG defined in Chapter 3 and learned in Chapter 4. The parallel sub-sentential dependency structures, or Elementary Trees (ET) are used as a non-divisible symbol during translation, or in a transducer’s language, are used as input and output symbols. The collected statistics of the ET mappings are used to provide the transfer probability for the stochastic transducer. We first introduce a simple MT model and a decoding algorithm for the transducer which makes use of the dynamic programming properties of the tree structure and achieves a time complexity linear to the input sentence given the model. We then further introduce a more complicated MT model which effectively interpolates the multiple models in a log-linear fashion. For this interpolated model, we present a greedy decoding algorithm. In Chapter 7, we give evaluation results for the current implementation of our approach. According to the Bleu and NIST automatic MT evaluation software [Papineni et al., 2002], the PSDIG MT system performance is significantly better than IBM Model 4 [Brown et al., 1990,
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1993], while on par with the state-of-the-art public domain phrase based system Pharaoh [Koehn, 2004]. In Chapter 8, we discuss the current limitations of the PSDIG approach in terms of both theoretical constraints and implementation issues. We also analyze the effectiveness of using Bleu automatic MT evaluation metric to evaluate the differences, gains and losses between a PSDIG system and a typical phrase based system. We discuss possible future enhancements to this approach and conclude this thesis.
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Chapter 2 A Survey of Syntax-based Statistical MT Approaches Syntax based statistical MT approaches attempt to apply statistical modeling to structured data. Typically, as a machine translation process, a structural representation of the input sentence in the source language is first acquired, and then transferred to a structural representation in the target language through a stochastic process. In reality, the two languages might be largely divergent due to systematic differences between languages [Dorr, 1994]. And at the same time, the parallel corpora that are available to us are usually translated loosely: the translators are only required to keep the same semantics at sentence level or even discourse level. In other words, even though more literal or strict translations are possible, when such parallel corpora are generated the translators usually choose to translate more freely. As a result, the input and output trees for the MT systems attempting to learn the translation knowledge are usually highly divergent, without any commitment that the two trees should be isomorphic at any level. Hence, the task for such a learning agent is to learn the translation knowledge from non-isomorphic parallel structures at the learning phase and make use of such knowledge at the MT decoding phase. The approaches that handle structural transfer can be categorized into two major categories: synchronous grammars and stochastic transducers. Mathematically, they are not that different: both of them make use of parallel sub-sentential structures to model the machine translation process. The key difference between the different approaches is whether or not they allow non-isomorphic structures and, if they do allow generation of non-isomorphic structures, how 8



they do it. Apart from the choice of terminology, the approaches also differ in their choices during the MT process, including but not limited to the following: y



Whether the formalism assumes isomorphic input and output structures, which can be either given or induced from the linear forms of the sentences.



y



Whether the formalism allows insertion and/or deletion operations



y



Whether the formalism allows multi-lemma sub-sentential structures as atomic symbols or assumes each symbol is a single word.



y



How the word order of the target language sentence is decided, whether it is modeled together in the formalism or it is externally decided.



Syntax-based statistical approaches to alignment began with [Wu, 1997], who introduced a polynomial-time solution for the alignment problem based on synchronous binary trees. The formalism was defined as a “stochastic bracketing transduction grammar (SBTG)”. [Alshawi et al., 2000] extended the tree-based approach by representing each production in parallel dependency trees as a finite-state transducer and hence the MT process is represented as a hierarchy of finite state transducers. Both these approaches learn the tree representations directly from parallel sentences, and do not make allowance for non-isomorphic structures. While the assumption of isomorphic parallel structures does not necessarily hold in real life corpora, the absence of a parser trained on tree banks also gives rise to the question whether or not the structural analysis adopted in the above approaches is linguistically motivated. To the best of our knowledge, unsupervised parsers are still inferior in performance when compared to the state-of-the-art parsers trained on large treebanks. [Yamada and Knight, 2001, 2002] model translation as a sequence of operations transforming a syntactic tree in one language into a string of a second language, making use of the output of an automatic parser in one of the two parallel languages. This allows the model to make use of the syntactic information provided by treebanks and the automatic parsers derived from them. When researchers try to use syntax trees in both languages, the problem of non-isomorphism must be addressed. In theory, stochastic tree transducers and some versions of synchronous grammars provide solutions for the non-isomorphic tree based transduction problem and hence 9



possible solutions for MT. Synchronous Tree Adjoining Grammars, proposed by [Shieber and Schabes, 1990], were introduced primarily for semantics but were later also proposed for translation. [Eisner 2003] proposed viewing the MT problem as a probabilistic synchronous tree substitution grammar parsing problem. [Melamed 2003, 2004] formalized the MT problem as synchronous parsing based on multitext grammars. [Graehl and Knight 2004] defined training and decoding algorithms for both generalized tree-to-tree and tree-to-string transducers. All these approaches, though different in formalism, model the two languages using tree-based transduction rules or a synchronous grammar, possibly probabilistic. The machine translation is done either as a stochastic tree-to-tree transduction or a synchronous parsing process. The non-isomorphism between the input and output structures is addressed using one or both of the following mechanisms: y



The use of multi-lemma elementary structures as atomic units. When multi-lemma sub-sentential structures are transferred as atomic symbols, the assumption of word-level isomorphism is dropped. Rather, the isomorphism is assumed to lie in the sub-sentential structure level. The major issue for this solution is whether or not such a sub-sentential structure level isomorphism holds in reality and how to effectively learn such sub-sentential structure mappings from real life corpora.



y



The use of insertion and/or deletion operations. With insertion and/or deletion operations, in theory any structure can be transferred into any other arbitrary structure. The major issue for this solution is how to stop such mechanisms from being deficient; meaning the probability mass is wasted on a large number of ill-formed structures.



The difficulties in inducing a synchronous grammar with multi-lemma elementary structures or a set of tree transduction rules with multi-lemma symbols from large scale parallel corpora are caused by several reasons: 1.



The abilities of synchronous grammars and tree transducers to handle non-isomorphism are limited. Even with the use of multi-lemma elementary structures of symbols, at some level, a synchronous derivation process that generates the source and target language structures in a synchronous fashion must be assumed to exist. 10



2.



The introduction of multi-lemma elementary structures makes the learning process computationally expensive. Typically, given a tree structure, there are an exponentially large number of partitions that decompose the tree into several elementary structures. Unless dynamic programming properties are used or certain constraints are introduced, the exhaustive search over such partitions is computationally prohibitive.



3.



The problem is aggravated by non-perfect training corpora. Loose translations are less of a problem for string based approaches than for approaches that require syntactic analysis. On the other hand, word based approaches assume that each elementary structure or each



symbol is a single word and therefore have more freedom to generate arbitrary text. However, since word level isomorphism between two sentence structures of two languages is highly unrealistic, such approaches are usually forced to introduce insertion and deletion operations. Such operations are usually problematic for the MT process. For example, if deletion is allowed, then at the MT decoding stage, when we are searching for the best source sentence that generates the target sentence, the source sentence may include an arbitrarily large number of items that are allowed to be “deleted”. Such operations may lead to deficient probabilistic modeling by wasting a significant portion of probability mass on ill-formed sentences. Hence, the researchers are faced with the dilemma of choosing between using multi-lemma elementary structures versus insertion/deletion operations in order to handle non-isomorphic language transfer. The former may make the statistical modeling process efficient but such translation knowledge is hard to acquire from parallel corpora due to computational limitations. The later is more flexible and potentially easier to learn, but may lead to deficient statistical modeling. We believe that the solution of this dilemma lies in finding the proper level of linguistic analysis on which the machine translation process is to be executed. This means that deletion/insertion operations should be avoided and the difference between the source and target languages should be automatically incorporated as part of the multi-lemma synchronous grammar formalism’s elementary structures. At the same time, such a synchronous grammar should be
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provided with an efficient learning algorithm allowing the construction of a robust statistical machine translation pipeline.
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Chapter 3 Synchronous Dependency Insertion Grammars 3.1 Introduction Grammar theoreticians have proposed various generative synchronous grammar formalisms for MT, such as Synchronous Context Free Grammars (S-CFG) [Wu, 1997] or Synchronous Tree Adjoining Grammars (S-TAG) [Shieber and Schabes, 1990]. Mathematically, generative synchronous grammars share many good properties similar to their monolingual counterparts such as CFG or TAG [Joshi and Schabes, 1992]. If such a synchronous grammar could be learnt from parallel corpora, the MT task would become a mathematically clean generative process. However, the problem of inducing a synchronous grammar from empirical data was never solved. For example, Synchronous TAGs, proposed by [Shieber and Schabes, 1990], were introduced primarily for semantics but were later also proposed for translation. From a formal perspective, STAGs characterize the correspondences between languages by a set of synchronous elementary tree pairs. While examples show that this formalism does capture certain cross language structural divergences, there is not, to our knowledge, any successful statistical learning method to learn such a grammar from empirical data. We believe that this is due to the limited ability of Synchronous TAG to model structural divergences. This observation will be discussed later in Section 3.5.
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We studied the problem of learning synchronous syntactic sub-structures (parallel dependency treelets) from unaligned parallel corpora in [Ding and Palmer, 2004a]. At the same time, we are interested in formalizing a synchronous grammar for syntax based statistical MT. The necessity of a well-defined formalism and certain limitations of the current existing formalisms, motivate us to design a new synchronous grammar formalism with the following properties: 1.



Linguistically motivated: it should be able to capture most language phenomena, e.g. complicated word orders such as “wh” movement.



2.



Without the unrealistic word-to-word isomorphism assumption: it should be able to capture structural variations between the languages.



3.



Mathematically rigorous: it should have a well defined formalism and a proven generation capacity, preferably context free or mildly context sensitive.



4.



Generative: it should be “generative” in a mathematical sense. This property is essential for the grammar to be used in statistical MT. Each production rule should have its own probability, which will allow us to decompose the overall translation probability.



5.



Simple: it should have a minimal number of different structures and operations so that it will be learnable from the empirical data. In the following sub-sections in this chapter, we introduce a grammar formalism that satisfies



the above properties: Synchronous Dependency Insertion Grammar (SDIG). Section 3.2 gives an informal look at the desired capabilities of a monolingual version of Dependency Insertion Grammar (DIG) by addressing the problems with previous dependency grammars. Section 3.3 gives the formal definition of the DIG and shows that it is weakly equivalent to Context Free Grammar (CFG). Section 3.4 shows how DIG is linguistically motivated by making a comparison between DIG and Tree Adjoining Grammar (TAG). Section 3.5 specifies the Synchronous DIG and Section 3.6 sketches the probabilistic extension of SDIG.
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3.2 Issues with Dependency Grammars 3.2.1 Dependency Grammars and Statistical MT According to [Fox, 2002], dependency representations have the best phrasal cohesion properties across languages. The percentage of head crossings per chance is 12.62% and that of modifier crossings per chance is 9.22%. Observing this fact, it is reasonable to propose a formalism that handles language transfer which is based on dependency structures. What is more, if a formalism based on dependency structures is made possible, it will have the beneficial property of being simple, as expressed in the following table: CFG



TAG



DG



Node#



2n



2n



n



Lexicalized?



NO



YES



YES



Node types



2



2



1*



Operation types



1



2



1*



Table 3-1. A comparison between Context Free Grammars, Tree Adjoining Grammars and Dependency Grammars (*: will be shown later) The simplicity of a grammar is very important for statistical modeling, i.e. when it is being learned from the corpora and when it is being used in machine translation decoding, we do not need to condition the probabilities on two different node types or operations. At the same time, dependency grammars are inherently lexicalized in that each node is one word. Statistical phrase structure parsers [Collins, 1999], [Bikel 2002], showed performance improvement by using bilexical probabilities, i.e. probabilities of word pair occurrences. This is
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what dependency grammars model explicitly. Recent advances in dependency parsers [McDonald et. al, 2005] achieved robust and fast dependency parsing.



3.2.2 A Generative Grammar? Why do we want the grammar for statistical MT to be generative? First of all, generative models have long been studied in the machine learning community, which will provide us with mathematically rigorous algorithms for training and decoding. Second, CFG, the most popular formalism in describing natural language phenomena, is generative. Certain ideas and algorithms can be borrowed from CFG if we make the formalism generative. While there has been much previous work in formalizing dependency grammars and in their application to the parsing task, until recently [Joshi and Rambow, 2003], little attention has been given to the issue of making the proposed dependency grammar generative. And in machine translation tasks, although using dependency structures is an old idea, little effort has been made to propose a formal grammar which views the composition and decomposition of dependency trees as a generative process from a formal perspective. There are two reasons for this fact: (1) “Pure” dependency trees do not have nonterminals. The standard solution to this problem was introduced as early as [Gaifman 1965], where he proposed adding syntactic categories to each node on the dependency tree. (2) However, there is a deeper problem with dependency grammar formalisms, as observed by [Rambow and Joshi 1997]. In a dependency representation, it is hard to handle complex word order phenomena without resorting to global word order rules, which makes the grammar no longer generative. This will be explored in the next subsection (3.2.3).



3.2.3 Non-projectivity Non-projectivity has long been a major obstacle for anyone who wants to formalize dependency grammar. When we draw projection lines from the nodes in the dependency trees to a linear 16



representation of the sentence, if we cannot do so without having one or more projection lines going across at least one of the arcs of the dependency tree, we say the dependency tree is non-projective. A typical example for non-projectivity is “wh” movement, which is illustrated below.



Figure 3-1. Non-Projectivity Our solution for this problem is given in section 3.4. In the next section we will first give the formal definition of the monolingual Dependency Insertion Grammar.



3.3 The DIG Formalism



3.3.1 Elementary Trees Formally, the Dependency Insertion Grammar is defined as a six tuple (C , L, A, B, S , R ) . C is a set of syntactic categories and L is a set of lexical items. A is a set of Type-A trees and B is a set of Type-B trees (defined later). S is a set of the starting categories of the sentences. R is a set of word order rules local to each node of the trees. Each node in the DIG has three fields:
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A Node consists of: 1.



One lexical item



2.



One corresponding category



3.



One local word order rule.



We define two types of elementary trees in DIG: Type-A trees and Type-B trees. Both types of trees have one or more nodes. One of the nodes in an elementary tree is designated as the head of the elementary tree. Type-A trees are also called “root lexicalized trees”. They roughly correspond to the α trees in TAG. Type-A trees have the following properties:



Properties of a Type-A elementary tree: 1.



The root is lexicalized.



2.



The root is designated as the head of the tree



3.



Any lexicalized node can take a set of unlexicalized nodes as its arguments.



4.



The local word order rule specifies the relative order between the current node and all its immediate children, including the unlexicalized arguments.



Here is an example of a Type-A elementary tree for the verb “like”. Note that the head node is marked with (@). Please note that the placement of the dependency arcs reflects the relative order between the parent and all its immediate children.



Figure 3-2. A Type-A Elementary Tree
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Type-B trees are also called “root unlexicalized trees”. They roughly correspond to β trees in TAG and have the following properties:



Properties of a Type-B elementary tree: 1.



The root is the ONLY unlexicalized node



2.



One of the lexicalized nodes is designated as the head of the tree



3.



Similarly to Type-A trees, each node also has a word order rule that specifies the relative order between the current node and all its immediate children.



Here is an example of a Type-B elementary tree for the adverb “really”



Figure 3-3. A Type-B Elementary Tree.



3.3.2 The Unification Operation We define only one type of operation: unification for any DIG derivation:



Unification Operation: When an unlexicalized node and a head node have the same categories, they can be merged into one node.



This specifies that an unlexicalized node cannot be unified with a non-head node, which guarantees limited complexity when a unification operation takes place. After unification,
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1.



If the resulting tree is a Type-A tree, its root becomes the new head;



2.



If the resulting tree is a Type-B tree, the head node involved in the unification operation becomes the new head. Here is one example for the unification operation which adjoins the adverb “really” to the verb



“like”:



Figure 3-4. The unification operation Note that for the above unification operation the dependency tree on the right hand side is just one of the possible resultant dependency trees. The strings generated by the set of possible resultant dependency trees should all be viewed as the language L(DIG ) generated by the DIG grammar. Also note that the definition of DIG is preserved through the unification operation, as we have: 1. (Type-A) (unify) (Type-A)



=



(Type-A)



2. (Type-A) (unify) (Type-B)



=



(Type-A)



3. (Type-B) (unify) (Type-B)



=



(Type-B)



3.3.3 Comparison to Other Approaches There are two major differences between our dependency grammar formalism and that of [Joshi and Rambow, 2003]: 1.



We only define one unification operation, whereas [Joshi and Rambow, 2003] defined two operations: substitution and adjunction. 20



2.



We introduce the concept of “heads” in the DIG so that the derivation complexity is significantly smaller.



3.3.4 Proof of Weak Equivalence between DIG and CFG We prove the weak equivalence between DIG and CFG by first showing that the language that a DIG generates is a subset of one that a CFG generates, i.e. L( DIG ) ⊆ L(CFG ) . And then we show the opposite is also true: L(CFG ) ⊆ L( DIG ) . y



Proof of L( DIG ) ⊆ L(CFG )



The proof is given constructively. First, for each Type-A tree, we “insert” a “waiting for Type-B tree” argument at each possible slot underneath it with the category B.V. This process is shown below:



Figure 3-5. An illustration: L( DIG ) ⊆ L(CFG ) Then we “flatten” the Type-A tree to its linear form according to the local word order rule, which decides the relative ordering between the parent and all its children at each of the nodes. And we get: NT { A.C H } → NT {B.CH }w0 NT {C0 }w1 NT {B.C H }



wi NT {C j }



wn NT {B.CH }



where: w0



wn is the strings of lexical items



NT { A.C H } is the nonterminal created for this Type-A tree, and CH is the category of



the head (root). NT {C j } is the nonterminal for each category
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NT {B.C H } is the nonterminal for each “Type-B site”



Similarly, for each Type-B tree we can create “Type-B site” under its head node. So we have: NT {RB.CR } → w0 NT {B.CH }



wi



NT {B.C H }wn



where NT {RB.C R } is the nonterminal for the root of the Type-B tree. Then we create the production to take arguments: NT {C} → NT { A.C}



And the production rules to take Type-B trees: NT {B.C} → NT {RB.C}NT {B.C} NT {B.C} → NT {B.C}NT {RB.C}



Hence, a DIG can be converted to a CFG. y



Proof of L(CFG ) ⊆ L( DIG )



It is known that a context free grammar can be converted to Greibach Normal Form, where each production will have the form: A → aV * , where V is the set of nonterminals



We simply construct a corresponding Type-A dependency tree as follows:



Figure 3-6. An illustration: L(CFG ) ⊆ L( DIG )



3.4 Comparison of DIG and TAG A Tree Adjoining Grammar is defined as a five tuple (Σ, NT , I , A, S ) , where Σ is a set of terminals, NT is a set of nonterminals, I is a finite set of finite initial trees ( α trees), A is a finite set of auxiliary trees ( β trees), and S is a set of starting symbols. The TAG formalism defines two operations, substitution and adjunction.
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A TAG derives a phrase-structure tree, called the “derived tree” and at the same time, in each step of the derivation process, two elementary trees are connected through either the substitution or adjunction operation. Hence, we have a “derivation tree” which represents the syntactic and/or logical relation between the elementary trees. Since each elementary tree of TAG has exactly one lexical node, we can view the derivation tree as a “Deep Syntactic Representation” (DSynR). This representation closely resembles the dependency structure of the sentence. Here we show how DIG models different operations of TAG and hence handles word order phenomena gracefully. We categorize the TAG operations into three different types: substitution, non-predicative adjunction and predicative adjunction. y



Substitution We model the TAG substitution operation by having the embedded tree replace the



non-terminal that is in accordance with its root, for example, the substitution of NP.



Figure 3-7. Substitution in TAG



Figure 3-8. Substitution through DIG unification.
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y



Non-predicative Adjunction In TAG, this type of operation includes all adjunctions when the embedded tree does not



contain a predicate, i.e. the root of the embedded tree is not an S. For example, the trees for adverbs are with root VP and are adjoined to non-terminal VPs in the matrix tree.



Figure 3-9. Non-predicative adjunction in TAG



Figure 3-10. Non-predicative adjunction through DIG unification y



Predicative Adjunction This type of operation adjoins an embedded tree which contains a predicate, i.e. with a root S,



to the matrix tree. A typical example is the sentence: Who does John think Mary likes? This example is non-projective and has “wh” movement. In the TAG sense, the tree for “does John think” is adjoined to the matrix tree for “Who Mary likes”. This category of operation has some interesting properties. The dependency relation of the embedded tree and the matrix tree is inverted. This means that if tree T1 is adjoined to T2, in non-predicative adjunction, T1 depends on T2, but in predicative adjunction, T2 depends on T1. In the above example, the tree with “like” depends on the tree with “think”.
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Figure 3-11. “Wh” movement through TAG (predicative) adjunction operation Our solution is quite simple: when we are constructing the grammar, we invert the arc that points to a predicative clause. Despite the fact that the resulting dependency trees have certain arcs inverted, we will still be able to use localized word order rules and derive the desired sentence with the simple unification operation. As shown below:



Figure 3-12. “Wh” movement through unification Since TAG is mildly context sensitive, and we have shown in Section 3 that DIG is context free, we are not claiming the two grammars are weakly or strongly equivalent. Also, please note DIG does not handle all the non-projectivity issues due to its CFG equivalent generation capacity.
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3.5 Synchronous DIG 3.5.1 Definition [Shieber, 1990] introduced synchronous tree adjoining grammars and [Wu, 1997] introduced synchronous binary trees, both of which view the translation process as a synchronous derivation process of parallel trees. Similarly, with our DIG formalism, we can construct a Synchronous DIG by synchronizing both structures and operations in both languages and ensuring synchronous derivations.



Properties of SDIG: 1.



The roots of both trees of the source and target languages are aligned, and have the same category



2.



All the unlexicalized nodes of both trees are aligned and have the same category.



3.



The two heads of both trees are aligned and have the same category.



Synchronous Unification Operation: By the above properties of SDIG, we can show that unification operations are synchronized in both languages. Hence we can have synchronous unification operations.



3.5.2 Isomorphism Assumption So how is SDIG different from other synchronous grammar formalisms? As we know, a synchronous grammar derives both source and target languages through a series of synchronous derivation steps. For any tree-based synchronous grammar, the synchronous derivation would create two derivation trees for both languages which have isomorphic structure. Thus a synchronous grammar assumes a certain degree of isomorphism between the two languages which we refer to as the “isomorphism assumption”. 26



Now we examine the isomorphism assumptions in S-CFG and S-TAG: y



For S-CFG, the substitutions for all the non-terminals need to be synchronous. Hence the isomorphism assumption for S-CFG is isomorphic phrase structure.



y



For S-TAG, all the substitution and adjunction operations need to be synchronous, and the derivation trees of both languages are isomorphic. While in theory a TAG can have multi-lemma ETs, the current implementation of TAGs limits such ETs to verb-particle constructions. The derivation tree for TAG is roughly equivalent to a dependency tree. Hence the isomorphism assumption for S-TAG is an isomorphic dependency structure. As shown by real translation tasks, both of those assumptions would fail due to structural



divergences between languages. On the other hand SDIG does NOT assume word level isomorphism or isomorphic dependency trees. Since in the SDIG sense, the parallel dependency trees (which usually correspond to the derivation trees of other grammars) are in fact the “derived” form rather than the “derivation” form. In this view a DIG is a meta-grammar. In other words, SDIG assumes the isomorphism lies deeper than the dependency structure. It is “the derivation tree of DIG” that is isomorphic. The following “pseudo-translation” example illustrates how SDIG captures structural divergence between the languages. Suppose we want to translate: ¾



[Source] The girl kissed her kitty cat.



¾



[Target] The girl gave a kiss to her cat.
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gave



kissed



girl girl The



cat



her kitty



The



kiss to a



cat her



Figure 3-13. The SDIG solution to a pseudo-translation example Note that both S-CFG and S-TAG won’t be able to handle this type of structural divergence. However, when we view each of the two sentences as derived from three elementary trees in DIG, we can have a synchronous derivation, as shown above.
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Figure 3-14. Different levels of translation The above figure, which resembles the Vauquois Triangle (Vauquois, 1968 illustrates the difference between different schools of machine translation approaches. The SDIG based MT approach, as we propose, works on translation at a “meta grammar” level, as opposed to surface syntax.



3.6 The Probabilistic Extension to SDIG and Statistical MT The major reason to construct an SDIG is to have a generative model for syntax based statistical MT. By relying on the assumption that a DIG derivation tree represents a probability dependency graph, we can build a graphical model which captures the following two statistical dependencies: 1.



Probabilities of Elementary Tree unification (in the target language)



2.



Probabilities of Elementary Tree transfer (between languages), i.e. the probability of two elementary trees being paired Suppose we want to translate from a foreign language to English. As can be seen from the



figure below, assuming a synchronous derivation process exists for the English and foreign language trees, the English tree is constructed as an assembly of several English ETs, each of 29



which is transferred from a foreign language ET. The translation model itself we propose applies the Markov Assumption to the tree structure at the ET level, where each English ET is only conditioned on its parent ET and each foreign ET is only conditioned on the English ET associated with it. The explicit Markov property enables the model to be decoded efficiently, which is polynomial in time to the size of the input.



Figure 3-15. The MT model Details of the statistical model will be given in Chapter 6. We can now have PSDIG (probabilistic synchronous Dependency Insertion Grammar). Finally, on reviewing whether the proposed SDIG formalism has achieved the goals we setup in Section 3.1 for a grammar formalism for Statistical MT applications, we find that PSDIG has achieved all of them: 1.



Linguistically motivated: DIG captures word-order phenomena within the CFG domain.



2.



SDIG dropped the unrealistic word-to-word isomorphism assumption and is able to capture structural divergences.



3.



DIG is weakly equivalent to CFG.



4.



DIG and SDIG are generative grammars.



5.



They have both simple formalisms, only one type of node, and one type of operation.
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Chapter 4 Inducing Synchronous Dependency Insertion Grammars As the start to our syntax-based statistical MT system, the SDIG we describe above must be learned from the parallel corpora.



4.1 Cross-lingual Dependency Inconsistencies One straightforward way to induce a generative grammar is using EM style estimation on the generative process. Different versions of such training algorithms can be found in [Hajic et al., 2002; Eisner 2003; Gildea 2003; Graehl and Knight 2004]. However, a synchronous derivation process cannot handle two types of cross-language mappings: crossing-dependencies (parent-descendent switch) and broken dependencies (descendent appears elsewhere), which are illustrated below:



Figure 4-1. Cross-lingual dependency consistencies
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In the above graph, the two sides are the English and the foreign language dependency trees. Each node in a tree stands for a lemma in a dependency tree. The arrows denote aligned nodes and those resulting inconsistent dependencies are marked with a “*”. [Fox 2002] collected statistics mainly on French and English data: in dependency representations, the percentage of head crossings per chance (case [b] in the graph) is 12.62%. We collected the statistics on cross-lingual dependency consistencies from a small word to word aligned Chinese-English parallel corpus (provided by the courtesy of Microsoft Research Asia, and IBM T.J. Watson Research Center, see the table below for details).



Dataset



MSRA



IBM



Genre



Stories



News



Sentence#



500



326



Chinese Word#



5239



4718



English Word#



5476



7184



aligned



aligned



Type



Table 4-1. Manually word level aligned corpus detail. We found that the percentage of crossing-dependencies (case [b]) between Chinese and English is 4.7% while that of broken dependencies (case [c]) is 59.3%. Please note that the seemingly large number of broken dependencies is that we count the relative relations between a parent and all its descendents. Suppose we only count the relations between a parent and its direct children, this percentile will be smaller, though still very significant. The large number of broken dependencies presents a major challenge for grammar induction based on a top-down style EM learning process. Such broken and crossing dependencies can be modeled by SDIG if they appear inside a pair of elementary trees. However, if they appear between the elementary trees, they are not compatible with the isomorphism assumption on which SDIG is based. Nevertheless, the hope is that the fact that the training corpus contains a significant percentage of dependency 32



inconsistencies does not mean that during decoding the target language sentence cannot be written in a dependency consistent way.



4.2 Grammar Induction by Synchronous Hierarchical Tree



Partitioning We introduce our synchronous partitioning operation by first looking at the same pseudo-translation example given in Section 3.5.2.



¾



[Source] The girl kissed her kitty cat.



¾



[Target] The girl gave a kiss to her cat.



Figure 4-2. A pseudo-translation example If we examine the node mappings in the above two sentences, we will find that almost any tree-transduction operations defined on a single node will fail to generate the target sentence from the source sentence. However, suppose that we find that the two node pairs lexicalized as “girl” and “cat” on both sides should be aligned, and hence fix the two alignments. We then partition the two dependency trees by splitting the trees at the fixed alignments. This operation is defined as the synchronous partitioning operation, which generates the following dependency graphs: ( (e) stands for an empty node )
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Figure 4-3. The synchronous partitioning operation We refer to the three resultant dependency substructures as “treelets”. This is to avoid confusion with “subtrees” since treelets don’t necessarily go down to every leaf. In spirit, the synchronous partitioning operation is the reverse of the unification operation that we defined in the SDIG formalism. Exactly how such operations are carried out and on what such operations are conditioned are deeply coupled with the SDIG grammar induction process. [Ding and Palmer, 2004a] gave a polynomial time solution for learning parallel sub-sentential dependency structures from non-isomorphic dependency trees. Our approach, while similar to [Ding and Palmer, 2004a] in that we also iteratively partition the parallel dependency trees based on a heuristic function, departs from [Ding and Palmer, 2004a] in three ways: (1) we base the hierarchical tree partitioning operations on the categories of the dependency trees; (2) the statistics of the resultant tree pairs from the partitioning operation are collected at each iteration rather than at the end of the algorithm; (3) we do not re-train the word to word probabilities at each iteration. Our grammar induction algorithm is sketched below:
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Step 0. View each tree as a “bag of words” and train a statistical translation model on all the tree pairs to acquire word-to-word translation probabilities. In our implementation, IBM Model 1 [Brown et al., 1993] is used. Step 1. Let i denote the current iteration and let C = CategorySequence[i] be the current syntactic category set. For each tree pair in the corpus, do { a) For the tentative synchronous partitioning operation, use a heuristic function h to select the BEST word pair (ei* , f j* ) , where both ei* , f j* are NOT “chosen”,



Category (ei* ) ∈ C and



Category ( f j * ) ∈ C .



b) If (ei* , f j* ) is found in (a), mark ei* , f j* as “chosen” and go back to (a), else go to (c). c) Execute the synchronous tree partitioning operation on all the “chosen” word pairs on the tree pair. Hence, several new tree pairs are created. Replace the old tree pair with the new tree pairs together with the rest of the old tree pair. d) Collect the statistics for all the new tree pairs as elementary tree pairs. e) (Optional) Retrain the word to word probabilities based on current set of tree pairs } Step 2.



i = i + 1 . Go to Step 1 for the next iteration.



At each iteration, one specific set of categories of nodes is handled. The category sequence we used for the grammar induction is: 1.



Top-NP: the noun phrases that do not have another noun phrase as parent or ancestor.



2.



NP: all the noun phrases



3.



VP, IP, S, SBAR:



4.



PP, ADJP, ADVP, JJ, RB: all the modifiers



5.



CD: all the numbers.



verb phrase equivalents.



The reason that we first process major NP chunks is that they are the most stable between languages. Interestingly, NPs are also used as anchor points to learn mono-lingual paraphrases
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[Ibrahim et al., 2003]. The phrase structure style categories can be extracted from automatic parser output using methods in [Xia, 2001]. The induction algorithm is illustrated below (Chinese is given in pinyin form). Please note that the placement of the dependency arcs reflects the relative word order between a parent node and all its immediate children. The collected ETs are put into square boxes and the partitioning operations taken are marked with dotted arrows. ¾



[English]



¾



[Chinese]



Wo



1947



¾



[Glossary]



I



1947



I have been in Canada since 1947 . nian



yilai



yizhi



zhu zai jianada.



year since always live in



Canada



[ ITERATION 1 & 2 ] Partition at word pair (“I” and “wo”) (“Canada” and “jianada”)



[ ITERATION 3 ] (“been” and “zhu”) are chosen but no partition operation is taken because they are roots.
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[ ITERATION 4 ] Partition at word pair (“since” and “yilai”) (“in” and “zai”)



[ ITERATION 5 ] Partition at “1947” and “1947” been S I NP



Canada NP



wo NP



jianada NP



have VP



in PP



zhu IP yizhi ADVP



since PP 1947 CD



zai PP



yilai PP nian QP 1947 CD



[ FINALLY ] Total of 6 resultant ET pairs (figure omitted) Figure 4-4. An example: inducing a SDIG The above algorithm is balanced between efficiency and flexibility. Inside each iteration there are no restrictions on where the synchronous partitioning operation can take place, except that it must be within the scope of the current tree pair being analyzed. From iteration to iteration, the algorithm adopts a “divide and conquer” strategy by forcing the synchronous partitioning operations to be hierarchical, i.e. cross-lingual dependency consistency is assumed. This assumption is the key to efficient search of parallel sub-sentential dependency structures.
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As a result, the cross-lingual dependency consistency is kept between different iterations. And yet within one iteration, this assumption is dropped and free mapping of the constituents is allowed.



4.3 Exhaustive Search The above algorithm is greedy. It cannot correct previous errors. Suppose a wrong partitioning operation is taken at Step (1) which tries to match all the Top-NPs, all the partitioning operations taken in step (2) to (5) (matching to NPs, VPs and equivalents, Modifiers and Numbers) are subject to this error, and hence hurt the accuracy of the statistics. Moreover, the above algorithm constrains the partitioning operations which can only be taken between two nodes of the same category set. However, if an NP is mapped to a VP, which does happen in real world data, such constraints wouldn’t allow it. In light of the previously observed problems of the hierarchical partitioning algorithm, we remove the category constraints of the grammar induction process. Rather, we only rely on the heuristic score h and remove the category constraints. We calculate the above heuristic for all the tentative word pairs; and filter them with a threshold θthreshold , this means the word pairs that have a heuristic score higher than θthreshold will be used in the exhaustive search for PSDIG induction. The value of θthreshold is chosen by optimizing the F-measure on the development test data. y [English] y [Chinese]



I have been in Canada since 1947. Wo 1947 nian yilai yizhi



y [Glossary] I



zhu zai jianada.



1947 year since always live in
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Canada



Figure 4-5. A grammar induction example Suppose in the above example, the MaxEnt model and the threshold predict six word pairs should be used to collect the treelet pairs: (I –wo), (Canada –jianada), (been –zhu), (in –zai), (since –yilai), (1947 –1947).



For each permitted word pair, it has the freedom of going “on” or “off”, suggesting a partitioning operation to be “taken” or “not taken” at this word pair. For each combination of the abovementioned on/off choices of the word pairs, a synchronous partitioning operation is executed at each word pair that is currently set as “on”. In other words, each combination chooses a subset of “good word pairs”, and executes the synchronous partitioning operation on them. For each abovementioned combination, the resultant treelet pairs from the synchronous partitioning operations taken are collected as ET pairs. If we use four word pairs as “on” (out of six): (I –wo), (been –zhu), (in –zai), (since –yilai)



The following four ET pairs will be collected:
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Figure 4-6. Collected ETs In the above example, the ET pairs corresponding to the string pairs below are learned as PSDIG rules: (I have been in Canada since 1947 -- wo 1947 nian yilai yizhi zhu zai jianada) (have been -- yizhi zhu) (I have been -- wo yizhi zhu) (since 1947 -- 1947 nian yilai) (in -- zai) (Canada -- jianada) (have been since -yizhi zhu zai) ……



In theory, by permitting n word pairs, 2n combinations are possible. Hence an exponentially large number of ET pairs may be learned. We prune the ET pairs using the following: y



Any ET has a max size of sizemax , (currently sizemax = 7 )



y



The ETs on two sides have a max size ratio of ratiosize :1 , (currently ratiosize = 4 )



y



For all ET pairs that are rooted at the same word pair, we only allow cmax distinctive ET pairs. We do so by allowing only less confident (lower heuristic score) word pairs to have the freedom of going “on” and “off”, while we set the more confident word pair to be always “on”, meaning a partitioning operation is always “taken” at more confident locations. (currently cmax = 1024 )



y



Each unique ET pair is only counted once for a given sentence pair.
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This exhaustive search algorithm provides more flexibility compared to the previous hierarchical partitioning algorithm. We observe that the number of rules learned using exhaustive search is significantly larger than that of those learned using hierarchical partitioning.



4.4 Heuristics Similar to [Ding and Palmer, 2004a], we also use a heuristic function in Step 1(a) of the algorithm to rank all the word pairs for the tentative tree partitioning operation. The heuristic function is based on a set of heuristics, most of which are similar to those in [Ding and Palmer, 2004a]. For a word pair (ei , f j ) for the tentative partitioning operation, we briefly describe the heuristics:



4.4.1 Inside-Outside Scores and Penalties Suppose we have two trees initially, T(e) and T( f ) . For each synchronous partitioning operation on word pair ( f j , ea j ) , where a j is the index for of the English word that f j is aligned to, both trees will be partitioned into two treelet pairs. The treelets rooted at the original roots are called the “outside treelets” and the treelets rooted at the node pair used for the synchronous partitioning operation are called the “inside treelets”, as shown below:



Figure 4-7. Inside and outside treelets Partition “a recently built red house” at node “built” 41



This idea is borrowed from the inside-outside probabilities in PCFG parsing. For example, as shown in the following figure, on the left side, the inside tree of (cat) is (a kitty cat), while the outside tree of (cat) is (The girl kissed). We build a word alignment table generated by bi-directional training of IBM Model 4 [Brown et al. 1993], using the method described in [Och and Ney, 2004]. The alignments from models of both directions are intersected and diagonally grown and finalized (a.k.a. grow-diag-final). Suppose we have a word alignment as shown in the following figure, where the alignments are shown as colored and noted below. Please note that since the align-grow-final method tends to align adjacent words diagonally, some alignments are not exact or not correct.



Figure 4-8. A word alignment example (The –The), (girl –girl), (kissed –gave, a, kiss), (to –a), (cat –cat), (kitty –her).



With regards to the tentative word pair (cat –cat), we calculate the number of word alignments from the inside tree on the left side to the inside tree on the right side. Hence, counting (cat –cat), (kitty –her), the inside



word alignment score is:



hscore _ inside (cat,cat)=2 Likewise we define the outside word alignment score being the number of word alignments from the outside tree on the left side to the outside tree on the right side. Counting (The –The), (girl –girl), (kissed –gave, a, kiss), we



have:
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hscore _ outside (cat,cat)=5 Also, word alignments that violate inside-outside tree consistency are counted as a penalty term, hence, counting (to –a), we have:



hpenalty _ in − out (cat,cat)=1 Formally, given alignment as the word alignment between two sentences, Te , T f being any two treelets on each side, define:



Count(Te , T f ) =



∑



1



ei ∈Te , f j ∈T f ,( ei , f j )∈alignment



(4.1)



Let InT ( x) , OutT ( x) be the inside tree and out side tree of word x , respectively. We have: hscore _ inside (ei , f j ) = Count ( InT (ei ), InT ( f j ) )



(4.2)



hscore _ outside (ei , f j ) = Count ( OutT (ei ), OutT ( f j ) )



(4.3)



hpenalty _ in −out (ei , f j ) = Count ( OutT (ei ), InT ( f j ) ) + Count ( InT (ei ), OutT ( f j ) )



(4.4)



The intuition behind this heuristic is that the inside-out side scores and penalties is a measure of how well the new treelet pairs conforms to the word alignments specified by the bi-directional training of IBM models.



4.4.2 Entropy Since each tentative word pair ( f j , ea j ) satisfies arg max t( f j | ei ) , where e is the set of nodes ei ∈e



in the English treelet, and t( f j | ei ) is the probability of ei being translated to f j , we have
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t(ei | f j ) =



t( f j | ei ) P(ei ) P( f j )



. A reliable set of translation probabilities will provide a distribution with



a high concentration of probabilities on the chosen word pairs. Intuitively, the conditional entropy of the translation probability distribution will serve as a good estimate of the confidence in the chosen word pair. Let S = ∑ t(ei | f j ) and define eˆ ∈ e as a random variable. ei ∈e



H(eˆ | f j ) = ∑ −



t(ei | f j ) S



ei ∈e



=



∑ − t(e | f ei ∈e



i



j



log(



t(ei | f j ) S



)



(4.5)



) log(t(ei | f j )) + log S



S



Since we need to compute conditional entropy given f j , here the translation probabilities are normalized. The third heuristic function is defined as: h 3 ( f j , ei ) = −1 × H(eˆ | f j )



(4.6)



4.4.3 Word Pair Probability This heuristic is simply defined as the word pair translation probability: h 4 = t( f j | ea j )



(4.7)



4.4.4 Syntactic Category Templates The dependency trees acquired from automatic parsers already provide us with the syntactic category of each node. Observing this, we collected syntactic category mappings from the automatically aligned results and did a cut off. By doing this we generated a set of likely syntactic category mappings, as we expect such mappings would be observed more often in the parallel corpora. 44



Chinese



English



VA



JJ / RB / NN / IN



VE



VBZ



VC



VBZ / VBD / VBP



VV



VB / NN / VBD / VBN / JJ / VBG / MD / VBP / VBZ / NNS / PRP



CD



CD / JJ / NN / NNS



NN



NN / NNS / JJ / NNP / VB / VBN / VBD / VBG



NR



NNP / NN / JJ



NT



NN



JJ



JJ / NN



PN



PRP / PRP$ / NN / WP VBP



Table 4-2. POS tag category template Hence we can define the fifth heuristic as: template _ match 1 h5 =  0 no _ template _ match



(4.8)



4.5 Discriminative Training The above heuristics are a set of real valued numbers. We use a Maximum Entropy model to interpolate the heuristics in a log-linear fashion, which is different from the error minimization training in [Ding and Palmer, 2004a]. P ( y = 1| h0 (ei , f j ), h1 (ei , f j )...hn (ei , f j ) ) =



1   exp  ∑ λk hk (ei , f j ) + λs  Z  k 



(4.11)



where y = (0,1) as labeled in the training data as 1 when the two words are mapped with each other and 0 when they are not.
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The MaxEnt model is trained using the same word level aligned parallel corpus as the one in Section 4.1. Although the training corpus is not large, the fact that we only have a handful of parameters to fit eased the sparse data problem.



4.6 Linear N-Gram Phrase based Grammar Learner Observing the success of Phrase based models, we built a second grammar learner that focuses on treelets that are n-gram phrases. This grammar learner extracts all the corresponding n-grams from the parallel trees if they are treelets on both sides. Formally, a pair of treelets ETe and



ET f would be extracted if the following conditions suffice:



ei ∉ ETe , f j ∈ ET f   (ei , f j ) =Φ (ei , f j ) ∈ alignment  



(4.12)



and



 ei ∈ ETe , f j ∉ ET f  (ei , f j ) =Φ (ei , f j ) ∈ alignment  



(4.13)



while ETe and ET f are both treelets that have n-grams as surface strings. For example, in Figure 4-9, the following are acceptable treelet pairs: (The girl –The girl), (kissed –gave, a, kiss) …



On the other hand, (a kitty –to her) , although n-grams on both sides, is not acceptable since the right hand side is not a treelet.
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Figure 4-9. A word alignment example It is worth noting that this grammar learner does not rely on the heuristic function (4.11). In spirit, suppose the phrases that are learned by a typical phrase based SMT system can be thought as a set, namely S matched − phrase − pairs . Suppose the set of all the possible treelet to treelet mappings is another set S any −treelet − pairs . What the linear n-gram phrase based learner is trying to learn is exactly:



S n − gram −learner = S matched − phrase − pairs ∩ S any −treelet − pair which is the intersection of the two sets.
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(4.14)



Chapter 5 A Scaled-down SDIG It is worth noting that the set of derived parallel dependency Elementary Trees is not a full-fledged SDIG yet. Many features in the SDIG formalism such as arguments, head percolation, etc. are not yet filled. We nevertheless use this derived grammar as a Mini-SDIG for the rest of this thesis.



5.1 Relaxations of the SDIG Recall in Chapter 4, the task of the grammar learning algorithms is to find the correspondence of treelets between source and target language dependency trees. As a result, what we learned are source and target language treelet pairs. A treelet is different from an ET specified in Chapter 3 due to the lack of unlexicalized nodes. However, due to technical complexity, we choose not to fully implement the unlexicalized nodes but to use a scaled down version of it. In this sense, the grammar we actually use in the current implementation can be viewed as a scaled-down version of SDIG. Here we provide a detailed description of the difference between the grammar and the specification given in Chapter 3, together with the reasons that motivate us to make such changes, given below: 1.



Type-B trees are removed. From the grammar induction algorithms described in Chapter 4, what we learned are treelets. Mathematically, a treelet is tree that is a sub-graph of the original tree. How do we decide whether a treelet is a Type-A or Type-B ET then? There are two possible solutions: a)



Using argument-adjunct distinction. Linguistically, a Type-A ET usually corresponds to the verb or an argument while a Type-B ET usually corresponds to a modifier or a structure that would introduce an adjunction operation. However, to the
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best of our knowledge, robust computational methods to identify wither a constituent is an argument or an adjunct still evade us. b)



Alternatively, for each learned treelet, we can create both a Type-A ET and a Type-B ET, whereas the Type-B ET is the same Type-A ET with an unlexicalized root node. This however, would introduce two problems: first, the resultant learned ET database will be twice as large; second, it would introduce spurious ambiguity: the parent-child treelet unification can be viewed either as a Type-B child ET unifying with the parent or a Type-A child ET fulfilling a unlexicalized node in the parent ET.



Observing the above, we decide that in our implementation, we do not use Type-B ETs. Rather, we view all learned ETs as Type-A ETs. 2.



Unlexicalized nodes are not implemented. Now the new problem arises: without Type-B ETs, how do we model adjunction? More specifically, if we do not have root unlexicalized ETs, all the unification operation can only happen if the parent ET has an empty lexicalized node to accept the child ET. This leads to another difficulty: for ETs that never take another ET as a child during training, if we use direct modeling with non-lexicalized nodes as in Chapter 3, they won’t be able to accept a child ET during decoding. More specifically, this means that for a noun that never take a modifier in the training data we cannot add a modifier to it during decoding time, which is not very realistic. As a result, we also remove the unlexicalized nodes. The unification operation without unlexicalized nodes would be simply attaching the child ET to the parent ET.



3.



Categories are not used. Since the unlexicalized nodes are removed, the categories that are supposed to check the consistency of the two nodes during unification is of little use now. Hence, no category is currently implemented, meaning all the matches of ETs are only conditioned on the lexical item and all nodes are assumed to be of one category.



4.



Use alternative ways to model parent-child ET interactions since unlexicalized nodes are removed. Hence we do not specify the exact position where the root of child ET should appear on the parent ET. However, we do specify which node in the parent ET the root of 49



the child ET should be mounted to. This can be viewed as the parents of the previously defined unlexicalized nodes are specified rather than the unlexicalized nodes themselves. In other words, unification operations can only take place between the root of the child ET and previously designated nodes of the parent ET. We call the nodes on the parent ET that are allowed to take a child ET sync-sites. The above constraints can be seen as a relaxed version of the use of “unlexicalized nodes”, since only the point where the parent ET can accept the child ET is specified, the relative position of the child ET and the parent ET is not directly specified in full as part of the grammar rule – it is mathematically parameterized otherwise. The details will be given below. This relaxation is done mainly to solve the problem of data sparseness. More specifically, with such relaxations, we can break down the ET transfer to the target language into multiple steps each parameterized using a separate model. Further, the above relaxations and modifications of SDIG are the logical consequences of the removal of Type-B ETs. It can be thought of as the removal of Type-B ETs starts a chain reaction that forced us to introduce the above modifications. Hence, in the future, an effective method to bring back Type-B ETs remains the goal of further investigation.



5.2 Modeling Parent-Child ET Interactions For the purpose of clarity, we describe the synchronous grammar used in the decoding process as a tree transducer. The tree transducer first breaks the input tree into a collection of ETs and each ET is translated to the target language and the translated ETs are assembled into one output dependency tree of the target language. To illustrate this process, we use the following example:
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Figure 5-1. Tree Transducer: Identity In the above example, suppose we have already decided that the parent ET “kissed” should be translated into “gave a kiss to”, and we want to translate the child ET “the girl”. Here what we need to know first is the identity of the ET in the target language, as shown in the above pseudo-translation example, translating “the girl” to “the girl”. Mathematically, suppose we want to translate an ET u to an ET v in the target language we model this transfer as a probabilistic process and define this probability as P(v | u ) , where v is a translation of u .



P(v | u ) = PMLE (v | u )



(5.1)



The probability deciding the identity to translate each ET is estimated using a Maximum Likelihood Estimate from training data. Now we need to decide where to mount the child ET in the target language to its parent ET. The parent ET “gave a kiss to” may have several places where it may take a child ET. As discussed above, suppose the learned grammar specifies that the right hand side can take a child ET at two possible nodes: “gave” and “kiss”, then we need to decide to which of the two we should mount the child ET to, illustrated below:
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gave



kissed



Sync



kiss



?



girl



?



The



a



? Identity



to



girl



The



Figure 5-2. Tree Transducer: Sync-site Mathematically, the choice of sync-site can be made using a probability estimated from training data. Suppose Parent(u ) defines the parent ET of ET u . root(u ) denotes the root word of ET u . pword( x) is the parent word of word x in the dependency tree setting. Suppose function testsync( w) tests if the word w is taking a child. Same as above, suppose we have v is a translation of u , we have:



Psync ( v | Parent(v) ) = PMLE ( testsync(pword(root(v))) | Parent(v) )



(5.2)



The probability of choosing sync-site for the child ET v is estimated using a Maximum Likelihood Estimate from training data. We condition the probability on the parent ET of v and where the root of u is mounted. After deciding that the child ET should be mounted at a certain node, we need to next decide which side of the parent the child ET should be mounted on. As illustrated below:
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Figure 5-3. Tree Transducer: Direction Suppose we have decided that the child ET “the girl” should be attached to parent node “gave”, we still need to decide whether this child ET should appear before the parent or after the parent. Suppose function BeforeP(u ) tests whether the ET u is mounted before pword(root(u )) . We can again estimate this probability from empirical data. Given below:



Pdirection ( v | Parent(v) ) = PMLE ( BeforeP(v) | Parent(v), pword(root(v)) )



(5.3)



Finally, after deciding which direction the child ET should be placed relative to the parent ET, we need to decide the relative order between the child ET and the nodes belong to the parent ET, as illustrated below:



Figure 5-4. Tree Transducer: Reorder Suppose we have decided that the ET “the girl” should be mounted to “gave” and be placed after “gave”, we still need to decide whether it should appear before “kiss” or after “kiss”. For
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this reordering, we choose not to model it directly, but use heuristics and/or a tri-gram language model to choose which configuration is more favorable. As discussed, the construction of a full-fledged SDIG remains a goal for future research.
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Chapter 6 The MT System based on SDIG 6.1 System Architecture As discussed before, the architecture of our syntax based statistical MT system is illustrated in Figure 6-1. Note that this is a non-deterministic process. The input sentence is first parsed using an automatic parser and a dependency tree is derived. The rest of the pipeline can be viewed as a stochastic tree transducer. The MT decoding starts first by decomposing the input dependency tree into elementary trees. Several different results of the decomposition are possible, each of which is indeed a derivation process on the foreign language side of SDIG. Then the elementary trees go through a transfer phase and target ETs are combined together to produce the output.



Figure 6-1. System architecture



6.2 The Simple Model The stochastic tree-to-tree transducer we propose models MT as a probabilistic optimization process.
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Let f be the input sentence (foreign language), and e be the output sentence (English). We have P(e | f ) =



P( f | e) P(e) , and the best translation is: P( f ) e* = arg max P( f | e) P(e)



(6.1)



e



P( f | e) and P(e) are also known as the “translation model” (TM) and the “language



model” (LM). Assuming the decomposition of the foreign tree is given, our approach, which is based on ETs, uses the graphical model shown in Figure 6-2. In the model, the left side is the input dependency tree (foreign language) and the right side is the output dependency tree (English). Each circle stands for an ET. The solid lines denote the syntactic dependencies while the dashed arrows denote the statistical dependencies.



Figure 6-2. The graphical model Let T( x) be the dependency tree for sentence x . A tree-decomposition function defined on a dependency tree t , and outputs a ET derivation tree of



D(t ) is



t , which is generated by



decomposing t into ETs. Given t , there could be multiple decompositions. By definition, the ET derivation trees of the input and output trees should be isomorphic: D(T( f )) ≅ D(T(e)) . Hence we define D as the isomorphic topology of both D(T( f )) and D(T(e)) . Conditioned on decomposition topology D , we can rewrite Equation (6.1) as:
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e* = arg max ∑ P( f , e | D ) P( D ) e



D



= arg max ∑ P( f | e, D ) P(e | D ) P( D) e



(6.2)



D



To further compute the right hand side of the above equation, we need to find the English sentence with the highest probability summed over all the possible derivations. As such calculations are computationally expensive we use maximum approximation for Equation 6.2. Instead of summing over all the possible decomposition topologies, we only search for the best decomposition topology as follows: e*, D* = arg max P( f | e, D) P(e | D) P( D)



(6.3a)



e, D



It is worth noting that in Equation (6.3a), both f and e stand for surface strings of the dependency tree. As discussed before, the SDIG is a meta-grammar operating on dependency trees and the correspondence between a dependency tree and a surface string is assumed to be fixed. In other words, for the input sentence, we assume the dependency tree given by the automatic dependency parser is “golden”, i.e. 100% correct. Hence, more accurately, in an SDIG sense, what we are searching for is a dependency tree on the English side, as follows: T(e)*, D* = arg max P ( T( f ) | T(e), D ) P ( T(e) | D ) P( D )



(6.3b)



T( e ), D



Of course, in Equation (6.3b), what we are searching for is the best English dependency tree and the derivation topology that would maximize the probability of the transduction. As discussed in Section 5.2, by piecing the ETs together, the mapping between the derived dependency tree and its surface string is non-deterministic. The final output of the surface string can be chosen by either (1) using simple heuristics or (2) with the help of a tri-gram language model on the surface string. The first “ostrich” solution to word order is used in the Simple Model, which we will
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describe later. The second and more complicated approach is used in the Interpolated Model, which we will describe in Section 6.5. The right hand side of the above equation can be further broken up into the three terms. Details of these three terms are given below: The first term, P ( T( f ) | T(e), D ) , corresponds to the translation model. Let Tran(u ) be a set of possible translations for the ET u . We have: P ( T( f ) | T(e), D ) =



∏



P(u | v)



(6.4)



u∈D(T( f )), v∈D(T( e )), v∈Tran( u )



For any ET v in a given ET derivation tree d , let Root(d ) be the root ET of d , and let Parent(v) denote the parent ET of



v . We have:



  P ( T(e) | D ) = P ( Root ( D(T(e) ) ) ⋅ P(v | Parent(v))  ∏  v∈D(T( e )), v ≠ Root(D(T( e )) 



(6.5)



Idealy, we would like to directly estimate the probability of P ( v | Parent(v) ) using maximum likelihood estimate. But as such estimate would require a vast amount of statistics involving pairs of parent and child ETs, we choose to parameterize such probability using the following: Letting root(v) denote the root word of v , we have: P ( v | Parent(v) ) = P ( root(v) | root ( Parent(v) ) ) ⋅ Psync ( v | Parent(v) ) ⋅ Pdirection ( v | Parent(v) )



(6.6)



where: P ( root(v) | root ( Parent(v) ) ) is the conditional probability of the root word of the child ET given the lexical item to which the child ET is synced. This probability is estimated from empirical counts of parent-child statistics using the English portion of the training data. Psync ( v | Parent(v) ) is the probability of choosing the sync site, as discussed in Equation (5.2). Pdirection ( v | Parent(v) ) is the probability of choosing the direction, as discussed in Equation (5.3).



We refer to the approximated probability for P ( T(e) | T( f ), D ) as P ( T(e) | T( f ), D ) . The prior probability of tree decomposition topology is approximated as: 58



P ( D(T( f )) ) =



∏



P(u )



(6.7)



u∈D(T( f ))



Each P(u ) is estimated using maximum likelihood estimate from the English side of the parallel corpora. An analogy between our model and a Hidden Markov Model (Figure 6-3) may be helpful. In Equation (6.3), P(u | v) is analogous to the emission probably P(oi | si ) in an HMM. In Equation (6.4), P(v | Parent(v)) is analogous to the transition probability P( si | si −1 ) in an HMM. While an HMM is defined on a sequence, our model is defined on the ET derivation tree.



Figure 6-3. Comparing to the HMM



6.3 Other Factors y



Augmenting parallel ET pairs



In reality, the learned parallel ETs are unlikely to cover all the structures that we may encounter in decoding. As a unified approach, we augment the SDIG by adding all the possible word pairs ( f j , ei )



as parallel ET pairs and using IBM Model 1 (Brown et al., 1993) word to word



translation probability as the ET translation probability.
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y



Smoothing ET translation probabilities.



In order to handle possible noise from the ET pair learning process, the ET translation probabilities Pemp (u | v) estimated by relative frequencies are smoothed using a word level model. For each ET pair (u , v) , we interpolate the empirical probability with the “bag of words” probability and then re-normalize:



P(u | v) =



1 1 Pemp (u , v ) ⋅ Z size(u )size( v )



∏ ∑ P( f f j ∈u ei ∈v



j



| ei )



(6.8)



Careful readers will find that we choose to smooth the probabilities of each ET translation with lexical probabilities rather than using a global lexical translation probability model (such as IBM Model 1) mainly for algorithmic reasons. Without globally interpolating with a lexical model a dynamic programming decoding algorithm can be made possible.



6.4 Polynomial Time Decoding for the Simple Model Recall that for efficiency reasons, we use maximum approximation, and the model is given in Equation (6.3b): T(e)*, D* = arg max P ( T( f ) | T(e), D ) P ( T(e) | D ) P( D)



(Same as Eq. 6.3b)



T( e ), D



So bringing equations (6.4) to (6.8) together, the best translation would maximize:   Psimple ( T( f ) | T(e) ) = ∏ P(u | v) ⋅ P Root ( D ( T(e) ) ) ⋅  ∏ P(v | Parent(v))  ⋅ ∏ P(u )  



(



)



(6.9)



The above equation is an approximated probability which we define as Psimple ( T( f ) | T(e) ) . For the convenience of the reader, we rewrite each term in the above equation that can be futher expanded below:
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P(u | v) =



1 1 Pemp (u , v ) ⋅ Z size(u )size( v )



∏ ∑ P( f f j ∈u ei ∈v



j



| ei )



(Same as Eq. 6.8)



P ( v | Parent(v) ) = P ( root(v) | root ( Parent(v) ) ) ⋅ Psync ( v | Parent(v) ) ⋅ Pdirection ( v | Parent(v) )



= PMLE ( root(v) | root ( Parent(v) ) ) ⋅ PMLE ( testsync(pword(root(v))) | Parent(v) ) ⋅ ⋅ PMLE ( BeforeP(v) | Parent(v), pword(root(v)) )



Observing the similarity between our model and a HMM, our dynamic programming decoding algorithm is in spirit similar to the Viterbi algorithm except that instead of being sequential the decoding is done on trees in a top down fashion. As to the relative orders of the ETs, the simple model does not reorder the children ETs given the parent ET, since the simple model does not have the power to discriminate different orders between child ETs on the same side of the parent ET.



6.4.1 Packed Forest Representation Recall in Section 6.2, we can potentially have multiple tree-decomposition functions for T( f ) . In fact, if we write out all the possible decompositions given a dependency tree, there are an exponential number of them. Also, in Section 6.3 we augmented our parallel ET pairs such that each word makes a possible ET. Hence, the original dependency tree is also a derivation tree with all the “one word” ETs. Observing this, we choose to store all the possible decomposed dependency tree structures in a packed forest fashion. Suppose the original dependency tree T is a graph, such that: V(T ) is the set for all the nodes in the tree and E(T ) = { p, c | p = pword(c)} is the set for the edges. pword(c) is the parent of node c in T .



We now want to add a node nu for the ET u into the graph. As u is a sub-sentential dependency structure, let u be a sub-graph of T , i.e. u ⊆ T . Because u is a partial tree, we have root(u ) ∈ T . Also unless root(u ) = root(T ) , we also have uniquely pu = pword(root(u )) , 61



where pu ∈ T . We then create a new node nu which stands for the ET u and add it into T . As a result we have a new graph T ' , the vertices and edges of which are specified as follows: V(T ') = V(T ) ∪ {nu , au } E(T ') = E(T ) ∪



{ p , a , a , n , a , root(u ) } ∪ { n , c | f ∈ V(u), c ∈ V(T ) − V(u ), f u



u



u



u



u



u



= pword(c )}



The node au is added as an auxiliary node for the necessity of a packed forest representation.



Figure 6-4. Packed forest representation Chinese:



wo



1947



nian



yilai



yizhi



Glossary:



I



1947



year



since always



zhu live



zai in



zheli here



Figure 6-4 shows the packed forest representation for the Chinese sentence given as an example. Please note that the ET node n1 stands for “yizhi zhu zai” (always live in) and the ET node n2 stands for “nian yilai” (year since). At the decoding stage, according to our statistics such packed forest representations greatly save decoding space. With an average sentence length of 26.3 words, the packed forest representation uses an average of 51.7 nodes per sentence. While representing the same search space, it is roughly 10 times more efficient than the exhaustive tree decomposition. 62



6.4.2 Decoding on the Packed Forest More importantly, packed forests share the same Markovian property as trees. Hence, by using the packed forest representation, we can run the dynamic programming decoding algorithm directly on the packed forest. An algorithm similar to the Viterbi decoding algorithm can be constructed. Here is the psudo-code for the probability maximization part of the algorithm: Maximize_Tree(T) { if(Children(T)==NULL) { foreach(Translation(T)) assign probability; } else { foreach(C=Children(T)) Maximize_Tree(C); foreach(E=Translation(T)) foreach(C=Children(T)) foreach(B=Translation(C)){ compute subtree probability; select the best B given E; }//foreach }//if }//function Pease note that the auxiliary nodes in the packed forest representation need to be handled separately during probabilistic modeling (details omitted). After the probability maximization process, the algorithm then selects the best translation for each ET in a top-down fashion. The shared forest structure enables the decoder to utilize the dynamic programming property of the tree structure explicitly. Suppose the input sentence has n words and the shared forest representation has m nodes. Suppose for each word, there are maximally k different ETs containing it, we have m ≤ kn . Let b be the max breadth factor in the packed forest, it can be shown that the decoder visits at most mb nodes during execution. Hence, we have:



T (decoding ) ≤ O(kbn)
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(6.10)



which is linear to the input size. Combined with a polynomial time parsing algorithm, the whole decoding process is polynomial time with respect to the input size. In fact, our test results shows that for the same set of 206 sentences, using the same hardware setup, the decoder for the simple model finished in 3 seconds, while the ISI Rewrite decoder for the IBM Model 4 [Brown et al., 1993, Germann et al., 2001] took 8102 seconds.



6.5 Interpolating the Models As discussed in [Och, 2003], interpolating several probabilistic models in a log-linear fashion enhances MT system performance. So, in addition to the original probabilistic model defined for PSDIG, we want to add the following models: y



A tri-gram language model using modified Kneser-Ney smoothing [Chen and Goodman, 1998]. We refer to the tri-gram language model as Ptrigram (e) .



y



Word count of the output sentence l to inhibit unduly too short outputs, also called length penalty.



y



Similarly, we add IBM Model 1 for both directions to optimize lexical choices, we call these two models Pm ( f | e) and Pm (e | f ) . Since the lexicalized model is already used here, we do not smooth the ET translation probability as described in (6.7).



y



Lastly, it is also desirable to have (6.9) in an opposite direction (the foreign side generating the English side). So we add P ( T(e) | T( f ), D ) .



Hence, the best translation according to the interpolated model will maximize:



H interpolated ( f | e) = P ( T( f ) | T(e), D ) ⋅ Pm ( f | e)



λmfe



λ fe



⋅ P ( T(e) | T( f ), D )



⋅ Pm (e | f )



λmef



⋅ Ptrigram (e)



λef



λtrigram



Please note that we have:
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⋅ P( D)λD ⋅ P(T(e) | D) ⋅ l λdw



λdep



⋅



(6.11)



P ( T( f ) | T(e), D ) =



∏



P(u | v)



(Same as Eq. 6.4)



∏



P(v | u )



(Eq. 6.4 in opposite direction)



u∈D(T( f )), v∈D(T( e )), v∈Tran( u )



P ( T(e) | T( f ), D ) =



u∈D(T( f )), v∈D(T( e )), v∈Tran( u )



The above two probabilities are not interpolated as the Simple Model, since we use IBM Model 1 to handle lexical choices. Again, we have: P( D) = P ( D(T( f )) ) =



∏



P(u )



(Same as Eq. 6.7)



u∈D(T( f ))



  P ( T(e) | D ) = P ( Root ( D(T(e) ) ) ⋅ P(v | Parent(v))  ∏  v∈D(T( e )),v ≠ Root(D(T( e )) 



(Same as Eq. 6.5)



P ( v | Parent(v) ) = P ( root(v) | root ( Parent(v) ) ) ⋅ Psync ( v | Parent(v) ) ⋅ Pdirection ( v | Parent(v) )



= PMLE ( root(v) | root ( Parent(v) ) ) ⋅ PMLE ( testsync(pword(root(v))) | Parent(v) ) ⋅ ⋅ PMLE ( BeforeP(v) | Parent(v), pword(root(v)) )



The different weights of each model in Equation 6.11 can be tuned on the devtest data following [Och, 2003].



6.6 Greedy Decoding for the Interpolated Model As discussed before, the simple model of PSDIG, as in (6.9), a linear time decoding algorithm can be found, excluding the parsing time for the input string. With the addition of a trigram language model, the ETs are globally coupled together and the conditions for dynamic programming no longer hold. Hence, we use greedy search for decoding. 65



A typical greedy decoder starts with one possible output s0 , and randomly changes the choices made for the ET transfer process, with a resulting solution s1 being generated. s1 is accepted if the score (6.11) improves and is rejected otherwise. Transitioning from solution si to solution si +1 is handled the same way. Interestingly, the dynamic programming decoder which only optimizes (6.9) can be used as a convenient starting point of the greedy decoder. However, the above straightforward algorithm may have certain issues. (1) The convergence to a optimum could be slow, since search steps are taken at all the possible directions, which may involve testing the same condition several times. (2) The internal structure of the dependency tree (or the shared forest) is not exploited. We hypothesize that a change of one translation choice somewhere in the dependency tree may have little effect on the translation choice in some faraway regions of the tree. Hence, we construct an improved greedy search algorithm as follows:



Step 0. Using the simple model, find the English dependency tree and derivation that maximizes (6.9). Construct the English dependency tree and linearize it as a surface string without considering child ET reordering. Step 1. Randomly choose one foreign ET and then randomly choose one of the following four transition category: a) Identity: what English ET should the foreign ET be translated to b) Sync-site: which node should the English ET be attached to its parent ET c) Child ET direction: should the English ET be place before or after the node it is attached to in its parent ET d) Reorder Child ET: what order should the English ET and its sister ETs and parent ET have Step 2. Choose the best value for the above chosen transition category for the foreign ET. Step 3. Go to Step 1 for the next iteration.
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The above algorithm typically converges after each foreign ET is chosen and optimized 3-8



?



times on average. We use the following graph to illustrate the above four transition categories:



?



Figure 6-5. The four transition categories.



6.6.1 Reordering Child ETs In reality, searching through all the possible orders given an English parent ET and its child ETs would require a time complexity exponential to the number of child ETs that are placed before parent ET and the number of those are placed after the parent ET.



y



Limiting search space to increase speed



To speed up the search process, we assume that once the direction of the Child ET is given, the relative order between the Child ETs placed on the same side of the parent ET is unchanged from their order in the foreign dependency tree. For example, suppose we have “a giant ruby apple” being translated to “a big red apple”, where both “giant” and “ruby” are two foreign ETs and are translated into “big” and “red” respectively, we only search the dependency tree for “a
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big red apple”. We do not search for the dependency tree for “a red big apple”. This is motivated by the observation that modifiers between two languages are either flipped to the other side of their parent or are kept in the same order.



y



Using landmark punctuations



Another issue is that by employing ET movement, one small movement of an ET close to the root of the dependency tree would typically result in significant movement of the corresponding words, sometimes even from the beginning of the sentence to the end of the sentence. To limit, such long distance movement, we currently use a simple heuristic: all ET movements cannot cross significant landmark punctuations in the sentence. Such significant land mark punctuations are currently defined as commas, parenthesis and quotation marks.
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Chapter 7 Evaluation on the Current Implementation We implemented the above approach for a Chinese-English machine translation system. We used an automatic dependency parser [McDonald et al., 2005], trained using the Penn English/Chinese Treebanks. (In earlier implementations, we used phrase structure parsers trained on the same treebanks using [Bikel, 2002], and converted the phrase structure trees to dependency trees using [Xia, 2001]. The use of a direct dependency parser [McDonald et al., 2005] is motivated both for speed and robustness.) The training set consists of Xinhua newswire data and the FBIS data from LDC; the entire parallel training corpora totaling 7.1M English words + 6.0M Chinese words. The language model is trained using the Xinhua portion of the Gigaword corpus (30.0M words) with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing [Chen and Goodman, 1998]. The MT systems were evaluated using the n-gram based Bleu [Papineni et al., 2002], configured as case insensitive. Detailed statistics are given below: Dataset



Xinhua



FBIS



NIST 2002



NIST 2003



Sentence#



56263



167217



206



424



Chinese word#



1456495



4525754



27.4 average



25.31 average



English word#



1490498



5743358



37.7 average



30.67 average



Usage



training



training



dev-testing



testing



Table 7-1. Evaluation data details We compared to two systems: IBM Model 4 [Brown et al., 1993, Germann et al., 2001] and phrased based SMT system Pharaoh [Koehn, 2004].
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Following [Och, 2003], we used the development test data from the 2001 NIST MT evaluation workshop to run error minimization training (206 sentences, 4 references each, 5945 words). We used the oracle score for the top 100 translations as the measure for the potential of possible discriminative training. The “oracle” translations are picked by comparing with the references. Model 4



PSDIG



PSDIG



Pharaoh



Top-100 Oracle 13.1



30.6



36.8



Pharaoh Top-100 Oracle



30.8



34.7



Table 7-2. Results on NIST 2001 devtest The system in [Ding and Palmer, 2005], which implements the simple model (Equation 6.9) achieves Bleu score 14.5. Hence the interpolated model (Equation 6.11) with greedy search achieves twice the Bleu score compared to the simple model (Equation 6.9). Also the simple model is proved to have outperformed Model 4 for both speed and quality (in terms of Bleu score). The current results for the PSDIG system are achieved by merging the rules learned using both the exhaustive learner and the n-gram learner, the details of the two learners are given below: Exhaustive



N-gram



Merged



Bleu



27.9



25.7



30.6



# rules



1.8M



0.7M



2.3M



Table 7-3. Merging the rules As shown above, merging the rules learned by both grammar learners improved system performance. Interestingly, only a small percentage of the resultant rules from the two learners overlap. The Pharaoh system has 3.3M phrase translation rules. We further compared the systems using the Xinhua portion of the NIST MT evaluation 2003
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test set (424 sentences, 4 references each, 10731 words). Results are shown below: Model 4



PSDIG



PSDIG



Pharaoh



Pharaoh



Top-100 Oracle 12.3



23.1



28.8



Top-100 Oracle 23.0



28.8



Table 7-4. Results on NIST 2003 Xinhua portion It is interesting to compare PSDIG outputs and Pharaoh outputs. To do so we computed the oracle of merging the two outputs together. More specifically, we calculated the oracle score for merging the top-1 outputs and top-100 outputs of the two systems. To put the scores in context, we also calculated the Bleu score for human translations. (Each human translation is evaluated using the other 3 as references, and the results are averaged). The result we got on the same two datasets mentioned above are as follows:



Bleu



PSDIG + Pharaoh



PSDIG + Pharaoh



Human



Top 1 Oracle



Top-100 Oracle



(3 refs average)



35.0



40.7



37.4



Table 7-5. Oracles of merging the two systems on NIST 2001 devtest data



Bleu



PSDIG + Pharaoh



PSDIG + Pharaoh



Human



Top 1 Oracle



Top-100 Oracle



(3 refs average)



27.7



32.9



37.0



Table 7-6. Oracles of merging the two systems on NIST 2003 Xinhua portion Comparing with single system scores, we conclude that PSDIG and Pharaoh (or phrase based SMT) each excel on different sentences. The oracle of merging the two systems points to the possibility of future work in combining phrase-based MT and PSDIG together.
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Chapter 8 Discussions, Conclusions and Future Work 8.1 An Example The following is one of the translation traces given as an example to illustrate the formal capacity of SDIG and to demonstrate how the grammar works in real life. In the tree print-out, each line represents a node in the dependency tree. Each line consists of four items, from left to right, they are: (1) The left most number means the depth of the node. (2) The lemma of the node (3) Whether the node is the head of an ET: if it is, prints an “O”; if it is not, prints a “.” (4) The relative word order of the node inside the ET. The word order is represented using the index, starting from 0, increasing as 1, 2, 3…
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CHINESE INPUT: 据 上海 浦东 海关 统计 ， 今年 至 十一月 ， 浦东 新区 （ 包括 外高桥 保税区 ） 进出口 货物 总额 达 八十五点七九亿 美元 ， 比 去年 同 期 增长 近 四分之一 。 HUMAN TRANSLATION: According to the statistics of Pudong Customhouse , Shanghai , as of November this year , Pudong New District -LRB- including Wai Gao Qiao bonded area -RRB- saw a total export and import of merchandise of 8.579 billion US dollars , up nearly 25% over the same period last year . (T) 据 统计  According to the statistics (T) 上海  Shanghai (T) 浦东  Pudong (T) 海关  Customs (?) ，  (T) 今年  this year (T) 至 十一月  from January to November (?) ，  (T) 浦东 新区  the New Pudong District (?) （  (T) 包括  including (.) 外高桥  waigaoqiao (T) 保税区  the bonded zone (?) ）  (T) 货物  goods (T) 进出口 总额  exports and imports (T) 达 美元  reached US dollars (?) 八十五点七九亿  (?) ，  (T) 去年  last year (T) 同 期  over the same period (T) 比 增长  percent (T) 近  nearly (T) 四分之一  one-fourth (?) 。 
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---Tree--0 : reached O :[#0] 1 -: According O :[#0] 2 +: to . :[#1] 3 +: statistics . :[#3] 4 -: the . :[#2] 4 -: Customs O :[#0] 5 -: Pudong O :[#0] 6 -: Shanghai O :[#0] 1 -: , O :[#0] 1 -: from O :[#0] 2 +: January . :[#1] 2 +: to . :[#2] 3 +: November . :[#3] 2 +: year O :[#1] 3 -: this . :[#0] 1 -: , O :[#0] 1 -: and O :[#1] 2 -: including O :[#0] 3 -: District O :[#3] 4 -: the . :[#0] 4 -: New . :[#1] 4 -: Pudong . :[#2] 3 -: -LRB- O :[#0] 3 +: zone O :[#2] 4 -: the . :[#0] 4 -: waigaoqiao O :[#0] 4 -: bonded . :[#1] 3 +: -RRB- O :[#0] 2 -: goods O :[#0] 2 -: exports . :[#0] 2 +: imports . :[#2] 1 +: US . :[#1] 2 -: 八十五点七九亿 O :[#0] 2 +: dollars . :[#2] 1 +: , O :[#0] 1 +: percent O :[#0] 2 -: one-fourth O :[#0] 3 -: nearly O :[#0] 2 +: over O :[#0] 3 +: period . :[#3] 4 -: the . :[#1] 4 -: same . :[#2] 4 +: year O :[#1] 5 -: last . :[#0] 1 +: . O :[#0]
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Final Output: According to the Shanghai Pudong Customs statistics , from January to November this year , the New Pudong District -LRB- including the waigaoqiao bonded zone -RRB- goods exports and imports reached 八十五点七九亿 US dollars , nearly one-fourth percent over the same period last year .



A major portion of the output tree is drawn in the figure below:



Figure 8-1. Example of an output dependency tree In the above example, we can see that SDIG can handle non-contiguous phrases on both the Chinese and English side, for example: ¾



In Chinese, the construction: “据 X 统计” is translated to “According to the X statistics”, and X here is then replaced with “Shanghai Pudong Customs”, forming the tree output “According to the Shanghai Pudong Customs statistics”. (Illustrated in the figure below.) This is typically hard to achieve in straightforward phrase based translation systems. 75



Figure 8-2. Non-continuous phrases handled by SDIG - Example 1 ¾



“X 保税区 ” is translated to “the X bonded zone”, where X is then replaced with “waigaoqiao”. Please note that here the term “tax bonded zone” would be a more exact translation.



Figure 8-3. Non-continuous phrases handled by SDIG - Example 2 More examples of translation traces and output trees are to be found in Appendix A.



8.2 Discussions 8.2.1 Average ET size vs. Average Phrase size So why are we not seeing more improvement on the Bleu score? One hypothesis is that the ETs that are used in the translations in a PSDIG system are smaller than the phrases used in a phrase system. As we examined the average ET size (number of words in the ET) on input side of the translations given by the PSDIG system and the average phrase size on the input size of Pharaoh, we found the following:
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PSDIG



Pharaoh



NIST 2001



1.37



1.56



(13% longer)



NIST 2003 (Xinhua)



1.19



1.33



(12% longer)



Table 8-1. Average ET size vs. phrase size on the input side What caused this difference in average size of elementary structures between PSDIG and the phrase based system? We believe it is mainly caused by the fact that to match an ET on the input side dependency tree, not only do the words (lemmas) have to match, but also the structure that connects the words. In this sense, the structural constraints are enforced in addition to the word agreement constraints that are used in a phrase based system. Also, the phrases that are not a constituent on either side of the sentence pair, while they can be readily learned and used in a phrase based system, cannot be used in PSDIG. As a result, we observe that the average size of the elementary structures in a phrase based system is around 12%~13% larger than that of PSDIG. Since the both systems need to cover the same input sentence, a system that uses elementary structure of a smaller average size has to use more of such elementary structures. Hence, this equivalently means that the PSDIG system tend to use 12%~13% more elementary structures to cover the input sentence. In this sense, the output of PSDIG is more compositional. More compositional outputs tend to be penalized in terms of Bleu score when being evaluated. For example, suppose A can be translated to either A1 or A2 and B can be translated to either B1 or B2. Suppose we have the human reference translation as A1B1 and A2B2. If the system output is A1B2 or A2B1, though they are equally acceptable outputs, they won’t see a bi-gram match with the references when being evaluated by Bleu.



8.2.2 Current Limitations of ETs By conducting a qualitative error analysis, we found that the PSDIG system performance is hurt
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mainly by the following reasons: y



Parsing errors result in “broken dependencies”: Suppose for the English phrase “24.7 per cent”, instead of (24.7 (per (cent))), the parser parsed it as (24.7) (per (cent)), i.e. two separate dependency sub-trees. If on the Chinese side it is written as one token “bai-fen-zhi-24.7” (in pinyin form), the grammar learner cannot learn this rule correctly. This does not affect the phrase system, however.



Figure 8-4. Correct dependency parse for “24.7 per cent”



Figure 8-5. Incorrect dependency parse for “24.7 per cent” y



Currently an ET in a dependency tree has to contain a root. Linguistically, it has to be a constituent minus some child constituents. An ET cannot be a constituent plus a constituent. For example, in Figure 8-3, for the structure ((a) (big) (red) apple), the PSDIG is able to learn how ((a) apple), ((a) (big) apple), ((a) (red) apple) or ((a) (big) (red) apple) are translated, but it currently cannot use ((a) (big) (red)) as an ET– since it does not have a root.
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Figure 8-6. Dependency tree for “a big red apple” y



Sometimes the input is fragmented, e.g. telegraphic heads. Fragmented words tend to be sprayed all over the



English side, since each word has the freedom to move on the English



side and movements near the top of the dependency tree may result in very long distance movements in the surface string. We intend to address the above issues by adding to the grammar learner the capability of handling more complicated root-unlexicalized ETs in the future, e.g. ((a) (big) (red) X ).



8.2.3 A Close Look at Bleu and MT Quality On the other hand, it is reported in (Charniak et al. 2003) that the Bleu evaluation metric tends to reward more local word choices rather than global accuracy. In our system, whether the incorporation of syntax for both source and target languages has provided additional advantages beyond what is measured by Bleu also needs further investigation. We conducted a closer examination of the Bleu score with regards to actually translation quality. We deployed a subjective analysis of the output sentences of both the PSDIG and Pharaoh outputs. We found that a significant percentage of the outputs from PSDIG actually facilitate easier understanding, while receiving lower Bleu scores. The reversed case, the Pharaoh outputs that receive lower Bleu score are easier to understand, are much rarer. Below we give some examples from the development test sets, where PSDIG outputs receive lower Bleu score while are actually more faithful to the intput sentence and/or easier to read:
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---------- Sentence=16 SOURCE:



Bleu PSDIG / Bleu Pharaoh =0.650 ----------



中国 闽 东南 乡镇 企业 发展 继续 领先



HUMAN:



development of township enterprises in southeast fujian of china continues to take the



lead SYNTAX:



to continue to lead the development of fujian and southeast town and township



enterprises in china PHRAOH:



--> 0.424



china continues to lead the development of township enterprises in southeast fujian



-->



0.652



COMMENT:



the Pharoah output does not maintain the correct subject. Bleu, as an n-gram based



metric, does not evaluate the structure of the stentence.



---------- Sentence=18 SOURCE:



Bleu PSDIG / Bleu Pharaoh =0.951 ----------



去年 ， 福州 、 厦门 、 泉州 、 漳州 、 莆田 五 地 市 乡镇 企业 经济 总



量 占 全 省 百分之七十 以上 。 HUMAN:



last year , the total economic output of the township enterprises in the five regions of



fuzhou , xiamen , quanzhou , zhangzhou and putian accounted for more than 70% of that of the entire province . SYNTAX:



last year , fuzhou , xiamen , quanzhou , zhangzhou , putian city five in township and



town enterprises total economic output accounted for over 70 percent of the province . PHRAOH:



--> 0.448



last year , fuzhou , xiamen , quanzhou , zhangzhou , putian township enterprises



accounted for 70 percent of total economic output in the province more than five prefectures and cities .



--> 0.471



COMMENT:



the Pharaoh output, by using plain surface string reordering, reorders “five



prefectures and cities” to the wrong place.
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---------- Sentence=22 SOURCE:



Bleu PSDIG / Bleu Pharaoh =0.782 ----------



全 省 已 有 十一 家 乡 镇 企业 跻 身 中国 “ 最佳 经 济 效益 乡 镇 企业 ” 行



列 。 HUMAN:



eleven township enterprises in the province have made it to the list of `` township



enterprises with the best economic returns '' of china . SYNTAX:



the province has 11 township and town enterprises entered china 's `` best economic



returns of township and town enterprises '' rank . PHRAOH:



11 in township enterprises in china 's `` best economic efficiency of township enterprises



in the province now ranks . ''



COMMENT:



--> 0.356



--> 0.455



this example shows how Bleu rewards local word order. The PSDIG system used



“china’s” rather than “of china”, such paraphrases are likely to be penalized by Bleu.



---------- Sentence=25 SOURCE:



Bleu PSDIG / Bleu Pharaoh =0.654 ----------



福州 鼓山镇 的 福兴 投资区 、 晋江 安海 的 桥头 工业区 均 成为 全 国 乡



镇 企业 示范 小区 。 HUMAN:



fuxing investment zone in gushan township of fuzhou and qiaotou industrial area of



anhai , jinjiang have both become small-sized model areas for township enterprises in the country . SYNTAX:



fuzhou 鼓山镇 the thualuu zone , the anhai jinjiang in industrial zone has become all



the townships and towns their demonstration residential area . PHRAOH:



--> 0.153



fuzhou , the 桥头 industrial zones have become the country township enterprises in the



residential area . demonstration of the 鼓山镇 福兴 investment 晋江 安海



COMMENT:



--> 0.234



the semantics of the Pharaoh output is distorted, due to the fact that “demonstration”



is reordered to the wrong place.
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---------- Sentence=28 Bleu PSDIG / Bleu Pharaoh =0.967 ---------SOURCE:



目前 国外 直接 投资 江苏省 农业 的 项目 达 八百 个 ， 金额 达 八亿 多 美



元 。 HUMAN:



at present , there are as many as 800 agricultural projects in jiangsu that receive



investment directly from overseas , with a total amount of over 800 million us dollars . SYNTAX:



at present 800 one of the foreign direct investment in jiangsu agricultural project ,



involving a total of more than 1 million billion dollars . PHRAOH:



the foreign direct investment in jiangsu province , the amount of 800 million dollars



more than 800 agricultural projects .



COMMENT:



--> 0.324



--> 0.335



the Pharaoh output does not maintain the SVO structure. The wrong reordering of



the “dollars” more than “projects” made the output very semantically confusing. This example also shows that PSDIG might have issues with flattened local dependencies. “1 million billion dollars” is generated due to fragmented local dependency structure. A study of the translation outputs shows that PSDIG is particularly week in handling local structures that are likely to be fragmented, such as numbers.



---------- Sentence=97 SOURCE:



Bleu PSDIG / Bleu Pharaoh =0.786 ----------



与 此 同时 ， 固定 资产 投资 力度 加大 ， 投资 总额 达 二百六十亿 元 ， 同



比 增长 百分之二十一 。 HUMAN:



meanwhile , a greater increase was seen in fixed asset investment , with the total amount



of investment hitting 26 billion yuan , up 21% over the same period last year . SYNTAX:



at the same time , greater efforts to increase investment in fixed assets , with a total



investment of 二百六十亿 yuan , over the same period increased by 21 percent .
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--> 0.415



PHRAOH:



meanwhile , investment in fixed assets investment , increase the total amount of 二百六



十亿 billion yuan , an increase of 21 percent .



COMMENT:



--> 0.528



in the Pharaoh output, the “over the same period last year” is lost. The verb for



“fixed assets investment”, which should be “increase”, is also lost.



---------- Sentence=121 SOURCE:



Bleu PSDIG / Bleu Pharaoh =0.805 ----------



福建省 日前 提出 ， 今年 将 大力 推进 闽 台 经贸 合作 ， 进一步 加大 对



台 招商 力度 ， 加强 与 台湾 大 企业 、 大 财团 的 联系 ， 争取 一 批 台资 大 项目 来 闽 投资 ， 并 大力 拓展 对 台 贸易 和 发展 对 台 渔工 劳务 合作 。 HUMAN:



fujian province proposed recently that this year it will greatly promote the economic and



trade cooperation between fujian and taiwan , intensify the efforts to attract taiwanese merchants , reinforce its connection with large corporations and financial groups in taiwan and win a number of taiwanese-funded projects over to invest in fujian . it will also greatly expand the trade with taiwan and develop cooperation with taiwan in fishermen 's labor . SYNTAX:



, further intensify our efforts to attracting investment to taiwan , fujian has proposed a



few days ago , this year will continue to vigorously promote economic and trade cooperation between fujian and taiwan and the taiwan authorities , large and medium-sized enterprises financial groups by strengthening their ties and , to make investment in fujian and to strive for a number of taiwan-funded projects , and making great efforts to expand trade with taiwan and the development of the labor cooperation with taiwan fishing industry worker . PHRAOH:



--> 0.272



fujian province recently put forward a number of taiwan-funded projects with



investment and expand trade with taiwan and the development of economic and trade cooperation , further intensify efforts to strengthen ties with taiwan , and taiwan of large enterprises and
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consortiums to come to taiwan this year , will vigorously promote the fujian-taiwan merchants 渔工 labor cooperation .



COMMENT:



--> 0.338



in the above example, the PSDIG output tries to deliver the semantics from the



intput while keep the output more readable. This resulted in a more verbose output compared to the human reference. Since the Bleu score involves a “length penality” that penalizes outputs longer than human reference average, the PSDIG output receives a lower Bleu score with the output being more readable than the Pharaoh output.



---------- Sentence=142 SOURCE: HUMAN:



Bleu PSDIG / Bleu Pharaoh =0.637 ----------



科特迪瓦 财长 称 西非 经济 明显 恢复 增长 minister of finance of cote d'ivoire said , economy of west africa obviously resumed



growth SYNTAX:



cote d'ivoire 's finance minister said that africa marked resumption of economic growth



--> 0.184 PHRAOH:



finance minister said that the economy has been restored in the west african cote d'ivoire



--> 0.289



COMMENT:



the PSDIG output delivered the correct semantics, but is severely penalized due to



pharaphrasing: “minister of finance of cote d'ivoire” vs. “cote d'ivoire 's finance minister”, also in “resumption” vs. “resumed”. The Pharaoh output does not have the correct semantics with regards to “which country’s finance minister?” and “which economy resumed growth?”



The following example shows where the significant gain of using syntax is not measured by Bleu:
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---------- Sentence=117 SOURCE:



Bleu PSDIG / Bleu Pharaoh =1.042 ----------



切尔诺梅尔金 同时 指出 ， 去年 国内 也 存在 不少 问题 ， 例如 ， 税收 情



况 不 佳 ， 投资 计划 没有 完成 ， 外贸 顺差 减少 ， 政府 采取 的 财政 金融 措施 不 得力 等等 。 HUMAN:



chernomyrdin pointed out at the same time that last year there were also many problems



at home . for instance , poor tax revenue , failure to complete the investment plans , a reduced surplus of foreign trade , and the ineffectiveness of the financial measures taken by the government . SYNTAX:



chernomyrdin pointed out that at the same time , there are too many problems at home in



last year , for instance , the taxation situation is poor , the investment plan has not been fulfilled , reduced the country 's foreign trade surplus , not effective fiscal measures adopted by the government 's financial and so on . PHRAOH:



--> 0.368



chernomyrdin also pointed out that there are many problems , such as taxation ,



investment , trade , the government to adopt effective measures to reduce the financial situation of the poor program has not been completed surplus last year in the country is not so on .



COMMENT:



--> 0.353



in the Pharaoh output, starting from “the government to adopt …”, the semantics of



the input sentence is vastly distorted. However, Bleu does not measure such semantic distortion.



We also found cases that while the PSDIG outputs get higher Bleu scores, the Pharaoh outputs in some sense are better, though such cases are significantly fewer in numbers.
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---------- Sentence=197 SOURCE: HUMAN:



Bleu PSDIG / Bleu Pharaoh =1.236 ----------



荷兰 贸易 促进会 武汉 代表处 日前 在 武汉 正式 成立 。 a few days ago , holland 's trade promotion society has officially set up its representative



office in wuhan . SYNTAX:



the netherlands trade promotion council wuhan recently officially opened its



representative office in china . PHRAOH:



--> 0.366



netherlands trade promotion council wuhan office recently established in wuhan .



-->



0.296



COMMENT:



the PSDIG output uses “in China” instead of “in wuhan”, due to the fact the former



are seen more often. The Pharaoh output is penalized since it missed a relatively unimportant word “representative”.



While a careful count on each of the above cases from the evaluation data based on a well defined metric is difficult, we qualitatively conclude that the benefits of using syntax is not fully embraced by the Bleu metric. In particular, the efforts that the PSDIG spent in ordering the constituents and their attachments are not duly measured. To summarize, the following are challenges for an MT system that a phrase system fails to rise to and that are not identified by the Bleu metric (or PSDIG tries to address and are not duly rewarded): y



Maintaining sentence major consitiuents: subjects, verbs, objects, etc…



y



Idetifying the right attachment: PP-attachment, connectives, etc…



y



Long distance dependencies.



y



Maintaining semantics. We include the translations on the devtest dataset in Appendix B, supplied with sentence level



Bleu scores and the relative ratio of the two systems in terms of Bleu. Readers of this thesis can
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further investigate the effectiveness of using an n-gram based metic such as Bleu in distinguishing MT output quality by looking at these outputs.



8.2.4 Other Possible Strengths of PSDIG One possible strength of the PSDIG system is that the dependency trees on both languages provide a richer set of features for stronger models to handle more sophisticated language phenomena, e.g. case consistency, number consistency, mechanical translation of numerical values, etc. We believe the system performance can be further improved by introducing other grammar learners and better quality control of the learned treelets.



8.3 Future Work The work presented here is targeted at building a full-fledged MT system based on the proposed SDIG grammar formalism. Ideally, such a system would combine the power of large scale training on parallel corpora, the robust syntactic analyses given by the state-of-the-art broad coverage parsers trained on Treebanks, and a mathematical framework designed for efficient MT modeling. The future work mainly focuses on two aspects. First we propose the development of a full-scaled version of SDIG, which can handle root-unlexicalized ETs, incorporates categories, and takes into consideration numerous word order phenomena and other linguistic considerations. Second, shallow semantic analysis will also be coupled with the grammar, such as named entities, verb tenses, numbers, etc.
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8.3.1 Full version of SDIG The SDIG we currently get directly out of the tree partitioning operations is not a full-fledged SDIG yet. Several features of the SDIG grammar have not been fulfilled. The current implementation treats every ET as a Type-B ET and that every node in the dependency structure as of the same category. y



Root Non-lexicalized ETs



Future work includes a learner to induce the more complicated root-unlexicalized ETs for the PSDIG and possibly stronger models to handle more sophisticated language phenomena. Another possibility is to combine the outputs of a phrase based MT system and PSDIG together. y



Arguments/adjuncts



An important feature in the SDIG formalism is the distinction between Type-A ETs and Type-B ETs, which from a linguistic point of view typically represents the distinction between arguments and adjuncts in a sentence. An argument is usually an indispensable element to its parent in order to make the derived structure semantically coherent. Adjuncts, in contrast, are those constituents that may be inserted or deleted without changing the fundamental semantics of the sentence. Each time a synchronous partitioning operation takes place, we would like to know whether the two children on both the English and the Foreign language side are arguments to their parents or adjuncts. The distinction between arguments and adjuncts can be useful in providing word order information when the child ETs of parents are re-ordered. For all the arguments, the information on how they are re-ordered when one language is transferred into another is automatically stored in the transfer lexicon, which in the SDIG’s language, involves the parallel ET pairs. The recent development of Probanks and parallel Probanks offer a starting point for deploying argument/adjunct distinctions [Palmer et. al, 2003]. y



Categories: NP/VP/Modifiers/etc… 88



The SDIG formalism requires that the unification operation needs to check whether the categories of the two parts agree. Currently such information is absent. As discussed before, the current implementation treats every ET as a Type-B ET and every node in the dependency structure as the same category. The inclusion of categories to the derived structures should be achievable and should be beneficial for improving the enforcement of word order constraints based on argument adjunct distinctions.



8.3.2 Linguistic Treatment We also would like to include certain linguistic treatments of the dependency trees in order to make the learning process easier. Such treatments include: y



Lemmatization



The words in the dependency tree should be first mapped to their uninflected form. This would help to ease the problem of data sparseness. At decoding time, the inflection should be placed back either according to semantic analysis or by the decision of the language model. y



Incorporating shallow semantic information



We would like to perform a shallow semantic analysis on the sentence which might provide information during translation. Such analyses include: ¾



Named entities



¾



Tense



¾



Dates



¾



Numbers



The shallow semantic information can be used both in token selection and in resorting to a specifically designed translation component, such as a number or date translator. Most of the above semantic units are usually non-repetitive in real world texts and can be translated efficiently with finite state transducer based approaches.
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8.4 Conclusions As an approach to syntax based statistical machine translation (SMT), Probabilistic Synchronous Dependency Insertion Grammars (PSDIG), introduced in [Ding and Palmer, 2005], are a version of synchronous grammars defined on dependency trees. In this paper we discuss better learning and decoding algorithms for a PSDIG MT system. We introduce two new grammar learners: (1) an exhaustive learner combining different heuristics, (2) an n-gram based grammar learner. Combining the grammar rules learned from the two learners improved the performance. We introduce a better decoding algorithm which incorporates a tri-gram language model. According to the Bleu automatic MT evaluation software [Papineni et al., 2002], the PSDIG MT system performance is significantly better than IBM Model 4 [Brown et al., 1990, 1993], while on par with the state-of-the-art public domain phrase based system Pharaoh [Koehn, 2004]. Analysis shows PSDIG and phrase based SMT each excel in different sentences, which gives possibility to combine the two approaches together. The improved integration of syntax on both source and target languages opens the door to more sophisticated SMT processes.
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Appendix A Examples of Translation Traces In this section we present several instances if the translation traces from the PSDIG SMT system, which includes how the treelets are translated and how the final English tree is assembled and linearized. In the tree print-out, each line represents a node in the dependency tree. Each line consists of four items, from left to right, they are: (1) The left most number means the depth of the node. (2) The lemma of the node (3) Whether the node is the head of an ET: if it is, prints an “O”; if it is not, prints a “.” (4) The relative word order of the node inside the ET. The word order is represented using the index, starting from 0, increasing as 1, 2, 3…



Sent=22 CHINESE: 全 省 已 有 十一 家 乡镇 企业 跻身 中国 " 最佳 经济 效益 乡镇 企业 " 行列 。 HUMAN: Eleven township enterprises in the province have made it to the list of `` Township Enterprises with the Best Economic Returns '' of China . (T) 全 省  The province (T) 已 有  has (T) 十一  11 (T) 乡镇  township and town (T) 家 企业  enterprises (T) 跻身  among (T) 中国  China 's (?) “  (T) 最佳  best
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(T) 经济  economic (T) 效益  returns of (T) 乡镇 企业  township and town enterprises (?) ”  (T) 行列  ranks (?) 。  ---Tree--0 : has O :[#0] 1 -: province O :[#1] 2 -: The . :[#0] 1 +: among O :[#0] 2 -: enterprises O :[#0] 3 -: 11 O :[#0] 3 -: and O :[#1] 4 -: township . :[#0] 4 +: town . :[#2] 2 +: ranks O :[#0] 3 -: and O :[#1] 4 -: China O :[#0] 5 +: 's . :[#1] 4 -: `` O :[#0] 4 -: returns O :[#0] 5 -: best O :[#0] 5 -: economic O :[#0] 5 +: of . :[#1] 4 -: township . :[#0] 4 +: town . :[#2] 4 +: enterprises . :[#3] 4 +: '' O :[#0] 1 +: . O :[#0] Final: The province has 11 township and town enterprises entered China 's `` best economic returns of township and town enterprises '' rank . Sent=32 CHINESE: 据 统计 ， 江苏省 目前 拥有 产值 超过 一亿 元 人民币 的 农副产品 加工 企业 已 达 一百 多 家 。 HUMAN: According to statistics , there are currently in Jiangsu Province more than 100 agricultural and sideline products processing enterprises with production value of over 100 million yuan . (T) (?) (T) (T) (T)



据 统计  According to statistics ，  江苏省  Jiangsu Province 目前 拥有  is now in possession of 产值  output value
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(T) 超过  exceeded (T) 一亿  100 million (T) 元 人民币  yuan (T) 农副产品  agricultural and sideline products (T) 加工  processing (T) 的 企业  enterprises in (T) 已 达  reached (T) 一百  100 (T) 多 家  more than (?) 。  ---Tree--0 : reached O :[#0] 1 -: According O :[#0] 2 +: to . :[#1] 3 +: statistics . :[#2] 1 -: , O :[#0] 1 -: enterprises O :[#0] 2 -: and O :[#1] 3 -: agricultural . :[#0] 3 +: sideline . :[#2] 3 +: products . :[#3] 2 -: processing O :[#0] 2 +: in . :[#1] 3 +: is O :[#0] 4 -: Province O :[#1] 5 -: Jiangsu . :[#0] 4 +: now . :[#1] 4 +: in . :[#2] 5 +: possession . :[#3] 6 +: of . :[#4] 3 +: exceeded O :[#0] 4 -: value O :[#1] 5 -: output . :[#0] 4 +: yuan O :[#0] 5 -: 100 O :[#0] 6 +: million . :[#1] 1 +: than O :[#1] 2 -: more . :[#0] 2 +: 100 O :[#0] 1 +: . O :[#0] Final: According to statistics , the agricultural and sideline products processing enterprises in Jiangsu Province is now in possession of output value exceeded 100 million yuan reached more than 100 .



Sent=44 CHINESE:
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对 外 经济 贸易 合作 部 今天 提供 的 数据 表明 ， 今年 至 十一月 中国 实际 利用 外资 四 百六十九点五九亿 美元 ， 其中 包括 外商 直接 投资 四百点零七亿 美元 。 HUMAN: According to the data provided today by the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation , as of November this year , China has actually utilized 46.959 billion US dollars of foreign capital , including 40.007 billion US dollars of direct investment from foreign businessmen . (T) 经济  economic (T) 对 外 贸易 合作部  foreign trade and cooperation (T) 今天  today (T) 提供  will provide (T) 的  the (T) 数据  and data (T) 表明  shows that is (?) ，  (T) 今年  this year 's (T) 至 十一月  from January to November (T) 中国  China 's (T) 实际  actual (T) 利用 外资  use of foreign capital (?) 四百六十九点五九亿  (T) 美元  US dollars (?) ，  (T) 其中 包括  including (T) 外商  foreign (T) 直接  direct (T) 投资  investment of (?) 四百点零七亿  (T) 美元  US dollars (?) 。  ---Tree--0 : shows O :[#0] 1 -: data O :[#1] 2 -: and . :[#0] 2 -: the O :[#0] 3 +: will O :[#0] 4 -: cooperation O :[#3] 5 -: and . :[#2] 6 -: trade . :[#1] 7 -: foreign . :[#0] 5 -: economic O :[#0] 4 -: today O :[#0] 4 +: provide . :[#1] 1 +: that . :[#1] 2 +: is . :[#2] 1 +: , O :[#0] 1 +: including O :[#0] 2 -: use O :[#0] 3 -: China O :[#0] 99



4 3 3 4 5 3 4 5 4 4 5 5 3 4 4 2 2 2 3 4 4 4 3 3 1



+: 's . :[#1] -: actual O :[#0] +: of . :[#1] +: capital . :[#3] -: foreign . :[#2] +: to O :[#2] -: from . :[#0] +: January . :[#1] +: November . :[#3] +: year O :[#1] -: this . :[#0] +: 's . :[#2] +: US O :[#0] -: 四百六十九点五九亿 O :[#0] +: dollars . :[#1] -: , O :[#0] +: US O :[#0] +: US O :[#0] -: investment O :[#0] -: foreign O :[#0] -: direct O :[#0] +: of . :[#1] -: 四百点零七亿 O :[#0] +: dollars . :[#1] +: . O :[#0]



Final: the foreign trade and economic cooperation today will provide data show that , China 's actual use of foreign capital from January to November this year 's 四百六十九点五九亿 US dollars , including foreign direct investment of 四百点零七亿 US dollars . Sent=51 CHINESE: 由于 投资 环境 的 改善 和 发展 势头 的 良好 ， 汕头 高 新 技术 开发 区 引起 海内外 投资 者 的 关注 。 HUMAN: Thanks to the improved investment environment and great potential for development , Shantou High-tech Development Zone has attracted the attention of both domestic and overseas investors . (T) (T) (T) (T) (T) (T) (T) (T) (?)



由于  Due to 投资  investment 环境  environment 的 改善  improvement 和 发展  and development 势头  trend 的  the 良好  sound ，  100



(T) 汕头  Shantou (T) 高新 技术 开发区  the high-tech development zone (T) 引起  has attracted (T) 海内外  at home and abroad (T) 投资者  investors (T) 的 关注  the attention of (?) 。  ---Tree--0 : has O :[#0] 1 -: to O :[#1] 2 -: Due . :[#0] 2 +: sound O :[#0] 3 -: the O :[#0] 3 +: and O :[#0] 4 -: improvement O :[#0] 5 -: environment O :[#0] 6 -: investment O :[#0] 4 +: development . :[#1] 4 +: trend O :[#0] 1 -: , O :[#0] 1 -: zone O :[#3] 2 -: the . :[#0] 2 -: Shantou O :[#0] 2 -: high-tech . :[#1] 2 -: development . :[#2] 1 +: attracted . :[#1] 1 +: attention O :[#1] 2 -: the . :[#0] 2 +: of . :[#2] 3 +: investors O :[#0] 4 +: and O :[#2] 5 -: at . :[#0] 6 +: home . :[#1] 5 +: abroad . :[#3] 1 +: . O :[#0] Final: Due to the sound investment environment improvement and development trend , the Shantou high-tech development zone has attracted the attention of investors at home and abroad .



Sent=58 CHINESE: 据 上海 浦东 海关 统计 ， 今年 至 十一月 ， 浦东 新区 （ 包括 外高桥 保税区 ） 进出口 货 物 总额 达 八十五点七九亿 美元 ， 比 去年 同 期 增长 近 四分之一 。 HUMAN: According to the statistics of Pudong Customhouse , Shanghai , as of November this year , Pudong New District -LRB- including Wai Gao Qiao bonded area -RRB- saw a total export and import of merchandise of 8.579 billion US dollars , up nearly 25% over the same period last year . 101



(T) 据 统计  According to the statistics (T) 上海  Shanghai (T) 浦东  Pudong (T) 海关  Customs (?) ，  (T) 今年  this year (T) 至 十一月  from January to November (?) ，  (T) 浦东 新区  the New Pudong District (?) （  (T) 包括  including (.) 外高桥  waigaoqiao (T) 保税区  the bonded zone (?) ）  (T) 货物  goods (T) 进出口 总额  exports and imports (T) 达 美元  reached US dollars (?) 八十五点七九亿  (?) ，  (T) 去年  last year (T) 同 期  over the same period (T) 比 增长  percent (T) 近  nearly (T) 四分之一  one-fourth (?) 。  ---Tree--0 : reached O :[#0] 1 -: According O :[#0] 2 +: to . :[#1] 3 +: statistics . :[#3] 4 -: the . :[#2] 4 -: Customs O :[#0] 5 -: Pudong O :[#0] 6 -: Shanghai O :[#0] 1 -: , O :[#0] 1 -: from O :[#0] 2 +: January . :[#1] 2 +: to . :[#2] 3 +: November . :[#3] 2 +: year O :[#1] 3 -: this . :[#0] 1 -: , O :[#0] 1 -: and O :[#1] 2 -: including O :[#0] 3 -: District O :[#3] 4 -: the . :[#0] 4 -: New . :[#1] 4 -: Pudong . :[#2] 3 -: -LRB- O :[#0] 102



3 4 4 4 3 2 2 2 1 2 2 1 1 2 3 2 3 4 4 4 5 1



+: zone O :[#2] -: the . :[#0] -: waigaoqiao O :[#0] -: bonded . :[#1] +: -RRB- O :[#0] -: goods O :[#0] -: exports . :[#0] +: imports . :[#2] +: US . :[#1] -: 八十五点七九亿 O :[#0] +: dollars . :[#2] +: , O :[#0] +: percent O :[#0] -: one-fourth O :[#0] -: nearly O :[#0] +: over O :[#0] +: period . :[#3] -: the . :[#1] -: same . :[#2] +: year O :[#1] -: last . :[#0] +: . O :[#0]



Final: According to the Shanghai Pudong Customs statistics , from January to November this year , the New Pudong District -LRB- including the waigaoqiao bonded zone -RRB- goods exports and imports reached 八十五点七九亿 US dollars , nearly one-fourth percent over the same period last year . Sent=80 CHINESE: 亚洲 国家 和 地区 是 中国 主要 外资 来源 ， 来自 香港 、 台湾 、 日本 、 韩国 、 东盟 等 国家 和 地区 ， 投资额 占 全 国 利用 外资 总额 的 百分之八十五 以上 。 HUMAN: The main source of foreign investment in China comes from those Asian countries and regions such as Hong Kong , Taiwan , Japan , Korea , and ASEAN , etc . , with their investment amounting to over 85% of the total foreign capital utilized in the country . (T) (T) (T) (T) (T) (T) (T) (T) (?) (T) (T)



亚洲  Asian 国家 和  countries and 地区  regions 是  are 中国  the 主要  main 外资  foreign 来源  source ，  来自  from and 香港  the Hong Kong 103



(?) 、  (T) 台湾  Taiwan (?) 、  (T) 日本  Japan (?) 、  (T) 韩国  South Korea (?) 、  (T) 等  and other (T) 国家  countries (T) 和 东盟  and ASEAN (T) 地区  in the region (?) ，  (T) 投资额  investment (T) 占 总额 的 以上  accounted for over percent of (T) 全 国  the country (T) 利用 外资  foreign capital used in (T) 百分之八十五  85 (?) 。  ---Tree--0 : accounted O :[#0] 1 -: are O :[#0] 2 -: and O :[#1] 3 -: Asian O :[#0] 3 -: countries . :[#0] 3 +: regions O :[#0] 2 +: source O :[#0] 3 -: the O :[#0] 3 -: main O :[#0] 3 -: foreign O :[#0] 2 +: , O :[#0] 1 -: investment O :[#0] 2 -: from O :[#0] 3 +: and O :[#0] 4 -: Kong O :[#2] 5 -: the . :[#0] 5 -: Hong . :[#1] 4 -: , O :[#0] 4 -: Taiwan O :[#0] 4 -: , O :[#0] 4 -: Japan O :[#0] 4 -: , O :[#0] 4 -: Korea O :[#1] 5 -: South . :[#0] 4 -: , O :[#0] 4 -: and O :[#0] 4 -: countries O :[#0] 4 +: ASEAN . :[#1] 4 +: in O :[#0] 5 +: region . :[#2] 6 -: the . :[#1]
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+: , O :[#0] +: and . :[#1] +: for . :[#1] +: percent . :[#3] -: over . :[#2] +: 85 O :[#0] +: of . :[#4] +: capital O :[#1] -: foreign . :[#0] +: used . :[#2] +: in . :[#3] +: country O :[#1] -: the . :[#0] +: . O :[#0]



Final: Asian countries and regions are the main foreign source , from the Hong Kong , Taiwan , Japan , South Korea , and other countries and ASEAN in the region , and investment accounted for over 85 percent of foreign capital used in the country . Sent=88 CHINESE: 通用 半导体 （ 中国 ） 有限 公司 成为 保税 工厂 后 ， 每 天 减少 流动 资金 占用 五十万 美 元 。 HUMAN: After General Semiconductors Co. Ltd. -LRB- China -RRB- became a bonded factory , circulating funds used are reduced by 500,000 US dollars daily . (T) (T) (?) (T) (?) (T) (T) (T) (T) (T) (?) (T) (T) (T) (T) (T) (T) (T) (T)



通用  General Motors 半导体  Semiconductor （  中国  China ）  有限 公司  Company 成为  has become 保税  bonded 工厂  factories 后  since ，  每  per 天  day 减少  reducing 流动  our flow 资金  for 占用  occupied 五十万  500,000 美元  dollars 105



(?) 。  ---Tree--0 : occupied O :[#0] 1 -: since O :[#0] 2 -: has O :[#0] 3 -: Company O :[#0] 4 -: General O :[#0] 5 +: Motors . :[#1] 4 -: Semiconductor O :[#0] 4 -: -RRB- O :[#0] 5 -: -LRB- O :[#0] 5 -: China O :[#0] 3 +: become . :[#1] 3 +: factories O :[#0] 4 -: bonded O :[#0] 1 -: , O :[#0] 1 -: dollars O :[#0] 2 -: 500,000 O :[#0] 1 +: for O :[#0] 2 -: flow O :[#1] 3 -: our . :[#0] 2 +: reducing O :[#0] 3 +: per O :[#0] 4 +: day O :[#0] 1 +: . O :[#0] Final: General Motors Semiconductor -LRB- China -RRB- Company has become bonded factories since , 500,000 dollars occupied our flow for reducing per day . Sent=100 CHINESE: 全 年 实际 利用 外资 达 二点六亿 美元 。 HUMAN: The amount of foreign capital actually utilized during the entire year reached 260 million US dollars . (T) 全 年  the whole year (T) 实际 利用 外资  foreign capital actually used in (T) 达  of (?) 二点六亿  (T) 美元  US dollars (?) 。  ---Tree--0 : of O :[#0] 1 -: US O :[#0] 2 -: 二点六亿 O :[#0] 2 +: dollars . :[#1] 1 +: capital O :[#1] 2 -: foreign . :[#0] 2 +: used . :[#3] 106



3 3 4 5 5 1



-: actually . :[#2] +: in . :[#4] +: year O :[#2] -: the . :[#0] -: whole . :[#1] +: . O :[#0]



Final: 二点六亿 US dollars of foreign capital actually used in the whole year . Sent=113 CHINESE: 通过 内地 和 香港 的 经济 互补 关系 ， 将 两 地 优势 结合 起来 ， 可 增强 港 产品 的 国 际 竞争力 。 HUMAN: The complementary economic relationship between the Inland and Hong Kong combines the advantages of both places and may thus increase the competitiveness of Hong Kong 's products in the global market . (T) 通过  Through (T) 内地 和  the mainland and and (T) 香港  Hong Kong (T) 的  the (T) 互补  complementary (T) 经济 关系  economic relations (?) ，  (T) 将  will (T) 两 地  in both places (T) 优势  advantages (T) 结合 起来  combine (?) ，  (T) 可  which can (T) 增强 竞争力  increase their competitiveness (T) 港 产品  Hong Kong products (T) 的  of (T) 国际  international (?) 。  ---Tree--0 : increase O :[#0] 1 -: will O :[#0] 2 -: Through O :[#0] 3 +: relations O :[#1] 4 -: the O :[#0] 5 -: and O :[#2] 6 -: the . :[#0] 6 -: mainland . :[#1] 6 +: Kong O :[#1] 7 -: Hong . :[#0] 107
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+: and . :[#3] -: complementary O :[#0] -: economic . :[#0] -: , O :[#0] +: combine O :[#0] +: advantages O :[#0] +: in O :[#0] +: places . :[#2] -: both . :[#1] -: , O :[#0] -: which O :[#0] +: can . :[#1] +: competitiveness . :[#2] -: their . :[#1] -: international O :[#0] +: of O :[#0] +: Kong O :[#1] -: Hong . :[#0] +: products . :[#2] +: . O :[#0]



Final: Through the mainland and Hong Kong and the complementary economic relations , will combine advantages in both places , which can increase their international competitiveness of Hong Kong products .
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Appendix B Sentence Level Bleu Score Comparison In the section we present the sentence level Bleu scores on the 206 sentences of the dev-test data for both PSDIG and Pharaoh systems, as well as the Chinese source sentences and Human translations. ---------- Sentence=1 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.602 ---------SOURCE:



中国 十四 个 边境 开放 城市 经济 建设 成就 显著



HUMAN: significant accomplishment achieved in the economic construction of the fourteen open border cities in china SYNTAX:



14 cities in china 's border and opening up remarkable economic achievements



--> 0.239



PHRAOH: 0.397



china 's 14 open border cities of remarkable achievements in economic construction



-->



---------- Sentence=2 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.719 ---------SOURCE:



中国 十四 个 边境 对 外 开放 城市 一九九五 年 经济 建设 取得 可喜 成果 。



HUMAN: exciting accomplishment has been achieved in 1995 in the economic construction of china 's fourteen border cities open to foreigners . SYNTAX: 1995 in 14 cities in china 's border areas opening to the outside world and gratifying achievements in economic construction . --> 0.230 PHRAOH: china 's 14 open border cities to the outside world in 1995 achieved gratifying results in economic construction . --> 0.320 ---------- Sentence=3 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.158 ---------SOURCE: 据 统计 ， 这些 城市 去年 完成 国内 生产 总值 一百九十亿 多 元 ， 比 开放 前 的 一九九一 年 增长 九成多 。 HUMAN: statistics have indicated that these cities produced a combined gdp of over 19 billion yuan last year , an increase of more than 90% , compared with that in 1991 before the cities were open to foreigners . 109



SYNTAX: according to statistics , these cities last fulfillment of the gross domestic product of more than 一百九十亿 billion , and opening up before the more than last year increased by 九成多 . --> 0.366 PHRAOH: according to statistics , completion of these cities last year 's gross domestic product -lrbgdp -rrb- 一百九十亿 yuan , compared to the opening of the growth of 九成多 before 1991 . --> 0.316 ---------- Sentence=4 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.199 ---------SOURCE: 国务院 于 一九九二 年 先后 批准 了 黑河 、 凭祥 、 珲春 、 伊宁 、 瑞丽 等 十 四 个 边境 城市 为 对 外 开放 城市 ， 同时 还 批准 这些 城市 设立 十四 个 边境 经济 合作区 。 HUMAN: in 1992 , the state council successively opened fourteen border cities to foreigners . these included heihe , pingxiang , huichun , yining , and ruili . meanwhile , the state council also gave its approval to these cities to establish fourteen border zones for economic cooperation . SYNTAX: in the approval of the state council in 1992 after another hei , pingxiang , hunchun , yining , as well as ruili on 14 border city in cities open to the outside world , also approved the establishment at the same time these cities 14 border economic cooperation . --> 0.349 PHRAOH: state council has approved the establishment of these cities , and hunchun , and other cities for the opening of the city also approved 14 border economic neighbors in 1992 黑河 凭祥 yining 瑞 丽 14 border . --> 0.291 ---------- Sentence=5 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.799 ---------SOURCE: 三 年 多 来 ， 这些 城市 社会 经济 发展 迅速 ， 地方 经济 实力 明显 增强 ； 经济 年平均 增长 百分之十七 ， 高于 全 国 年平均 增长 速度 。 HUMAN: the past three years saw a rapid social and economic development in these cities ; the local economic power enjoyed a significant boost ; and the annual economic growth rate has averaged 17% , exceeding that of the national average . SYNTAX: in the past three years , social economy developed rapidly in these cities , where the country 's economic strength has been markedly strengthened ; economic growth estimate of 17 percent , is higher than the annual growth rate of the country . --> 0.402 PHRAOH: over the past three years , the rapid economic growth of 17 percent , higher than the annual growth rate of these cities , the local economic strength grows ; annual social and economic development . --> 0.503 ---------- Sentence=6 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.127 ---------SOURCE:



据 介绍 ， 这 十四 个 城市 的 城市 建设 和 合作区 开发 建设 步伐 加快 。



HUMAN: it is reported that the urban construction in these fourteen cities and the development of the cooperation zones are speeding up .
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SYNTAX: it is learned that , accelerate the pace of development and urban construction for the 14 cities in the development of china . --> 0.345 PHRAOH: according to the city 's urban construction and development of the speeding up of 14 neighbors . --> 0.306 ---------- Sentence=7 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.103 ---------SOURCE: 三 年 来 ， 这些 城市 累计 完成 固定 资产 投资 一百二十亿 元 ， 昔日 边境 城 市 的 “ 楼 不 高 ， 路 不 平 、 灯 不 明 、 水 不 清 、 通讯 不 畅 ” 的 状况 已 得到 了 改变 。 HUMAN: over the past three years , these cities have invested 12 billion yuan in fixed assets . the old image of the border cities invoking `` low buildings , uneven roads , dim lights , muddy water and poor communication '' has changed . SYNTAX: in the past three years , these cities ' total fixed asset investment completed in 12 billion yuan , `` is not high buildings , not platform way , not next lights , is not clear water , telecommunications facilities are sluggish '' of the situation in the old city of the border areas have been changed . --> 0.300 PHRAOH: over the past three years , the total 12 billion yuan , which used the `` road of peace , not to telecommunications , water , '' the situation has been changed . border city floor is not high , not lamps in 1996 sluggish investment in fixed assets of these cities --> 0.272 ---------- Sentence=8 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.247 ---------SOURCE: 经济 合作区 内 已 开发 二十二点六 平方公里 ， 引进 “ 三资 ” 企业 二百八十七 家 ， 实际 利用 外资 八点九亿 美元 。 HUMAN: within the economic cooperation zones , a total of 22.6 square kilometers of land has been developed ; 287 `` three-capital '' ventures have been invited to move in with actual utilization of foreign capital of 890 million us dollars . SYNTAX: economic cooperation will have the reality of more than 二十二点六 square kilometers , the introduction of `` foreign funded enterprises '' the 二百八十七 family , foreign investment in development and use of 八点九亿 us dollars . --> 0.217 PHRAOH: economic development has 二十二点六 square kilometers , the introduction of foreign capital actually used . 八点九亿 us dollars , 二百八十七 enterprises in the neighbors --> 0.174 ---------- Sentence=9 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.906 ---------SOURCE:



此外 ， 还 有 内联 企业 五千一百 家 ， 已 投产 工业 项目 一百七十五 个 。



HUMAN: in addition , there are 5,100 inland associated enterprises with 175 industrial projects already in operation . SYNTAX: in addition , there are still industrial enterprises in 五千一百 family , has been put into operation industrial projects in the 一百七十五 country . --> 0.288
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PHRAOH: in addition , enterprises and industrial projects have been put into operation in 内联 五千一 百 一百七十五 . --> 0.318 ---------- Sentence=10 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.688 ---------SOURCE:



黄河 “ 金三角 ” 成为 新 的 投资 热点



HUMAN:



`` golden triangle '' of the yellow river , a new favorite for investors



SYNTAX:



huang `` golden triangle '' have become new hot investment spot



PHRAOH:



`` golden triangle '' of the yellow river has become a hot investment



--> 0.352 --> 0.512



---------- Sentence=11 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.289 ---------SOURCE: 位 于 中国 山西 、 陕西 、 河南 三 省 交界处 ， 人 称 黄河 “ 金三角 ” 的 风 陵渡 经济 开发区 ， 日益 受到 中外 客商 的 注目 ， 成为 新 的 投资 热点 。 HUMAN: fenglingdu economic development zone , located where three provinces meet -- -shanxi , shaanxi and henan and known as `` golden triangle '' of the yellow river , is attracting more and more attention from both domestic and foreign businessmen and has thus become a new favorite for investors . SYNTAX: located in the three provinces of china 's shanxi , shaanxi , henan province and eastern , said that some people in the yellow river `` golden triangle '' of the fenglingdu economic development zones , has been growing attention of both domestic and foreign businessmen , has become new hot investment spot . --> 0.441 PHRAOH: china 's henan province , said the `` golden triangle '' in the economic development zone , has received the attention of a new investment and foreign businessmen , located in shanxi , shaanxi , three people 交界处 yellow river 风陵渡 hot spots . --> 0.342 ---------- Sentence=12 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.752 ---------SOURCE: 风陵渡 经济 开发区 是 中国 境内 唯 一一 个 依托 小 城镇 建成 的 开发区 ， 也 是 内陆 省份 山西省 对 外 联系 的 新 通道 。 HUMAN: fenglingdu economic development zone is the only development zone on chinese territory that is bulit on small towns . it also serves as a new passageway connecting the inland shanxi province with the outside world . SYNTAX: fenglingdu economic development zones is certainly a small cities and towns will rely on the completion of the development zones in china only , as well as the new channels of contacts with the outside in inland provinces of shanxi province . --> 0.270 PHRAOH: 风陵渡 economic development zones in china is the only one small towns in the zone , is also inland provinces of shanxi province to the outside world with a new channel for relying on completion . --> 0.359 ---------- Sentence=13 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.161 ----------
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SOURCE: 经过 三 年 多 的 建设 ， 这 一 开发区 已 初 具 规模 ， 成为 木材 、 药材 、 烟草 、 服装 、 粮油 、 工业品 等 多 种 商品 流通 的 综合性 批发 市场 。 HUMAN: after more than three years of construction , this development zone is beginning to take shape and has become a comprehensive wholesale market for circulation of multiple commodities such as lumber , medicinal materials , tobacco , apparel , grain and oil and industrial products . SYNTAX: as a result of the construction of the past three years , the zone have been are taking shape , will become timber , medicinal herbs , tobacco , clothing , grain , and other manufactured goods and a variety of commodities circulation comprehensive wholesale market . --> 0.339 PHRAOH: medicinal herbs and tobacco , clothing , grain , industrial products , timber and other kinds of commodities circulation comprehensive wholesale markets in the construction of the zone has become initial shape after three years . --> 0.292 ---------- Sentence=14 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.182 ---------SOURCE: 目前 ， 开发区 内 楼房 林立 、 商贾 云集 ， 一 座 投资 六千万 元 的 多功能 代化 商城 —— 金三角 新庄 的 建设 已 近 尾声 ， 二千 门 程控 电话 已 投入 使用 ， 千 伏 高压 电路 运转 正常 ， 吸引 着 大批 投资者 ， 柠檬厂 、 香料厂 、 特种 油漆厂 三十 余 家 工厂 的 产品 源源不断 地 输送 到 内陆 各 地 ， 新建 的 骨科 、 妇科 、 科 三 个 专科 医院 ， 设备 先进 ， 已 开门 应诊 。



现 十 等 儿



HUMAN: at present , the economic zone boasts forests of buildings and flocks of merchants . the construction of golden triangle new plaza , a 60 - million-yuan , multi-purpose modern commercial plaza , is near completion ; 2,000 program-controlled telephones have been put in use ; and a 10 - kilovolt power line is in excellent working order , attracting a large number of investors . products from more than 30 factories such as citric acid factory , essence factory and special paint factory are pouring into various places in the inland . three newly constructed hospitals specializing respectively in orthopedics , gynecology and pediatrics with advanced facilities have already opened for business . SYNTAX: at present , corporate development zones within their floorspace , gather in merchants , invested 60 million yuan in the modernization drive in yiyuan mall present a multifunctional -- the golden triangle area into the building has been drawing over the past years , has been put into use door 2,000 program-controlled telephones , 十千 obstinate high-pressure circuits operating normally , attracted a large number of investors , 柠檬厂 , perfumery , special paint plant and other products of more than 30 factory and endless transport to the inland localities , the newly established panda , gynaecology , pediatrics hospital three polytechnic , advanced equipment , has been open to see one's patients . --> 0.273 PHRAOH: at present , the investment of 60 million yuan in the modernization building , end of 2000 , a large number of investors , and other products in the inland areas , the newly established , and three hospitals and advanced equipment , has been put into use 十千 伏 circuits operating normally , attracting more than 30 of them in the development zone , 商贾 here , multifunctional 商城 golden triangle -- 新庄 has nearly door programed telephone high-handedness , special 油漆厂 factory endlessly transporting all 骨科 妇科 儿科 专科 open 应诊 柠檬厂 香料厂 林立 . --> 0.231 ---------- Sentence=15 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.094 ----------
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SOURCE: 迅速 崛起 的 金三角 引起 了 境外 客商 的 注视 ， 目前 已 有 美 、 法 、 日 、 韩 、 台 等 国家 和 地区 的 五十 多 家 财团 与 客商 正在 对 三十一 个 项目 进行 洽 谈 ， 投资 总额 高 达 三点二亿 元 。 HUMAN: the booming golden triangle has attracted the attention of overseas merchants . currently , more than 50 financial groups and merchants from countries and regions such as the united states , france , japan , korea and taiwan are holding discussions on 31 projects with a total investment of 320 million us dollars . SYNTAX: the rapid rise of the golden triangle area has attracted attention of overseas investors , currently there are now to united states , france , japan , south korea , and taiwan and other countries and regions financial groups more than 50 businessmen and conduct talks on 31 projects , high with a total investment of 三点二亿 yuan . --> 0.429 PHRAOH: aroused the attention of the united states , france , japan , south korea , taiwan and other countries and regions in the fair is to hold talks with the rapid rise of the golden triangle offshore traders , and now there are more than 50 consortiums 31 projects , the total investment of as high as 三点二亿 yuan . --> 0.392 ---------- Sentence=16 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.650 ---------SOURCE: HUMAN:



中国 闽 东南 乡镇 企业 发展 继续 领先 development of township enterprises in southeast fujian of china continues to take the lead



SYNTAX: to continue to lead the development of fujian and southeast town and township enterprises in china --> 0.424 PHRAOH: 0.652



china continues to lead the development of township enterprises in southeast fujian



-->



---------- Sentence=17 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.737 ---------SOURCE: 在 占 福建 经济 总量 “ 半壁江山 ” 的 乡镇 企业 发展 中 ， 闽 东南 地区 继续 发挥 了 龙头 作用 。 HUMAN: in the development of the township enterprises that account for half of the total economic output in fujian , the southeast area of fujian continues to take the lead . SYNTAX: percent of fujian 's economic aggregate `` or '' the development of township and town enterprises in southeast fujian coast in the region will continue to play , a leading role . --> 0.365 PHRAOH: fujian 's total economic output for the development of township enterprises , fujian and continue to play leading role in the southeast region . --> 0.495 ---------- Sentence=18 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.951 ---------SOURCE: 去年 ， 福州 、 厦门 、 泉州 、 漳州 、 莆田 五 地 市 乡镇 企业 经济 总量 占 全 省 百分之七十 以上 。
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HUMAN: last year , the total economic output of the township enterprises in the five regions of fuzhou , xiamen , quanzhou , zhangzhou and putian accounted for more than 70% of that of the entire province . SYNTAX: last year , fuzhou , xiamen , quanzhou , zhangzhou , putian city five in township and town enterprises total economic output accounted for over 70 percent of the province . --> 0.448 PHRAOH: last year , fuzhou , xiamen , quanzhou , zhangzhou , putian township enterprises accounted for 70 percent of total economic output in the province more than five prefectures and cities . --> 0.471 ---------- Sentence=19 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.184 ---------SOURCE: 据 福建 乡镇 企业局 统计 ， 一九九五 年 福建省 乡镇 企业 总 产值 已 达 二千 三百八十一点五亿 元 人民币 ， 其中 工业 产值 一千五百五十九亿 元 人民币 ， 全 年 创 利 润 一百零九亿 元 人民币 。 HUMAN: according to the statistics released by the bureau of township enterprises of fujian , the total output value of the township enterprises in fujian province in 1995 already reached 238.15 billion yuan , of which the industrial output value accounted for 155.9 billion yuan with the annual profit of 10.9 billion yuan . SYNTAX: according to statistics from 0700 fujian 's township enterprises , the total output value of fujian province township and town enterprises in 1995 reached 二千三百八十一点五亿 yuan , 一千五 百五十九亿 yuan in which the industrial output value , profit record year of 一百零九亿 yuan . --> 0.361 PHRAOH: according to statistics , the 1995 total output value of industrial output value of the year , a township and town enterprises in fujian province has reached 二千三百八十一点五亿 yuan , 一千五 百五十九亿 yuan in profits 一百零九亿 fujian 企业局 yuan . --> 0.305 ---------- Sentence=20 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.160 ---------SOURCE:



乡镇 企业 创造 的 国民 生产 总值 约 占 福建省 国民 生产 总值 的 三分之一 。



HUMAN: the gross national product created by the township enterprises accounted for approximately one third of that of fujian province . SYNTAX: china 's gross national product of creating town and township enterprises accounted for one-third of fujian 's gross national product . --> 0.407 PHRAOH: township enterprises to create the national gdp accounted for one-third of the gross national product -lrb- gnp -rrb- in fujian province . --> 0.351 ---------- Sentence=21 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.769 ---------SOURCE: “ 八五 ” 期间 （ 一九九一 至 一九九五 年 ） ， 福建省 乡镇 企业 累计 上缴 了 一百八十五点六亿 元 人民币 的 税金 ， 完成 出口 交货值 一千零五十五亿 元 人民币 。 HUMAN: during the period of `` eighth five-year plan , '' -lrb- 1991 - 1995 -rrb- , the township enterprises in fujian province have paid a total of 18.56 billion yuan in taxes and have exported commodities valued at 105.5 billion yuan .
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SYNTAX: `` eighth five-year plan '' period -lrb- from 1991 to 1995 -rrb- , township enterprises in fujian province have been smuggled in from an accumulated total of 一百八十五点六亿 yuan , completed export value of over 一千零五十五亿 billion yuan . --> 0.460 PHRAOH: -lrb- 1991 1995 -rrb- , fujian 's total export value of township enterprises over the 一百八十 五点六亿 yuan were completed during the eighth five-year plan , 一千零五十五亿 yuan . --> 0.260 ---------- Sentence=22 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.782 ---------SOURCE:



全 省 已 有 十一 家 乡镇 企业 跻身 中国 “ 最佳 经济 效益 乡镇 企业 ” 行列 。



HUMAN: eleven township enterprises in the province have made it to the list of `` township enterprises with the best economic returns '' of china . SYNTAX: the province has 11 township and town enterprises entered china 's `` best economic returns of township and town enterprises '' rank . --> 0.356 PHRAOH: 11 in township enterprises in china 's `` best economic efficiency of township enterprises in the province now ranks . '' --> 0.455 ---------- Sentence=23 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.263 ---------SOURCE: 目前 ， 福建省 已 涌现 出 一 批 科技 含量 较 高 、 发展 后劲 较 足 的 乡镇 企业 或 乡镇 企业 集团 。 HUMAN: at present , there have emerged in fujian province a number of township enterprises or township enterprises groups with relatively high technology-content products and greater growth potential . SYNTAX: at present , fujian province have been emerged a number of relatively high content of science and technology , a shortage for sustained economic development of township and town enterprises or groups town and township enterprises . --> 0.399 PHRAOH: at present , there emerged a number of scientific and technological content , rather than the township and town enterprises or enterprise groups in the province has high potential for further development . --> 0.316 ---------- Sentence=24 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.041 ---------SOURCE: 据 统计 ， 在 全 省 一百九十一 个 已 建立 的 乡镇 企业 集团 中 ， 产值 上亿 元 人民币 的 已 达 五十 多 个 ， 有些 已 达 五 至 十亿 元 。 HUMAN: according to statistics , of the 191 established township enterprises groups in the province , more than 50 boast an output of 100 million yuan . the output of a few others has reached as much as 500 million to 1 billion yuan . SYNTAX: according to statistics , in the province has established the groups such as village and township enterprises , have a total of interest-free yuan in output value of more than 50 , some of them reached five to legitimately yuan . --> 0.383
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PHRAOH: according to statistics , in the province has established a group of 100 million yuan in output value has reached more than 50 , has reached some five to 1 billion yuan , 一百九十一 township enterprises . --> 0.368 ---------- Sentence=25 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.654 ---------SOURCE: 福州 鼓山镇 的 福兴 投资区 、 晋江 安海 的 桥头 工业区 均 成为 全 国 乡镇 企业 示范 小区 。 HUMAN: fuxing investment zone in gushan township of fuzhou and qiaotou industrial area of anhai , jinjiang have both become small-sized model areas for township enterprises in the country . SYNTAX: fuzhou 鼓山镇 the thualuu zone , the anhai jinjiang in industrial zone has become all the townships and towns their demonstration residential area . --> 0.153 PHRAOH: fuzhou , the 桥头 industrial zones have become the country township enterprises in the residential area . demonstration of the 鼓山镇 福兴 investment 晋江 安海 --> 0.234 ---------- Sentence=26 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.506 ---------SOURCE:



外资 对 江苏 农业 投入 增多



HUMAN:



foreign investment in jiangsu 's agriculture on the increase



SYNTAX:



jiangsu in foreign capital input in agriculture increased



PHRAOH:



jiangsu 's foreign investment in agriculture .



--> 0.197



--> 0.389



---------- Sentence=27 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.618 ---------SOURCE:



外资 对 江苏省 农业 的 投入 日益 增多 。



HUMAN:



foreign investment in jiangsu 's agriculture is on the rise .



SYNTAX: --> 0.241



jiangsu province and foreign investment in the agricultural sector increased day by day .



PHRAOH:



foreign investment in jiangsu province have increased input in agriculture .



--> 0.390



---------- Sentence=28 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.967 ---------SOURCE: 元 。



目前 国外 直接 投资 江苏省 农业 的 项目 达 八百 个 ， 金额 达 八亿 多 美



HUMAN: at present , there are as many as 800 agricultural projects in jiangsu that receive investment directly from overseas , with a total amount of over 800 million us dollars . SYNTAX: at present 800 one of the foreign direct investment in jiangsu agricultural project , involving a total of more than 1 million billion dollars . --> 0.324
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PHRAOH: the foreign direct investment in jiangsu province , the amount of 800 million dollars more than 800 agricultural projects . --> 0.335 ---------- Sentence=29 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.981 ---------SOURCE: 江苏省 农林厅 的 官员 说 ， 从 一九九四 年 以来 ， 江苏省 农业 系统 批准 的 “ 三资 ” 企业 超过 五百 家 ， 利用 外资 金额 七亿 多 美元 ， 分别 是 一九九三 年 前 的 三 倍 和 七 倍 。 HUMAN: according to officials from the provincial department of agriculture and forestry of jiangsu , the `` three-capital '' ventures approved by agencies within the agricultural system of jiangsu province since 1994 have numbered more than 500 and have utilized over 700 million us dollars worth of foreign capital , respectively three times and seven times more than in 1993 . SYNTAX: since 1994 , the agricultural sector in jiangsu with the approval `` foreign funded enterprises '' more than 500 , the amount of using foreign capital million us dollars , said an official of agriculture and forestry dept jiangsu province , with more than three times the 1993 before and more than seven times . --> 0.367 PHRAOH: jiangsu province , said an official from the agricultural sector in jiangsu province , more than 500 enterprises , involving more than 700 million us dollars respectively in 1993 , is the first three times and seven times the approved foreign investment of the 农林厅 since 1994 . --> 0.374 ---------- Sentence=30 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.268 ---------SOURCE: 来自 美国 、 日本 、 新加坡 的 外资 增加 较 多 ， 新 项目 中 外商 投资 比例 越来越 高 ， 独资 企业 明显 增加 。 HUMAN: foreign capital from the united states , japan and singapore has shown more increase . foreign investment is taking a bigger and bigger share in new projects while solely foreign-owned enterprises are obviously on the rise . SYNTAX: from the united states , japan , of singapore investment increased considerably , foreign investment ratio higher in the new projects , enterprises solely owned markedly increased . --> 0.298 PHRAOH: from the united states , japan , singapore , the proportion of foreign investment projects , solely foreign-funded enterprises increased considerably higher noticeably increase . --> 0.235 ---------- Sentence=31 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.822 ---------SOURCE: 外资 迅速 增加 ， 在 相当 程度 上 弥补 了 江苏省 农业 投入 的 不足 ， 加速 了 农业 资源 的 开发 利用 。 HUMAN: the rapid increase of foreign capital has substantially compensated for the lack of investment in jiangsu 's agriculture and accelerated the development and utilization of agricultural resources . SYNTAX: foreign investment has increased rapidly , the make up the agricultural input in jiangsu inadequacy in very large extent , the speed of development of agricultural resources and utilization . --> 0.287 PHRAOH: rapid increase of foreign investment , a considerable extent , bids for the jiangsu provincial agricultural input in agriculture , speed up the development of the lack of resources . --> 0.349 118



---------- Sentence=32 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.026 ---------SOURCE: 据 统计 ， 江苏省 目前 拥有 产值 超过 一亿 元 人民币 的 农副产品 加工 企业 已 达 一百 多 家 。 HUMAN: according to statistics , there are currently in jiangsu province more than 100 agricultural and sideline products processing enterprises with production value of over 100 million yuan . SYNTAX: according to statistics , jiangsu province is now in possession of the output value of more than 100 million yuan in agricultural and sideline products processing enterprises has reached more than 100 . --> 0.473 PHRAOH: according to statistics , the province now has more than 100 million yuan in output value of the agricultural and sideline products processing enterprises has reached more than 100 . --> 0.461 ---------- Sentence=33 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.189 ---------SOURCE: 连云港 如意 集团 利用 日本 政府 贷款 和 外商 直接 投资 ， 建成 了 目前 中国 出口量 最 大 、 品种 最 多 的 蔬菜 加工 销售 企业 。 HUMAN: utilizing loans from the japanese government and direct investment from foreign businessmen , ruyi groups of lianyungang has built a vegetable processing and sales enterprise with the largest exporting capacity and greatest variety currently in china . SYNTAX: japanese government loans and foreign direct investment in china can take advantage of intergovernmental group calculations , set up at present china the largest in export volume , the largest number of varieties of the vegetable processing and marketing enterprises . --> 0.264 PHRAOH: at present , china 's largest and most of the japanese government loans and direct foreign investment , export varieties of vegetables sold processing enterprises . 连云港 wants groups completed --> 0.222 ---------- Sentence=34 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.183 ---------SOURCE: 江苏 还 利用 外资 引进 了 啤酒 大麦 、 加州 鲈鱼 、 罗氏 沼虾 、 良种 鸡 、 瘦肉型 猪 及 蔬菜 、 花卉 等 近 百 个 优良 品种 和 先进 生产 加工 技术 ， 农业 生产 水 平 明显 提高 。 HUMAN: jiangsu has also used foreign capital to introduce nearly a hundred new high-quality varieties such as beer barley , california bass , luo 's shrimp , chicken of fine breed , pork pig , vegetables and flowers as well as advanced production and processing technology . the level of agricultural production has been significantly improved . SYNTAX: jiangsu has also used foreign investment in the import barley beer , sciana in california , from palaemon gravieri , 瘦肉型 pigs and chickens fine crop strains , and vegetables , flowers and plants nearly hundred varieties and advanced processing and production technology , significantly raise the level of agricultural production . --> 0.304
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PHRAOH: jiangsu also introduced a barley beer , california , and they are 瘦肉型 pigs and chickens , and vegetables , flowers , nearly 100 fine varieties and advanced production technology , processing of agricultural production level of foreign investment 鲈鱼 罗氏 沼虾 markedly improved . --> 0.257 ---------- Sentence=35 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.473 ---------SOURCE:



河南省 与 外资 金融 机构 在 京 举办 经济 合作 洽谈会



HUMAN: economic cooperation conference held in beijing between henan province and foreign financial institutions SYNTAX: henan province and foreign financial institutions and economic cooperation fair held in beijing --> 0.511 PHRAOH: henan province foreign-funded financial institutions and economic cooperation fair held in beijing --> 0.347 ---------- Sentence=36 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.090 ---------SOURCE: 河南省 政府 和 八十八 家 驻京 外资 金融 机构 的 一百 多 位 代表 今天 在 这 里 举办 了 经济 合作 洽谈会 ， 以 增进 河南省 与 国际 金融界 的 相互 了解 ， 为 河南 经济 发展 开辟 融资 渠道 。 HUMAN: henan provincial government held today an economic cooperation conference here with over 100 delegates from 88 foreign financial institutions stationed in beijing to promote the mutual understanding between henan province and the international financial circle and to open up the financial channels for the economic development of henan . SYNTAX: today 's economic and trade cooperation fair held more than 100 representatives of the henan provincial government 88th foreign-funded financial institutions in beijing here , so as to enhance mutual understanding of international financial institutions and china 's henan province , open up channels of financing for economic development in henan province . --> 0.353 PHRAOH: the government and the more than 100 representatives held talks with the international financial and economic cooperation , so as to enhance the mutual understanding , to open up financing channels for economic development in 八十八 beijing-based foreign-funded financial institutions here today henan henan . --> 0.324 ---------- Sentence=37 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.053 ---------SOURCE: 中国 人民 银行 副行长 陈元 在 向 会议 发来 的 贺辞 中 说 ， 中国 政府 已 决 定 加大 中西部 地区 的 开发 力度 ， 鼓励 中外 企业 到 中西部 地区 投资 ， 并 决定 今 后 将 百分之六十 以上 的 外国 银行 和 政府 贷款 用 于 中西部 地区 。 HUMAN: chen yuan , vice president of people 's bank of china , said in a message of congratulation sent to the conference that chinese government has decided to intensify the development of the mid-western region and to encourage both domestic and foreign enterprises to invest in that area . it has also decided to allocate over 60% of the loans from foreign banks and the government to the mid-western region in the future .
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SYNTAX: in a greeting message sent to the meeting said the chinese government has decided to increase the intensity of the western region development , encourage chinese and foreign enterprises to invest in the central and western regions , and the people 's bank of china governor titled , has decided to be used in the central and western regions in loans from the more than 60 foreign banks and the government will in future . --> 0.536 PHRAOH: china sent a message to the meeting , said the chinese government has decided to step up efforts to develop , encourage enterprises to invest in the central and western regions , and more than 60 percent of the chinese and foreign government loans and foreign banks will decide the central and western regions of the people 's bank of vice president in the 陈元 used in the central and western regions . --> 0.509 ---------- Sentence=38 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.945 ---------SOURCE: 驻京 外资 金融 机构 主席 、 比利时 通用 银行 北京 代表处 首席 代表 柯西叶 在 会 上 表示 ， 驻京 外资 金融 机构 有意 为 河南省 的 经济 建设 和 中国 中西部 地区 的 开发 作出 贡献 。 HUMAN: ke xi ye , chairman of foreign financial institutions stationed in beijing and chief representative of beijing office of general bank of belgium , indicated at the conference that foreign financial institutions in beijing are willing to contribute to the economic construction of henan province and the development of the mid-western region of china . SYNTAX: , chief representative foreign-funded financial institutions in beijing president of belgian bank opens beijing office general fba expressed at the meeting , its intention of foreign-funded financial institutions in beijing and make contributions to the development of economic construction in china 's henan province and the central and western parts of china . --> 0.377 PHRAOH: beijing-based foreign-funded financial institutions , chairman of the beijing office , said at the meeting , beijing-based foreign-funded financial institutions in henan 's economic construction and make contributions to the development of central and western parts of china 's general bank 's chief representative of the 柯西叶 to belgium . --> 0.399 ---------- Sentence=39 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.179 ---------SOURCE: 情况 。



河南省 常务 副省长 李成玉 在 会 上 介绍 了 该 省 的 自然 资源 和 经济 发展



HUMAN: li chengyu , standing lieutenant governor of henan province , gave a briefing at the conference on the natural resources and the economic development of the province . SYNTAX: li chengyu executive vice governor of henan province at the meeting briefed the guests on natural resources and economic development in the province . --> 0.528 PHRAOH: 李成玉 executive vice governor of henan province in the province 's natural resources and economic development on the situation . --> 0.448 ---------- Sentence=40 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.950 ----------
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SOURCE: 他 说 ， 河南省 不仅 具有 外商 投资 所 需 的 硬件 ， 而且 还 根据 国家 政 策 、 结合 本 省 实际 制定 了 鼓励 外商 投资 和 发展 对 外 经贸 技术 合作 的 优惠 政 策 。 HUMAN: henan province , he said , not only has the hardware necessary for foreign investment but has also formulated preferential policies based on the state 's policies and the actual situation of the province to encourage foreign investment and enhance cooperation in foreign trade , economics and technology . SYNTAX: he said , china 's henan province not only but also hardware of the need of foreign investment , but also in line with the state policy , integration in reality formulated preferential policies to encourage foreign investment and foreign trade and economic cooperation and technological development in the province . --> 0.422 PHRAOH: he said that henan province , with the reality of the formulated to encourage foreign investment and development of foreign trade and economic and technological cooperation not only of foreign investment needed in the hardware , but also in accordance with state policies of preferential policies . --> 0.444 ---------- Sentence=41 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.021 ---------SOURCE: 河南省 政府 有关 部门 在 会 上 发布 了 该 省 对 外 经济 技术 合作 项目 ， 与会 代表 就 有关 项目 的 合作 意向 进行 了 洽谈 。 HUMAN: the related departments of henan provincial government released at the conference the province 's cooperation projects in economics and technology with foreign countries , and participating delegates held discussions on the intent of cooperation on related projects . SYNTAX: china 's henan province relevant government departments issued at the meeting of foreign trade and economic and technological cooperation projects the province , the participants held talks on cooperation intentions of the project . --> 0.288 PHRAOH: henan province in the provincial foreign economic and technological cooperation projects , the participants on relevant projects intent on cooperation in the relevant government departments will be announced . --> 0.282 ---------- Sentence=42 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.476 ---------SOURCE:



中国 至 十一月 利用 外资额 增长 百分之二十七



HUMAN:



china 's foreign capital utilization increased 27% as of november



SYNTAX:



the growth of china from november to use investment from



PHRAOH:



china to use 外资额 27 percent in november



--> 0.100



--> 0.210



---------- Sentence=43 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.885 ---------SOURCE: 尽管 今年 至 十一月 中国 批准 利用 外资 项目 数 和 合同 外资 金额 都 比 去 年 同 期 有所 下降 ， 但 实际 利用 外资 金额 仍 比 去年 同 期 增长 了 百分之二十七点 零一 。
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HUMAN: although the number of the foreign capital projects approved and utilized by china and the amount of contractual foreign capital have both shown some decrease as of november this year , compared with same period last year , the actual amount of foreign capital utilized has still increased 27.01% , compared with the same period a year ago . SYNTAX: although china from january to november this year approved the use of foreign capital and a number of contracts involving foreign investment projects have all dropped compared with the same period of last year , up 百分之二十七点零一 percent but the amount of foreign capital involved in actual use is still the same period of last year . --> 0.368 PHRAOH: although this year china approved the use of foreign investment projects and contracts involving foreign investment all over the same period last year , but the amount of foreign capital actually used still than in the corresponding period last year . 百分之二十七点零一 dropped from january to november several --> 0.416 ---------- Sentence=44 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.275 ---------SOURCE: 对 外 经济 贸易 合作部 今天 提供 的 数据 表明 ， 今年 至 十一月 中国 实际 利用 外资 四百六十九点五九亿 美元 ， 其中 包括 外商 直接 投资 四百点零七亿 美元 。 HUMAN: according to the data provided today by the ministry of foreign trade and economic cooperation , as of november this year , china has actually utilized 46.959 billion us dollars of foreign capital , including 40.007 billion us dollars of direct investment from foreign businessmen . SYNTAX: the foreign trade and economic cooperation today will provide data show that , china 's actual use of foreign capital from january to november this year 's 四百六十九点五九亿 us dollars , including foreign direct investment of 四百点零七亿 us dollars . --> 0.292 PHRAOH: today 's data show that from january to november this year , china actually utilized foreign direct investment 四百点零七亿 billion us dollars , including foreign economic and trade cooperation with 四百六十九点五九亿 . --> 0.229 ---------- Sentence=45 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.806 ---------SOURCE: 今年 至 十一月 中国 批准 利用 外资 项目 一万八千六百四十四 个 ， 比 去年 同 期 下降 百分之十五点三四 ； 累计 合同 外资 金额 达 四百八十四点六二亿 美元 ， 下降 了 百分之二十七点一四 。 HUMAN: as of november this year , china has approved and utilized 18,644 foreign capital projects , a decrease of 15.34% , compared with the same period last year . the accumulative amount of contractual foreign capital is 48.462 billion us dollars , a decrease of 27.14% . SYNTAX: china 's ratification of this year from january to november projects using foreign capital to the 一万八千六百四十四 country , a decline compared with the same period of last year in 百分之十 五点三四 ; total contract amount of foreign investment of 四百八十四点六二亿 us dollars , a decline of 百分之二十七点一四 . --> 0.311 PHRAOH: china approved the use of foreign investment projects in the total amount of foreign investment from january to november this year , compared with the same period last year 百分之十五点
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三四 contracts 四百八十四点六二亿 us dollars in 百分之二十七点一四 . 一万八千六百四十四 ; --> 0.386 ---------- Sentence=46 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.805 ---------SOURCE: 在 新 批准 的 三资 企业 中 ， 中外 合资 和 中外 合作 企业 均 有 较大 幅度 下降 ， 但 外商 独资 企业 却 增加 了 百分之四点一二 ， 达 八千四百八十四 个 。 HUMAN: among the newly approved `` three-capital '' ventures , both chinese-foreign joint ventures and chinese-foreign cooperative enterprises have shown significant decrease in number . however , the number of solely foreign-owned enterprises has increased by 4.12% to 8,484 . SYNTAX: in the new approval of the foreign funded enterprises , sino-foreign joint ventures and cooperation between chinese and foreign journalists has a large margin dropped all enterprises , but it is wholly foreign-owned enterprises increased while 百分之四点一二 , a 八千四百八十四 percent . --> 0.206 PHRAOH: chinese-foreign joint ventures , chinese-foreign cooperative enterprises have greatly increased , but the drop in foreign exclusive investment enterprises in the approved foreign enterprises , and 百分之四点一二 of 八千四百八十四 . --> 0.256 ---------- Sentence=47 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.812 ---------SOURCE:



实际 外资额 也 比 去年 同 期 上升 了 百分之三十 以上 。



HUMAN: the actual amount of foreign capital has also increased more than 30% as compared with the same period last year . SYNTAX: also rose by reality compared with the same period last year to 30 percent above the county level . --> 0.342 PHRAOH:



actual 外资额 also rose more than 30 percent over the same period last year .



--> 0.421



---------- Sentence=48 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.035 ---------SOURCE: 今年 至 十一月 ， 中国 新 批准 的 与 外商 合作 开发 项目 十三 个 ， 而 去年 同 期 为 十 个 。 HUMAN: as of november this year , 13 development projects in cooperation with foreign businessmen have been newly approved in china , whereas there were only 10 during the same period last year . SYNTAX: from january to november this year , 13 of foreign investment and trade cooperation with the development of china 's new approved projects , and 10 for the same period last year . --> 0.324 PHRAOH: china approved the new foreign cooperation and development projects , and the same period last year to 13 this year from january to november 10 . --> 0.313 ---------- Sentence=49 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=2.112 ---------SOURCE: 合同 利用 外资 金额 和 实际 利用 外资 金额 分别 为 二点零五亿 美元 和 三点 一一亿 美元 ， 比 去年 同 期 上升 了 百分之十四点五三 和 百分之六十一点九八 。
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HUMAN: the contractual amount of foreign capital utilization and the actual amount of foreign capital utilization are 205 million us dollars and 311 million us dollars respectively , up 14.53% and 61.98% over the same period last year . SYNTAX: of the amount of the contract of using foreign capital and the amount of foreign capital involved in actual use of 二点零五亿 us dollars and 三点一一亿 us dollars , up over the same period of last year from 百分之十四点五三 and 百分之六十一点九八 respectively . --> 0.359



PHRAOH: contracts using foreign funds actually used foreign funds and 三点一一亿 billion us dollars , compared with the same period last year rose 百分之十四点五三 and 百分之六十一点九八 and respectively 二点零五亿 . --> 0.170 ---------- Sentence=50 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.933 ---------SOURCE:



汕头 高新 技术 开发区 引起 海内外 投资者 关注



HUMAN: investors



shantou high-tech development zone attracting attention of both domestic and overseas



SYNTAX: --> 0.264



shantou high-tech development zone has attracted attention at home and abroad investors



PHRAOH: --> 0.283



shantou high-tech development zone attracted the attention of investors at home and abroad



---------- Sentence=51 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.173 ---------SOURCE: 由于 投资 环境 的 改善 和 发展 势头 的 良好 ， 汕头 高新 技术 开发区 引起 海内外 投资者 的 关注 。 HUMAN: thanks to the improved investment environment and great potential for development , shantou high-tech development zone has attracted the attention of both domestic and overseas investors . SYNTAX: due to the sound investment environment improvement and development trend , the shantou high-tech development zone has attracted the attention of investors at home and abroad . --> 0.428 PHRAOH: due to the good momentum of development and improve the investment environment , shantou high-tech development zone has aroused the attention of investors at home and abroad . --> 0.365 ---------- Sentence=52 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.060 ---------SOURCE: 一些 旅居 美国 “ 硅谷 ” 的 潮籍 科学家 已 表示 到 区 内 创办 高新 技术 产业 的 意愿 ； 摩托罗拉 中国 总裁 、 爱立信 公司 有关 人员 也 前来 开发区 洽谈 投资 项目 ； 台湾 厂商 则 表示 要 在 开发区 内 创办 科技 软件 开发 公司 。 HUMAN: some scientists of chaozhou origin residing in silicon valley of the united states have expressed their intent to establish high-tech industry within the development zone . the president of motorola china and concerned officials from ericsson have also come to the development zone to discuss
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investment projects . meanwhile , taiwanese manufacturers indicated that they would like to establish technology and software development companies in the area . SYNTAX: ; china of motorola , ericsson company of the personnel came as well as development zones to negotiate projects ; however said that some residing in the `` silicon valley '' of 潮籍 scientists have said and autonomous regions and the new and high-tech industries were founded the wishes of taiwan businesses are in the development zone up to software technology development company . --> 0.283 PHRAOH: residing in the united states , motorola , ericsson will also attend the talks , said the scientific and technological development zone was established in the 潮籍 scientists have expressed the wish of chinese companies concerned personnel of the zone investment projects ; taiwan businesses software development companies . high-tech industrial zone ; some of the `` silicon valley '' --> 0.267 ---------- Sentence=53 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.962 ---------SOURCE: 目前 ， 汕头 高新 技术 开发区 已 累计 投资 十八亿 元 ， 建成 厂房 三十七万 平方米 ， 区 内 水 、 电 、 通讯 、 保税 仓库 等 基础 配套 设施 已 建成 投入 使用 。 HUMAN: currently , an accumulative amount of 1.8 billion yuan has been invested in shantou high-tech development zone ; 370,000 square meters of factory buildings have been constructed ; supporting infrastructure such as water , electricity , communication and bonded warehouses within the zone has also been constructed and put into operation . SYNTAX: at present , the shantou high-tech development zone has a total investment of 1.8 yuan , completed in 14 square meters , the autonomous region and the water , electricity , telecommunications , bonded warehouse and other supporting infrastructure construction has already been established in use . --> 0.331 PHRAOH: at present , the total investment of 1.8 billion yuan , up 厂房 square meters of water , electricity , telecommunications , and other basic facilities have been put into use . shantou high-tech development zone has built supporting bonded warehouse zone , 三十七万 --> 0.344 ---------- Sentence=54 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.156 ---------SOURCE: 至 今年 十一月 初 ， 共 有 入区 项目 一百七十七 个 ， 投资 总额 六十四亿 元 ， 其中 外资 约 占 百分之五十 ， 入区 企业 中 有 七 家 被 认定 为 国家级 高新 技术 企业 。 HUMAN: as of the beginning of november this year , 177 projects have been set up within the zone with a total investment of 6.4 billion yuan , of which foreign investment accounts for about 50% . seven of the enterprises set up within the zone have been recognized as state-class high-tech enterprises . SYNTAX: from the beginning of november this year , with the projects , the total amount of investment of 六十四亿 yuan , of which foreign capital which account for 50 percent , have a total of one 's 2,071 enterprises and verified by the seven companies for state-level high-tech enterprises . --> 0.348 PHRAOH: from the beginning of november this year , total investment of foreign-funded enterprises have been state-level high-tech development zone , with a total of 入区 projects 一百七十七 六十四 亿 yuan , of which accounted for 50 percent , 入区 seven enterprises . --> 0.301 ---------- Sentence=55 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.953 ----------
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SOURCE: 今年 ， 全 区 累计 完成 工业 产值 三十七亿 元 ， 技工贸 总 收入 四十五点五 亿 元 ， 出口 贸易额 一万二千七百四十七万 美元 ， 实现 税利 三点六亿 元 。 HUMAN: this year , the accumulative industry output value of the entire area has reached 3.7 billion yuan . the total revenue from the technology segments , labor and trade is 4.55 billion yuan and the amount of export is 127.47 million us dollars , of which 360 million yuan is paid in taxes . SYNTAX: this year , completed in the region 's total industrial output value of 三十七亿 yuan , their total income of 四十五点五亿 yuan , the export volume of 一万二千七百四十七万 us dollars , realize over 360 yuan . --> 0.283 PHRAOH: this year , the region , completion of the total industrial output value of total income of 四十 五点五亿 yuan and export volume of 一万二千七百四十七万 dollars and the realization of the 税利 三点六亿 三十七亿 yuan , 技工贸 yuan . --> 0.297 ---------- Sentence=56 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.626 ---------SOURCE: 与 此 同时 ， 汕头市 还 制订 和 出台 了 十多 项 规章 制度 和 政策 措施 ， 鼓 励 兴办 技术 、 知识 密集型 的 高新 产业 。 HUMAN: meanwhile , shantou city has also formulated and published over ten regulations and policies to encourage the establishment of technology and knowledge intensive high-tech industry . SYNTAX: at the same time , encourage them to shantou also worked out and the introduction of more than 10 items of rules and regulations and systems of policy measures , to set up facilities and high technology , knowledge of labor-intensive industries . --> 0.335 PHRAOH: meanwhile , the shantou also formulated and promulgated rules and measures to encourage the establishment of new and high technology and knowledge-intensive industries dozen policies . --> 0.535 ---------- Sentence=57 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.370 ---------SOURCE:



今年 浦东 新区 外贸 进出口 逾 九十亿 美元



HUMAN:



import and export in pudong new district exceeding 9 billion us dollars this year



SYNTAX:



pudong new area and export more than billion us dollars this year



PHRAOH:



pudong new area this year and export of 九十亿 us dollars



--> 0.396



--> 0.289



---------- Sentence=58 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.145 ---------SOURCE: 据 上海 浦东 海关 统计 ， 今年 至 十一月 ， 浦东 新区 （ 包括 外高桥 保税区 ） 进出口 货物 总额 达 八十五点七九亿 美元 ， 比 去年 同 期 增长 近 四分之一 。 HUMAN: according to the statistics of pudong customhouse , shanghai , as of november this year , pudong new district -lrb- including wai gao qiao bonded area -rrb- saw a total export and import of merchandise of 8.579 billion us dollars , up nearly 25% over the same period last year .
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SYNTAX: according to the shanghai pudong customs statistics , from january to november this year , the new pudong district -lrb- including the waigaoqiao bonded zone -rrb- goods exports and imports reached 八十五点七九亿 us dollars , an increase of nearly one-fourth percent over the same period last year . --> 0.466 PHRAOH: according to customs statistics , from january to november this year , the pudong new area of the total import and export goods 八十五点七九亿 us dollars -rrb- , compared with the same period last year increase of nearly one-fourth of the shanghai pudong -lrb- including waigaoqiao free trade zone . --> 0.407 ---------- Sentence=59 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.406 ---------SOURCE: HUMAN: dollars .



预计 全 年 外贸 进出口 总额 将 超过 九十亿 美元 。 it is expected that the total import and export for the entire year will exceed 9 billion us



SYNTAX: is expected to total import and export volume of the whole of china 's foreign trade will exceed billion us dollars . --> 0.374 PHRAOH:



export volume for the whole year is expected to exceed 九十亿 dollars .



--> 0.266



---------- Sentence=60 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.694 ---------SOURCE:



今年 浦东 新区 外贸 呈现 进口 与 出口 比例 均衡 、 增长 强劲 的 特点 。



HUMAN: the foreign trade in pudong new district this year is characterized by balanced import and export and a strong growth rate . SYNTAX: shanghai 's pudong new area and foreign trade has shown a strong characteristics of a balanced way the import and export ratio , increase this year . --> 0.301 PHRAOH: showing the import and export trade this year , the pudong new area of the balanced and strong growth in characteristics . --> 0.434 ---------- Sentence=61 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.073 ---------SOURCE: 其中 ， 加工 贸易 发展 较 快 ， 全 区 已 有 二百 多 家 国有 企业 走进 加工 贸易 行列 ， 在 企业 总数 和 备案 合同 金额 方面 都 与 外资 企业 平分秋色 ， 而且 生 产 经营 方式 逐渐 由 简单 的 来料 加工 向 高 科技 、 高 附加值 商品 的 精深 加工 转 变 。 HUMAN: among all segments , trade in the processing industry has enjoyed a more rapid growth . more than 200 state-owned enterprises in the district have joined the processing trade industry , tying with foreign-invested ventures in terms of the total number of enterprises and filed contractual amounts . in addition , the mode of production has evolved from simple processing of raw materials supplied by clients to high-tech and value-added state-of-the-art processing . SYNTAX: among them , the processing trade have developed faster , the autonomous region has more than 200 state-owned enterprises entered the processing trade ranks , all seats in areas of the total number of enterprises and for the record amount of contracts with foreign enterprises , but also for the production
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and operation mode gradually simply by processing to science and technology , with high added value products of profound change processing of agricultural products . --> 0.338 PHRAOH: of the total number of enterprises and foreign-funded enterprises with high added value of goods in the profound changes in the region has more than 200 state-owned enterprises into the processing trade , contractual operation modes of production , but gradually from simple processing to advanced technology and processing . ranks in records in processing trade has developed relatively fast , so 来料 --> 0.315 ---------- Sentence=62 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.977 ---------SOURCE: 据 介绍 ， 由于 外资 企业 增加 了 作为 投资 的 设备 进口 ， 加之 中国 在 浦 东 率先 对 外资 开放 外贸 领域 ， 成立 了 三 家 中外 合资 贸易 公司 ， 今年 浦东 外资 企业 进出口额 比 去年 同 期 增长 百分之三十七点四 ， 达 三十八点六亿 美元 ， 占 浦东 进出口 总额 的 百分之四十五 。 HUMAN: it is reported that due to the increased import of equipment by foreign-funded ventures as investment , and the fact that pudong has become the first in china to open foreign trade to foreign capital and established three trading corporations funded by chinese and foreign capital , the import volume of foreign-invested ventures in pudong this year has increased 37.4% over the same period last year , reaching 3.86 billiion us dollars and accounting for 45% of the total import and export of pudong . SYNTAX: it was learned that , due to equipment increased its imports as investment and foreign-funded enterprises , plus the fact china 's foreign trade and other fields and in the pudong new area took the lead in opening up to foreign investors , the three sino foreign trade company set up , import foreign-funded enterprises in pudong 37.4 percent this year over the same period last year , with 三十八点六亿 us dollars , accounting for 45 percent of total import and export volume of the pudong new area . --> 0.379 PHRAOH: according to the increase in imports , with china in the pudong new area in the fields of trade , and set up three percent over the same period last year , up 45 percent of the total import and export trade companies , foreign-funded enterprises in the pudong new area this year , due to foreign-funded enterprises as well as open to foreign investment in sino-foreign joint-venture foreign trade 百分之三十七点四 三十八点六亿 billion , accounting for pudong . --> 0.388 ---------- Sentence=63 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.834 ---------SOURCE: 就 进出口 商品 种类 来 看 ， 机电 产品 在 浦东 新区 进口 货物 中 独占鳌头 ， 主要 是 计算机 、 集成 电路 和 微电子 组件 ； 出口 则 以 机电 、 服装 、 编织 品类 产 品 为主 。 HUMAN: in terms of variety of the imported and exported goods , electronic and mechanical products top the list among the imported goods in pudong new district , consisting mainly of computers , integrated circuits and microelectronic components , whereas exported goods consist mainly of electronics , machines , apparel and knitwear . SYNTAX: viewed on import and export commodity categories , 独占鳌头 machinery and electronic products in the pudong new area of the import of goods , mainly in integrated circuit , computer and microelectronics components ; export is mainly woven type , garments , machinery and electronics products . --> 0.257
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PHRAOH: woven garments , machinery and electronic products , mainly in integrated circuits , computer and microelectronics 组件 ; while exports of mechanical and electrical products in the pudong new area , mainly on the import and export commodities , judging from the varieties of goods imported 独占鳌头 with 品类 . --> 0.308 ---------- Sentence=64 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.767 ---------SOURCE:



日本 仍 为 最大 贸易 伙伴 ， 美国 、 香港 位居 二 、 三 位 。



HUMAN: japan is still the largest trade partner . the united states and hong kong take respectively the second and third places . SYNTAX: japan is still the biggest trade partner , the united states , hong kong ranks the second , third place . --> 0.409 PHRAOH: japan remained the largest trade partner , the united states , hong kong ranks the second and third place . --> 0.533 ---------- Sentence=65 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.125 ---------SOURCE:



城建 成为 外商 投资 青海 新 热点



HUMAN:



urban construction , a new favorite for foreign investors in qinghai



SYNTAX:



qinghai new hot spot for foreign investment into urban construction



PHRAOH:



urban construction become hot spots in the new foreign investment qinghai



--> 0.315 --> 0.280



---------- Sentence=66 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.207 ---------SOURCE: 制约 吸引 外资 的 城市 基础 设施 建设 ， 如今 却 被 外商 看好 ， 成为 继 资 源 开发 之后 青海 集中 利用 外资 的 新 领域 。 HUMAN: the urban infrastructure construction that used to discourage foreign capital is now being favored by foreign businessmen and has become a new area for qinghai to concentrate the utilization of foreign capital following the development of natural resources . SYNTAX: restricted to attract foreign investment in infrastructure construction in urban areas , but it was now foreign businessmen to look good , have become new fields of qinghai concentrated on the use of foreign capital following the development of resources . --> 0.321 PHRAOH: now , however , has been good , resource development qinghai concentrated on the use of foreign investment in the new constraint to attract foreign investment in the urban infrastructure construction , foreign becoming another after fields . --> 0.266 ---------- Sentence=67 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.062 ---------SOURCE: 西宁市 城市 基础 设施 建设 长期 投入 不足 ， 从 新 中国 成立 到 一九九五 年 的 四十六 年 间 ， 全部 投入 仅 四亿 元 左右 ， 城市 建设 滞后 制约 了 经济 的 发展 。 HUMAN: over a long period of time , the construction of urban infrastructure in the city of xining lacked sufficient funding . during the forty-six years from the founding of new china to 1995 , there has 130



been only a total funding of about 400 million yuan . the slow pace in the urban construction has deterred the economic development . SYNTAX: restricting rivers urban infrastructure construction in the long term has been insufficient input , in the 46 years from the founding of new china in 1995 , the total input of only 400 yuan or so , the city 's construction is lagging behind the development of the economy . --> 0.345 PHRAOH: inadequate input from the founding of new china in 1995 the total investment of about 400 million yuan , urban construction lagging constraining the economic development . 西宁市 urban infrastructure construction for years , only 46 --> 0.325 ---------- Sentence=68 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.161 ---------SOURCE:



近 两 年 一 批 外商 先后 表示 了 涉足 西宁 城建 的 愿望 。



HUMAN: in the past two years , a number of foreign businessmen have successively expressed their desire to get involved in the urban construction of xining city . SYNTAX: in the past two years successively expressed a number of foreign businessmen to set foot in the aspirations of xining urban construction . --> 0.425 PHRAOH: in the past two years a number of foreign successively expressed the wish of the xining in urban construction . --> 0.366 ---------- Sentence=69 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.853 ---------SOURCE: 青海省 政府 因势利导 ， 提出 基础 设施 商品化 的 城建 思路 ， 并 于 今年 初 批准 了 《 西宁市 鼓励 引导 外商 投资 的 若干 规定 》 。 HUMAN: taking advantage of this situation , the qinghai provincial government proposed a general outline of commercializing infrastructure in urban construction and at the beginning of this year approved `` regulations governing the encouragement and introduction of foreign investment in the city of xining . '' SYNTAX: qinghai province government adroitly , put forward by the infrastructure commercialization of urban construction ideas , and in the beginning of this year and has approved the `` several regulations of china to encourage foreign investment guide '' . --> 0.324 PHRAOH: adroitly guide action according to the circumstances of the qinghai provincial government , the commercialization of urban construction , and to encourage foreign investment in the number of regulations to guide the 西宁市 approved at the beginning of this year ideas put forward infrastructure . '' --> 0.380 ---------- Sentence=70 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.036 ---------SOURCE: 西宁市 东 出口 道路 经营权 实行 有偿 转让 的 决定 出台 后 ， 立即 有 十多 家 外商 前来 洽谈 ， 最后 以 五千万 元 的 标价 敲定 。 HUMAN: as soon as the city of xining 's decision to implement the paid transfer of the right of operation of the eastern exit road was made public , over 10 foreign businessmen came to discuss the matter and the final bid was settled down at 50 million yuan .
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SYNTAX: china road east of the export of right transfer the decision is introduced since its implementation , foreign businessmen to more than 10 companies to attend talks have to immediately , finally deciding on band of more than 50 million yuan . --> 0.229 PHRAOH: 西宁市 right after the birth of a dozen foreign companies to attend the talks , the amount to 50 million yuan in the final decision on the road to the eastern export compensatory transfer , immediately finalized . --> 0.221 ---------- Sentence=71 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.713 ---------SOURCE: 按 现代 城市 功能 要求 设计 的 莫家街 旧城 改造 工程 ， 由 港商 投资 五千万 元 独家 承建 。 HUMAN: the renovation project on old town mojiajie designed according to the requirements for a modern city was undertaken exclusively by a hong kong firm with an investment of 50 million yuan . SYNTAX: 莫家街 the transformation of the project of demand in accordance with the functions of cities modern design and old , build exclusive investment from hong kong businessmen in more than 50 million yuan . --> 0.253 PHRAOH: according to the requirements of the renovation project , the hong kong businessmen to invest 50 million yuan to build a modern urban functions design 莫家街 exclusive . --> 0.355 ---------- Sentence=72 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.852 ---------SOURCE: 第六 水源 新建 工程 利用 外资 近 两千万 元 ， 供水 能力 可 达 十五万 吨 日 ， 将 极 大 地 缓解 西宁市 的 供水 紧张 状况 。 HUMAN: the new construction project for the sixth water source utilized nearly 20 million yuan of foreign capital and has a capability of supplying 150,000 ton of water a day , which will greatly ease the water shortage in the city of xining . SYNTAX: the newly established sixth water project of nearly 20 million yuan in using foreign capital , will reach over water supply capacity to 150,000 tons of food , china will greatly ease the tense situation water . --> 0.305 PHRAOH: sixth in the use of foreign investment of nearly 20 million yuan in water supply capacity will reach 20 million tons , will greatly ease the tense situation . 西宁市 water sources of the project , 十五 万 --> 0.358 ---------- Sentence=73 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.884 ---------SOURCE: 城市 北 出口 道路 建设 工程 已 与 香港 泰华 公司 达成 建设 协议 ， 投资 约 需 一点八亿 元 ， 南 绕城 快速路 工程 也 有 数 家 外商 前来 洽谈 投资 。 HUMAN: a construction agreement has been reached with taihua corporation of hong kong on the construction project of the city 's northern exit road that requires about 180 million yuan of investment . several foreign businessmen have also come to discuss the project for southern express beltway . SYNTAX: north and the export of road construction project in urban areas and hong kong company which has already reached agreement on construction , investment and need to be about 一点八亿 yuan ,
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the south 绕 城 intracity project also has several foreign companies had come to negotiate the investment . --> 0.205 PHRAOH: urban road construction project has reached an agreement with the hong kong companies to invest about 一点八亿 yuan , the south 绕城 快速路 project has come to discuss several foreign investment , construction of the export 泰华 . --> 0.232 ---------- Sentence=74 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.826 ---------SOURCE:



中国 批准 设立 外商 投资 企业 逾 三十万 家



HUMAN:



china has approved the establishment of over 300,000 foreign-invested enterprises



SYNTAX: 0.399



of china approved the establishment foreign investment enterprises 300,000 companies



-->



PHRAOH: 0.483



china approved the establishment of foreign-invested enterprises in more than 300,000



-->



---------- Sentence=75 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.659 ---------SOURCE: 来自 外经贸部 的 最新 消息 说 ， 截止 今年 十一月 底 ， 中国 累计 批准 设立 外商 投资 企业 三十万零二千四百六十四 家 。 HUMAN: according to the most recent news from ministry of foreign economics and trade , as of the end of november this year , china has approved a total of 302,464 foreign-invested enterprises to set up their businesses . SYNTAX: by the end of november this year , approved the latest information from trade and economic cooperation , china 's total foreign-funded enterprises set up a 三十万零二千四百六十四 family said . --> 0.373 PHRAOH: by the end of november this year , said the latest information from the ministry of foreign trade and economic cooperation , china has approved the establishment of foreign-invested enterprises 三十万零二千四百六十四 home . --> 0.566 ---------- Sentence=76 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.740 ---------SOURCE: 据 介绍 ， 在 这 三十万 多 家 外资 企业 中 ， 中外 合资 经营 企业 十八万二 千零五十九 家 ， 占 六成 ； 中外 合作 经营 企业 四万四千零九十四 家 ， 约 占 百分之十 五 ； 外商 独资 企业 七万六千一百六十一 家 ， 约 占 百分之二十五 。 HUMAN: it is learned that of these 300,000 plus foreign-invested enterprises , 182,059 are chinese-foreign joint ventures , accounting for 60% of the total ; 44,094 are chinese-foreign cooperative enterprises , approximately 15% ; 76,161 are solely foreign-owned enterprises , approximately 25 % . SYNTAX: it is learned that , in the 300,000 more foreign-funded enterprises , sino-foreign joint ventures home 十八万二千零五十九 , 60 percent ; the 四万四千零九十四 home chinese-foreign cooperative enterprises in china , accounted for 15 percent ; foreign enterprises solely owned by the 七万 六千一百六十一 family , accounted for 25 percent . --> 0.282
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PHRAOH: reportedly , during which more than 60 percent of sino-foreign cooperative enterprises , accounting for about 15 percent of foreign exclusive investment enterprises , accounting for about 25 percent . 300,000 foreign-funded enterprises , sino-foreign joint venture company , 十八万二千零五十 九 ; 四万四千零九十四 home in 七万六千一百六十一 ; --> 0.381 ---------- Sentence=77 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.022 ---------SOURCE: 目前 ， 中国 利用 外商 投资 多元化 格局 已 初步 形成 ， 资金 来源于 一百七 十 多 个 国家 和 地区 。 HUMAN: at this time , diversity has taken shape in china 's utilization of foreign capital with funds coming from more than 170 countries and regions . SYNTAX: at present , has taken shape in diversified pattern of using china 's foreign investment , funds from more than 170 countries and regions . --> 0.475 PHRAOH: at present , china 's use of foreign investment diversified pattern has taken shape , funds from more than 170 countries and regions . --> 0.465 ---------- Sentence=78 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.014 ---------SOURCE: 截至到 今年 九月 底 ， 按 实际 使用 外资 金额 排序 ， 在 中国 投资 最 多 的 前 十 位 国家 和 地区 依次 是 ： 香港 、 台湾 、 日本 、 美国 、 新加坡 、 韩国 、 英 国 、 德国 、 维尔京群岛 、 法国 。 HUMAN: in the order of the actual amount of foreign capital utilized by the end of september of this year , the first ten countries and regions that have invested most in china are : hong kong , taiwan , japan , the united states , singapore , korea , the united kingdom , germany , virgin islands and france . SYNTAX: by the end of september this year , in accordance with the actual use of the amount of foreign capital held , france , the largest number of the first from 10 countries and regions investing in china in hong kong , taiwan , japan , the united states , singapore , south korea , britain , germany , virgin islands is alongside : . --> 0.440 PHRAOH: by the end of september this year , according to a dozen countries and regions are : hong kong and taiwan , japan , the united states , singapore , south korea , britain , france , germany , 维尔京 群岛 order , the largest amount of foreign capital actually used investment in china before 依次 among . --> 0.434 ---------- Sentence=79 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.976 ---------SOURCE: 居 前 十 位 的 这些 国家 和 地区 在 中国 的 投资 占 全 国 实际 使用 外资 金额 的 百分之九十一 多 。 HUMAN: the investment from these first ten countries and regions in china accounts for as much as 91% of the foreign capital actually utilized in the country . SYNTAX: more than 91 of the amount of investment in china ranks first from 10 of these countries and regions which account for the country 's actual use of foreign capital . --> 0.370
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PHRAOH: place in the top 10 of these countries and regions in china 's investment in the country 's total amount of foreign capital actually used more than 百分之九十一 . --> 0.379 ---------- Sentence=80 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.840 ---------SOURCE: 亚洲 国家 和 地区 是 中国 主要 外资 来源 ， 来自 香港 、 台湾 、 日本 、 韩 国 、 东盟 等 国家 和 地区 ， 投资额 占 全 国 利用 外资 总额 的 百分之八十五 以上 。 HUMAN: the main source of foreign investment in china comes from those asian countries and regions such as hong kong , taiwan , japan , korea , and asean , etc . , with their investment amounting to over 85% of the total foreign capital utilized in the country . SYNTAX: asian countries and regions are the main foreign source , from the hong kong , taiwan , japan , south korea , and other countries and asean in the region , and investment accounted for over 85 percent of foreign capital used in the country . --> 0.471 PHRAOH: china is the main source of foreign investment , accounting for more than 85 percent of the total amount of foreign investment from hong kong and taiwan , japan , south korea and asean countries and regions , including the asian countries and regions . --> 0.561 ---------- Sentence=81 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.632 ---------SOURCE: 其中 香港 仍 是 内地 吸收 外资 的 主要 来源 ， 占 累计 实际 吸收 外商 投资 的 比重 为 百分之五十五 以上 。 HUMAN: among them , hong kong is still the major source of foreign capital absorbed by the inland , providing more than 55% of the total foreign investment actually absorbed . SYNTAX: one of the hong kong is still the main source in china 's inland areas attracting foreign investment , the proportion of total total actual conditions in absorbing foreign investment for 55 percent . --> 0.319 PHRAOH: of the total actual foreign investment of more than 55 percent of the hong kong is still the main source of foreign investment , accounting for hinterland . --> 0.505 ---------- Sentence=82 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.861 ---------SOURCE:



天津 开发区 近 百 家 外资 企业 成为 海关 保税 工厂



HUMAN: nearly a hundred foreign-invested ventures in tianjin development zone become customhouse bonded factories SYNTAX: tianjin development zone has become nearly 100 foreign enterprises customs bonded factories --> 0.441 PHRAOH: tianjin development zone nearly 100 foreign-funded enterprises become customs bonded factories --> 0.512 ---------- Sentence=83 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.246 ---------SOURCE: 记者 从 天津 海关 了解 到 ， 近日 通用 半导体 （ 中国 ） 有限 公司 等 二十 家 外商 投资 企业 通过 天津 海关 的 考核 ， 成为 享受 海关 优惠 政策 的 保税 工厂 。 135



HUMAN: reporters have learned from tianjin customhouse that recently twenty foreign-invested enterprises such as general semiconductors co. ltd. -lrb- china -rrb- have passed the examinations of tianjin customhouse and have become bonded factories eligible for the preferential policies of the customhouse . SYNTAX: xinhua learned from tianjin customs , the last few days general semiconductor -lrb- china -rrb- company limited and 20 foreign invested enterprises through the tianjin customs examination , have become the bonded factories in the customs to enjoy preferential policies . --> 0.309 PHRAOH: xinhua learned from tianjin customs , general electric -lrb- china -rrb- corporation , foreign-invested enterprises in tianjin , a enjoy preferential policies . bonded factories through the customs assessment customs recently semiconductors 20 --> 0.248 ---------- Sentence=84 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.033 ---------SOURCE: 厂 。



至 此 ， 天津 经济 技术 开发区 已 有 九十九 家 外商 投资 企业 成为 保税 工



HUMAN: so far , as many as 99 foreign-invested enterprises within tianjin economic and technological development zone have become bonded factories . SYNTAX: at this point , the economic and technological development zone in tianjin have 99 foreign invested enterprises have become bonded factories . --> 0.470 PHRAOH: the tianjin economic and technological development zone has become the home of 99 foreign-invested enterprises bonded factories . --> 0.455 ---------- Sentence=85 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.894 ---------SOURCE: 据 介绍 ， 近年 来 天津 海关 积极 与 国际 惯例 接轨 ， 从 加强 对 企业 宏观 管理 ， 优化 通关 环境 ， 促进 企业 提高 贸易 效率 出发 ， 大力 推广 保税 工程 制度 。 HUMAN: it is reported that in recent years , tianjin customhouse has made every effort to follow the standard international practice and greatly promote the system of bonded engineering projects by strengthening macromanagement of enterprises , optimizing the conditions at the customhouse so as to facilitate the clearing procedures and encouraging enterprises to improve their trading efficiency . SYNTAX: it is learned that , the tianjin customhouse positively come into line with international practice over the past few years , from strengthening macroeconomic management of enterprises , optimize the environment for clearance , and promoting the enterprises to raise the trade efficiency proceed , vigorously spread and bonded engineering system . --> 0.278 PHRAOH: according to tianjin customs , and to strengthen the management of enterprises , optimize the environment and promote the improvement of efficiency , according to the spread of the project bonded trade enterprises in recent years , and actively follow international practices from macroeconomic clearance system . --> 0.311 ---------- Sentence=86 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.015 ---------SOURCE: 经济 技术 开发区 做为 当地 新 的 经济 增长点 ， 加工 贸易 发展 迅速 ， 目前 已 有 二百二十 家 从事 加工 贸易 的 外资 企业 ， 保税 工厂 已 占到 企业 总数 的 百分 136



之四十一 ， 逐步 形成 了 涉及 电子 、 化工 、 纺织 、 通讯 以及 汽车 等 行业 的 保税 工 厂 体系 ， 摩托罗拉 、 三星 电子 、 雅马哈 等 都 是 其中 的 一 员 。 HUMAN: as a new locale for economic growth , the economic and technological development zone has witnessed a rapid growth in its processing trade . at present , 220 foreign-invested enterprises are engaged in the processing trade . accounting for 41% of the total number of the enterprises , the bonded factories have gradually formed a system of its own , involving such industries as electronics , chemicals , textile , communication and automobiles . motorola , samsung electronics and yamaha are all its members . SYNTAX: economic and technological development zones as new points of local economic growth , the processing trade have developed rapidly , now have some 220 foreign-funded enterprises engaged in processing trade , bonded factories already accounted 41 of the total enterprises , gradually formed a bonded factories involved in telecommunications and electronics , chemicals , textiles , and automobile industries and system , motorola , samsung electronics , motorcycles and is a member of them . --> 0.405 PHRAOH: bonded factories which have been involved in electronics , chemicals , textiles , telecommunications and auto bonded factories , motorola , samsung electronics , which is engaged in processing trade enterprises , and gradually formed by 41 percent of the total number of local economic and technological development zones as new economic growth points and the processing trade has developed rapidly and now there are 二百二十 in foreign-funded enterprises , a member of the 雅马哈 system sectors . --> 0.399 ---------- Sentence=87 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.030 ---------SOURCE: 据 天津 开发区 海关 官员 介绍 ， 保税 工厂 降低 了 贸易 成本 ， 提高 了 贸 易 效益 。 HUMAN: according to customs officials at tianjin development zone , bonded factories have reduced trading costs and increased trading benefits . SYNTAX: according to customs officials the tianjin development zone , bonded factories to lower the costs of trade , an increase in trade efficiency . --> 0.417 PHRAOH: according to the tianjin development zone , bonded factories lower costs and improve the efficiency of customs officials on trade of trade . --> 0.405 ---------- Sentence=88 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.863 ---------SOURCE: 通用 半导体 （ 中国 ） 有限 公司 成为 保税 工厂 后 ， 每 天 减少 流动 资金 占 用 五十万 美元 。 HUMAN: after general semiconductors co. ltd. -lrb- china -rrb- became a bonded factory , circulating funds used are reduced by 500,000 us dollars daily . SYNTAX: general motors semiconductor -lrb- china -rrb- company has become bonded factories since , 500,000 dollars occupied our flow for reducing per day . --> 0.202 PHRAOH: general electric -lrb- china -rrb- limited bonded factories to reduce the flow of capital in the occupied 500,000 us dollars a day after a semiconductors . --> 0.234 137



---------- Sentence=89 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.060 ---------SOURCE: 该 公司 介绍 ， 在 未来 的 五 年 内 他们 将 追加 投资 九千万 美元 ， 届时 ， 预计 年 产值 可 达 三亿 美元 。 HUMAN: the company said it will invest an additional 90 million us dollars in the next five years and expects to have an annual output of 300 million us dollars by then . SYNTAX: the company said , they will invest 90 million us dollars of additional within the next five years , by then , estimated that output may reach 300 us dollars . --> 0.405 PHRAOH: the company said that they will add more investment , and is expected to be reached with 300 million us dollars in the next five years 九千万 dollars when the annual output value . --> 0.382 ---------- Sentence=90 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.293 ---------SOURCE:



甘肃 经济 形成 高 增长 低 通胀 发展 格局



HUMAN:



economy in gansu evolved into a pattern of high growth and low inflation



SYNTAX:



gansu economy form a pattern of low inflation growth and development



PHRAOH:



gansu to form a pattern of low inflation in the development of economic growth



--> 0.380 --> 0.294



---------- Sentence=91 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.003 ---------SOURCE: 地处 中国 西北部 的 甘肃省 去年 经济 发展 势头 看好 ， 逐渐 形成 “ 高 增长 、 低 通胀 ” 的 发展 格局 。 HUMAN: the economy in gansu province located in northwestern china registered a strong potential for development last year and has gradually evolved into a pattern of `` high growth and low inflation '' . SYNTAX: located in northwest china 's gansu province last year 's promising momentum in economic development , gradually form a pattern `` high growth , low inflation rate '' of development . --> 0.378 PHRAOH: china 's gansu province is located on the momentum of economic development , and gradually form a `` high growth and low inflation '' in the development of the situation in the last year . --> 0.377 ---------- Sentence=92 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.829 ---------SOURCE: 甘肃 一九九七 年 全 省 国内 生产 总值 达 七百八十一点三亿 元 ， 同比 增长 百分之八点三 ； 零售 物价 涨幅 则 从 上 年 的 百分之六点六 下降 到 百分之一点八 ， 居 民 消费 价格 涨幅 由 百分之十九点八 下降 到 百分之三 。 HUMAN: in 1997 , the gross domestic output value of gansu province reached 78.13 billion yuan , an increase of 8.3% compared with the same period last year , whereas , the retail price inflation rate dropped from 6.6% last year to 1.8% , and the consumer price inflation rate dropped from 19.8% to 3% .
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SYNTAX: the gansu province in 1997 gross domestic product of 七百八十一点三亿 yuan , an increase of 8.3 percent ; retail price increases fell while in the year of 6.6 to 1.8 , residents ' consumer prices soar dropped to 19.8 by 3 percent . --> 0.329 PHRAOH: in 1997 the province 's gross domestic product -lrb- gdp -rrb- reached 8.3 percent ; while the retail price increases dropped to 6.6 percent from the previous year , consumer prices dropped to 3 percent from 1.8 percent rate 百分之十九点八 七百八十一点三亿 billion yuan , an increase of gansu . --> 0.397 ---------- Sentence=93 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.305 ---------SOURCE: 甘肃省 积极 实施 科技 兴 农 战略 ， 推广 地膜 覆盖 、 节水 灌溉 、 集雨 节 灌 等 农业 适用 技术 和 增产 措施 ， 农业 获得 较好 收成 ， 全 年 粮食 总 产量 达 七 十六点六亿 公斤 。 HUMAN: gansu province has actively implemented a strategy of promoting agriculture through science and technology . agriculture-related technology and production-boosting methods such as surface plastic film insulation , economical irrigation and storage of rainwater for economical irrigation are popularized . as a result , a better harvest was rewarded with a gross yearly grain output of 7.66 billion kilograms . SYNTAX: gansu province actively implementing the strategy of science and technology and agriculture , spread and mulching coverage , water-saving irrigation , organic dryland crops such as agriculture will be applied to increase production technology and measures , agriculture to achieve a better harvest , the whole year of the total grain output of 七十六点六亿 kg . --> 0.304 PHRAOH: popularize agricultural science and technology and education , and other measures , an increase of agricultural harvest this year , the total grain output in gansu province actively implementing the strategy , 地膜 covering water-saving irrigation and agricultural techniques and to better 七十六点 六亿 is 节灌 kg . --> 0.233 ---------- Sentence=94 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.143 ---------SOURCE:



全 省 全 年 有 九十一点六万 人 解决 了 温饱 问题 。



HUMAN: 916,000 people of the entire province have solved the problems of getting themselves properly fed and clad during the entire year . SYNTAX: clothing .



the province has the whole year of 九十一点六万 who solved the problem of food and --> 0.360



PHRAOH: the province has resolved the problem of food and clothing for people in the 九十一点六 万 . --> 0.315 ---------- Sentence=95 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.122 ---------SOURCE: 去年 ， 甘肃省 国有 大中型 企业 效益 开始 回升 ， 至 十月 ， 净 亏损 比 上 年 同 期 减少 五千万 多 元 。
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HUMAN: last year , the large and medium-sized state-owned enterprises in gansu province started to see a return of economic benefit . as of october , the net loss has been reduced by over 50 million yuan as compared with the same period last year . SYNTAX: last year , has picked up efficiency of state-owned large and medium-sized enterprises gansu province , from january to october , the net losses of more than 20 50 million yuan less than the same period last year . --> 0.415 PHRAOH: last year , gansu province , from january to october , a net loss of more than 50 million yuan in returns of state-owned large and medium-sized enterprises began to pick up over the same period of last year . --> 0.370 ---------- Sentence=96 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.918 ---------SOURCE: 点三 。



全 年 全 省 完成 工业 增加值 二百八十七点一亿 元 ， 比 上 年 增长 百分之十



HUMAN: the entire province saw an annual increase of 28.71 billion yuan in industrial value , up 10.3% over a year earlier . SYNTAX: the industry completed added value of the whole year of the provinces of 二百八十七点一 亿 yuan , 1995,14.7 percent the previous year . --> 0.337 PHRAOH: throughout the province completed industrial added value in the growth of 10.3 billion yuan , up 二百八十七点一亿 . --> 0.367 ---------- Sentence=97 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.786 ---------SOURCE: 与 此 同时 ， 固定 资产 投资 力度 加大 ， 投资 总额 达 二百六十亿 元 ， 同 比 增长 百分之二十一 。 HUMAN: meanwhile , a greater increase was seen in fixed asset investment , with the total amount of investment hitting 26 billion yuan , up 21% over the same period last year . SYNTAX: at the same time , greater efforts to increase investment in fixed assets , with a total investment of 二百六十亿 yuan , over the same period increased by 21 percent . --> 0.415 PHRAOH: meanwhile , investment in fixed assets investment , increase the total amount of 二百六十 亿 billion yuan , an increase of 21 percent . --> 0.528 ---------- Sentence=98 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.280 ---------SOURCE:



此外 ， 甘肃 对 外 开放 发展 态势 良好 。



HUMAN:



in addition , gansu is well on its way to open up to the outside world .



SYNTAX:



in addition , gansu 's opening to the outside world is developing in good shape .



PHRAOH:



in addition to the outside world , gansu 's development is in good shape .



---------- Sentence=99 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.185 ----------
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--> 0.393



--> 0.307



SOURCE:



全 年 出口 创汇 完成 四亿 美元 ， 进口 二点五亿 美元 。



HUMAN: it earned 400 million us dollars of foreign exchange through export during the entire year , and its import was valued at 250 million us dollars . SYNTAX: the whole year of the foreign exchange earning from exports fulfillment of 400 us dollars , the import of 250 million us dollars . --> 0.352 PHRAOH: completion of the year the export of 400 million dollars and imports another 250 billion us dollars . --> 0.297 ---------- Sentence=100 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=2.145 ---------SOURCE:



全 年 实际 利用 外资 达 二点六亿 美元 。



HUMAN: dollars .



the amount of foreign capital actually utilized during the entire year reached 260 million us



SYNTAX:



二点六亿 us dollars of foreign capital actually used in the whole year .



PHRAOH:



actually used foreign investment in the 二点六亿 billion us dollars .



--> 0.356 --> 0.166



---------- Sentence=101 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.328 ---------SOURCE:



谷永江 说 ， 内地 经济 发展 为 香港 特区 提供 五 大 机遇



HUMAN: economic development of the inland provides hong kong special region with five great opportunities , said gu yongjiang SYNTAX: gu yongjiang said , adding that the economic development in china 's inland areas provide five big opportunities for hong kong special administrative region --> 0.385 PHRAOH: hong kong special administrative region -lrb- sar -rrb- will provide opportunities for economic development in the interior of the gu yongjiang , five --> 0.290 ---------- Sentence=102 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.974 ---------SOURCE:



谷永江 表示 ， 内地 经济 发展 为 香港 提供 了 五 大 机遇 ：



HUMAN: gu yongjiang indicated , the economic development of the inland provides hong kong with five great opportunities : SYNTAX: said gu yongjiang , provided five big opportunities for hong kong and the economic development in china 's inland areas : --> 0.410 PHRAOH: gu yongjiang , said that the mainland 's economic development has provided great opportunities for hong kong five : --> 0.421 ---------- Sentence=103 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.809 ---------SOURCE:



—— 有利 香港 经济 长期 繁荣 稳定 。 141



HUMAN:



-- good for the long-term prosperity and stability of hong kong 's economy .



SYNTAX:



-- benefit hong kong 's long-term economic prosperity and stability .



PHRAOH:



-- favorable to hong kong 's long-term economic prosperity and stability .



--> 0.568 --> 0.702



---------- Sentence=104 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.669 ---------SOURCE: 益 。



内地 经济 长期 稳定 地 增长 ， 香港 经济 将 从 充满 活力 的 内地 经济 中 获



HUMAN: the economy of hong kong will benefit from the long-term and steady growth of the thriving economy of the inland . SYNTAX: the stable and long-term economic growth in the mainland , hong kong 's economy will benefit from the mainland economy of china full of vigor and vitality . --> 0.439 PHRAOH: long-term stable economic growth , hong kong will benefit from the dynamic economic hinterland areas . --> 0.263 ---------- Sentence=105 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.636 ---------SOURCE:



—— 可以 为 香港 提供 更 多 的 商业 机会 。



HUMAN:



-- providing hong kong with more business opportunities .



SYNTAX:



-- can provide more commercial opportunities for hong kong .



--> 0.576



PHRAOH:



-- hong kong be able to provide more business opportunities .



--> 0.352



---------- Sentence=106 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.072 ---------SOURCE: 随着 内地 贸易 、 金融 、 零售 等 服务业 有 步骤 地 对 外 开放 ， 香港 服务 业 将 获得 更 广泛 的 发展 空间 。 HUMAN: as the inland opens up step by step to the outside world in such service areas as trade , finance , and retail , the service industry in hong kong will gain greater space for growth . SYNTAX: in the wake of the mainland 's trade , finance , retail sales and service industry and step by step opening up to the outside world , the hong kong 's service industry will gain more extensive development space . --> 0.445 PHRAOH: with the inland areas of trade , finance , retail and service step-by-step way to the outside world , hong kong 's service industry will gain more extensive development space . --> 0.415 ---------- Sentence=107 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.445 ---------SOURCE: HUMAN:



—— 有利 巩固 香港 的 贸易 和 航运 中心 。 -- good for consolidating the trade and shipping center of hong kong .
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SYNTAX:



-- favorable to the consolidation of trade and shipping center in hong kong .



PHRAOH:



-- favorable to consolidate hong kong 's trade and shipping center .



--> 0.649



--> 0.449



---------- Sentence=108 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.975 ---------SOURCE: 到 二 ０ 一 ０ 年 ， 内地 的 对 外 贸易 总额 可望 达到 八千亿 美元 ， 无疑 会 增加 对 香港 转口 和 转运 的 需求 ， 有利 巩固 香港 的 贸易 和 航运 中心 地位 。 HUMAN: by 2010 , the total value of the foreign trade in the inland is expected to reach 800 billion us dollars . this will no doubt increase the demand for transit and transfer business in hong kong and thus help consolidate hong kong 's position as the center of trade and shipping . SYNTAX: to one in 2010 , the total foreign trade volume of china 's inland areas are expected to reach 380 dollars , will increase the demand of hong kong 's re-exports and re-exported without doubt , favorable to consolidate its position as hong kong 's trade and shipping center . --> 0.395 PHRAOH: by 2010 , china 's foreign trade volume is expected to reach 八千亿 us dollars , will undoubtedly increase the transhipped through hong kong and the demand for an consolidate hong kong 's status in trade and shipping center . --> 0.405 ---------- Sentence=109 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.992 ---------SOURCE:



—— 进一步 推动 香港 金融 市场 的 发展 。



HUMAN:



-- further promoting the development of hong kong 's financial market .



SYNTAX:



-- to promote the development of the hong kong 's financial market .



PHRAOH:



-- to promote the development of hong kong financial market .



--> 0.490



--> 0.494



---------- Sentence=110 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.073 ---------SOURCE: 随着 国企 改革 的 深入 ， 将 有 更 多 的 股份制 企业 到 境外 上市 ， 香港 将 是 国企 境外 上市 的 首选 地点 。 HUMAN: with deepening reform in the state-owned enterprises , more and more stock companies will go public outside mainland china . hong kong will be the first-choice location for state-owned enterprises to go public outside mainland china . SYNTAX: with the deepening of reform of state-owned enterprises , will be first choice at spot of the overseas listing of state-owned enterprises , in the hong kong is to be more shareholding enterprises to be listed on overseas stock markets . --> 0.384 PHRAOH: with the deepening of reform of state-owned enterprises , state-owned enterprises listed on the first choice is to be listed on overseas stock markets , hong kong will have more joint-stock enterprises will offshore locations . --> 0.358 ---------- Sentence=111 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.923 ----------
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SOURCE: 这 将 扩大 港股 的 规模 、 改善 股市 结构 ， 推动 香港 债券 市场 的 发展 ， 香港 也 会 出现 更 多 的 中国 基金 ， 这 一切 都 将 巩固 和 增强 香港 的 国际 金融 中 心 地位 。 HUMAN: this will expand the scale of hong kong stocks , improve the composition structure of the stock market and promote the development of the securities market in hong kong . there will also be more china-related funds in hong kong . all this will consolidate and strengthen hong kong 's position as an international financial center . SYNTAX: this will increase the size of hong kong shares. , the improvement of the stock market structure , promoting the development of hong kong 's bond market , the more china funds have also appeared in the hong kong will , all of this we will continue to consolidate and enhance hong kong 's status as international financial center . --> 0.455 PHRAOH: this will expand the scale and improve the structure of the hong kong stock market and promote the development of hong kong , china , all this will be consolidating and strengthening hong kong 's status as an international financial center . bond market also appear more funds 港股 --> 0.493 ---------- Sentence=112 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.008 ---------SOURCE:



—— 有利 增强 香港 产品 的 国际 竞争力 。



HUMAN:



-- good for increasing the international competitiveness of products made in hong kong .



SYNTAX:



-- conducive to enhancing international competitiveness of hong kong products .



--> 0.358



PHRAOH:



-- favorable to enhance hong kong 's international competitiveness of products .



--> 0.355



---------- Sentence=113 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.393 ---------SOURCE: 通过 内地 和 香港 的 经济 互补 关系 ， 将 两 地 优势 结合 起来 ， 可 增强 港 产品 的 国际 竞争力 。 HUMAN: the complementary economic relationship between the inland and hong kong combines the advantages of both places and may thus increase the competitiveness of hong kong 's products in the global market . SYNTAX: through the mainland and hong kong and the complementary economic relations , will combine advantages in both places , which can increase their international competitiveness of hong kong products . --> 0.390 PHRAOH: complementary advantages , strengthen economic relations between the mainland and hong kong , will be integrated with the hong kong products through the international competitiveness . --> 0.280 ---------- Sentence=114 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.015 ---------SOURCE:



俄 总理 谈 俄 经济 情况



HUMAN:



russian premier on the economy of russia



SYNTAX:



russian prime minister about russia 's economic situation 144



--> 0.269



PHRAOH:



russian prime minister about the economic situation in russia



--> 0.265



---------- Sentence=115 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.123 ---------SOURCE: 俄罗斯 总理 切尔诺梅尔金 ８日 在 政府 会议 上 说 ， １９９７ 年 俄罗斯 取得 的 主要 成果 是 为 经济 增长 创造 了 基本 前提 。 HUMAN: russian premier chernomyrdin said on the 8th at the government conference that the major achievement accomplished by russia in 1997 is that it has laid the foundation for the economic growth . SYNTAX: russian prime minister viktor chernomyrdin said today at a government meeting , the major achievements made in russia is created the basic prerequisite for economic growth in 1997 . --> 0.364 PHRAOH: russian prime minister viktor chernomyrdin said russia has made major achievements is the basic prerequisite for economic growth in 1997 , the government said in a meeting of the created . --> 0.324 ---------- Sentence=116 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.894 ---------SOURCE: 据 俄通社 ━ 塔斯社 报道 ， 切尔诺梅尔金 说 ， 与 １９９６ 年 相比 ， 俄罗 斯 去年 国内 生产 总值 增长 百分之一点二 ， 工业 生产 增长 百分之三点二 ， 零售 商品 总额 增长 百分之三点九 ， 年 通货膨胀率 为 百分之十一 ， 是 １９９６ 年 的 一半 ， 居 民 收入 增长 百分之二点五 。 HUMAN: according to russian news agency - tacc , chernomyrdin said , compared with 1996 , russia 's gross domestic product last year increased by 1.2% ; its industrial production increased by 3.2% and the total value of retail merchandise increased by 3.9% . the annual inflation rate is 11% , half of 1996 's figure . and the residents ' income increased 2.5% . SYNTAX: vicissitudes itar tass news agency reported , chernomyrdin said that , as compared with 1996 , carter holt harvey , industrial production growth rate 3.2 , sales volume of goods increased by 3.9 , inflation rate this year as 11 , is one half of this year , the income of 2.5 percent gross domestic product of russia last year . --> 0.322 PHRAOH: according to the itar tass news agency , chernomyrdin said that in 1996 , compared with last year , total retail sales growth and inflation rate is 11 percent in 1996 , half of the residents ' income growth of 2.5 percent . 3.2 percent growth in gross domestic product -lrb- gdp -rrb- growth of industrial production , commodities 百分之三点九 -- russia 百分之一点二 --> 0.360 ---------- Sentence=117 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.042 ---------SOURCE: 切尔诺梅尔金 同时 指出 ， 去年 国内 也 存在 不少 问题 ， 例如 ， 税收 情况 不 佳 ， 投资 计划 没有 完成 ， 外贸 顺差 减少 ， 政府 采取 的 财政 金融 措施 不 得力 等 等 。 HUMAN: chernomyrdin pointed out at the same time that last year there were also many problems at home . for instance , poor tax revenue , failure to complete the investment plans , a reduced surplus of foreign trade , and the ineffectiveness of the financial measures taken by the government .
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SYNTAX: chernomyrdin pointed out that at the same time , there are too many problems at home in last year , for instance , the taxation situation is poor , the investment plan has not been fulfilled , reduced the country 's foreign trade surplus , not effective fiscal measures adopted by the government 's financial and so on . --> 0.368 PHRAOH: chernomyrdin also pointed out that there are many problems , such as taxation , investment , trade , the government to adopt effective measures to reduce the financial situation of the poor program has not been completed surplus last year in the country is not so on . --> 0.353 ---------- Sentence=118 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.282 ---------SOURCE: 在 谈到 今年 的 工作 时 ， 切尔诺梅尔金 说 ， 正在 起草 新 的 结构 改革 和 经济 增长 计划 ， 准备 提交 在 ２月 ２６日 举行 的 政府 扩大 会议 讨论 。 HUMAN: while talking about this year 's work , chernomyrdin said , the new plan for structural reform and economic growth is being drafted and will be submitted for discussion to the enlarged government conference to be held on feb. 26 . SYNTAX: speaking of this year 's work , chernomyrdin said , is now drafting new structural reform and economic growth plan , prepared for the government to be held in february 26 to submit enlarged meeting of the discussion . --> 0.450 PHRAOH: on the viktor chernomyrdin said , is now drafting a new economic growth and structural reform program , prepared by the government in february 26 this year 's work , held an enlarged meeting of the discussions . --> 0.351 ---------- Sentence=119 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.115 ---------SOURCE: 根据 这 个 计划 ， 明年 俄罗斯 的 国内 生产 总值 应 增长 百分之二 ， 通货膨 胀率 要 降到 百分之五 至 百分之八 。 HUMAN: according to this plan , the gross national product of russia next year should increase by 2% and the inflation rate should drop by 5% to 8% . SYNTAX: according to the plan , should take a 2 percent growth rate in russia 's gross domestic product this year , the inflation rate should be reduced to 5 percent to 8 percent . --> 0.358 PHRAOH: russia 's gross domestic product -lrb- gdp -rrb- growth of 2 percent inflation rate to 5 percent to 8 percent next year , according to the plan should be . --> 0.321 ---------- Sentence=120 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.541 ---------SOURCE: HUMAN:



福建 今年 将 大力 推进 闽 台 经贸 合作 economic and trade cooperation between fujian and taiwan to be greatly promoted this year



SYNTAX: fujian this year will vigorously promote economic and trade cooperation between fujian and taiwan --> 0.493 PHRAOH: fujian province this year will vigorously promote the fujian-taiwan economic and trade cooperation --> 0.320
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---------- Sentence=121 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.805 ---------SOURCE: 福建省 日前 提出 ， 今年 将 大力 推进 闽 台 经贸 合作 ， 进一步 加大 对 台 招商 力度 ， 加强 与 台湾 大 企业 、 大 财团 的 联系 ， 争取 一 批 台资 大 项目 来 闽 投资 ， 并 大力 拓展 对 台 贸易 和 发展 对 台 渔工 劳务 合作 。 HUMAN: fujian province proposed recently that this year it will greatly promote the economic and trade cooperation between fujian and taiwan , intensify the efforts to attract taiwanese merchants , reinforce its connection with large corporations and financial groups in taiwan and win a number of taiwanese-funded projects over to invest in fujian . it will also greatly expand the trade with taiwan and develop cooperation with taiwan in fishermen 's labor . SYNTAX: , further intensify our efforts to attracting investment to taiwan , fujian has proposed a few days ago , this year will continue to vigorously promote economic and trade cooperation between fujian and taiwan and the taiwan authorities , large and medium-sized enterprises financial groups by strengthening their ties and , to make investment in fujian and to strive for a number of taiwan-funded projects , and making great efforts to expand trade with taiwan and the development of the labor cooperation with taiwan fishing industry worker . --> 0.272 PHRAOH: fujian province recently put forward a number of taiwan-funded projects with investment and expand trade with taiwan and the development of economic and trade cooperation , further intensify efforts to strengthen ties with taiwan , and taiwan of large enterprises and consortiums to come to taiwan this year , will vigorously promote the fujian-taiwan merchants 渔工 labor cooperation . --> 0.338 ---------- Sentence=122 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.331 ---------SOURCE: 福建省 有关 部门 日前 制定 了 进一步 加快 发展 对 外 经贸 新 措施 ， 把 深 化 外经贸 企业 改革 、 保持 出口 稳定 增长 、 继续 扩大 利用 外资 等 作为 一九九八 年 该 省 外经贸 工作 的 重要 内容 。 HUMAN: the relevant agencies of fujian province have just formulated new policies to further speed up the development of foreign economic and trade activities . they have set as major tasks in 1998 for the province 's foreign economic and trade division to further the reform in foreign economic and trade enterprises , maintain a steady growth in export , continue to increase the utilization of foreign capital , etc. SYNTAX: the relevant departments of fujian province recently worked out new measures to further develop to accelerate the country 's foreign trade , to deepen economic and trade , maintain a steady growth in exports , to continue to expand the use of foreign capital and enterprise reform as an important part of the province 's foreign economic and trade work in 1998 . --> 0.491 PHRAOH: fujian province recently worked out new measures to maintain the stability and continue to expand the use of foreign investment , the provincial foreign trade , economic and trade deepening enterprise reform , export growth in 1998 as an important part of the relevant departments to further accelerate the development of foreign trade and economic work . --> 0.369 ---------- Sentence=123 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.628 ---------SOURCE:



福建 是 中国 沿海 地区 对 外 经贸 发展 最为 迅速 的 地区 之一 。



HUMAN: fujian is one of the coastal regions in china that have enjoyed the fastest growth in economic and trade activities with foreign countries . 147



SYNTAX: fujian is one of china 's coastal region in the country 's foreign trade has developed most rapidly in the region . --> 0.326 PHRAOH: fujian is one of the most rapid development of china 's coastal areas of foreign trade and economic areas . --> 0.519 ---------- Sentence=124 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.802 ---------SOURCE: 去年 该 省 外贸 进出口 总额 近 二百亿 美元 ， 实际 利用 外资 超过 四十亿 美 元 ， 对 外 承包 工程 和 劳务 合作 金额 达 三点五五亿 美元 。 HUMAN: last year , the province 's total value of import and export reached nearly 20 billion us dollars ; the amount of foreign capital actually utilized exceeded 4 billion us dollars and the amount of contracted projects and labor cooperation abroad is valued at 355 million us dollars . SYNTAX: china 's foreign trade of the province 's total import and export of nearly 20 billion us dollars last year , 三点五五亿 us dollars of foreign capital actually used more than 4 us dollars , amount of the project contracting and labor cooperation reached to the outside world . --> 0.409 PHRAOH: last year the province 's total import and export volume of nearly 20 billion us dollars of foreign capital actually used foreign project contracting and labor cooperation , the amount of 三点五五 亿 exceeds $ 4 billion us dollars . --> 0.510 ---------- Sentence=125 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.926 ---------SOURCE: 据悉 ， 这些 新 措施 的 主要 内容 有 以 发展 规模 经营 、 组建 企业 集团 为 重点 ， 推进 省属 外贸 公司 的 战略性 重组 ； 加大 支柱 产业 产品 出口 的 力度 ； 办 好 在 香港 举办 的 外商 投资 招商会 和 九八 中国 投资 贸易 洽谈会 等 。 HUMAN: it is learned that these new measures mainly consist of promoting the strategic restructuring of the foreign trading companies subordinate to the provincial government with an emphasis on developing scale management and organizing enterprise groups , augmenting the export of core industrial products and successfully hosting the conference to be held in hong kong for recruiting foreign merchants and the 1998 investment and trade conference in china . SYNTAX: it is learned that , with the main contents of these new measures to give priority to the development of the scale of operation , and setting up enterprise groups , promote strategic restructuring of 省属 foreign companies ; pillar industrial product exports increase the intensity ; and foreign business was held in hong kong 's investment in 1998 china fair for international investment and trade of running well . --> 0.338 PHRAOH: it is learned that these new measures to promote the strategic reorganization of pillar industries , increase the intensity of the running of the foreign investment and development , a key foreign trade companies and enterprise groups with the main contents of the scale of business in hong kong sponsored by the 招商会 九八 china investment and trade fair . 省属 exports ; --> 0.365 ---------- Sentence=126 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.182 ---------SOURCE:



中国 将 继续 实行 金融 对 外 开放 政策
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HUMAN:



china to continue the policy of opening up financial sector to the outside



SYNTAX: 0.442



china will continue to carry out its financial policy of opening up to the outside world



PHRAOH:



china will continue to carry out financial opening up policy --> 0.374



-->



---------- Sentence=127 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.453 ---------SOURCE:



中国 人民 银行 行长 戴相龙 说 ， 中国 将 继续 实行 金融 对 外 开放 政策 。



HUMAN: dai xianglong , president of people 's bank of china , said that china will continue to implement the policy of opening up its financial sector to the outside world . SYNTAX: people 's bank of china president dai xianglong said , adding that china will continue to carry out its financial policy of opening up to the outside world . --> 0.478 PHRAOH: people 's bank of china dai xianglong said that china will continue to carry out financial opening up policy . --> 0.329 ---------- Sentence=128 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.910 ---------SOURCE: 戴相龙 在 今天 举行 的 中外 记者 新闻 发布会 上 强调 ， 中国 不 会 因为 东 南亚 一些 国家 发生 的 金融 动荡 而 放弃 实行 金融 对 外 开放 政策 。 HUMAN: at the press conference for domestic and foreign journalists held here today , dai xianglong stressed that china will not forgo the implementation of its policy of opening up the financial sector to the outside just because of the financial turmoil in some of the southeast asian countries . SYNTAX: in a press conference held here today by chinese and foreign reporters dai xianglong stressed , china because of some southeast asian countries have taken place in the financial turmoil and would not give up the practice of its financial policy of opening up to the outside world . --> 0.413 PHRAOH: in a press conference that china will not give up the implementation of the financial turmoil in southeast asia because some of the country 's financial and foreign policy of opening up today . --> 0.454 ---------- Sentence=129 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.687 ---------SOURCE: 他 说 ， 去年 又 有 一 批 外国 银行 和 保险 公司 在 中国 开设 了 分支 机 构 ， 到 年底 ， 外资 在 中国 开设 的 营业性 金融 机构 已 达 一百七十 多 家 。 HUMAN: he said that last year , some more foreign banks and insurance companies set up their branch offices in china ; and by the end of the year , the number of foreign-invested and business-oriented financial institutions had exceeded 170 . SYNTAX: he said , last year has witnessed a number of foreign banks and insurance companies in china has set up branch offices , to end of this year , or of financial institutions to open foreign investment in china has more than 170 percent . --> 0.325
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PHRAOH: he said that a number of foreign banks and insurance companies in china has opened to foreign financial institutions had reached more than 170 branches in china , at the end of last year and has set up in the business . --> 0.473 ---------- Sentence=130 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.416 ---------SOURCE: 今后 还 将 适当 增加 外国 银行 和 保险 公司 在 中国 的 分支 机构 ， 同时 还 准备 扩大 外国 银行 办理 人民币 业务 的 试点 。 HUMAN: in the future , the number of branch offices in china set up by foreign banks and insurance companies may be appropriately increased ; meanwhile plans are underway to expand pilot programs for renminbi exchange in foreign banks . SYNTAX: at the same time it will also increase appropriate foreign banks and insurance companies in the future branches in china , is preparing to expand foreign banks handling rmb business for trial . --> 0.378 PHRAOH: appropriately increase in foreign banks and insurance companies in china 's preparations for the expansion of foreign bank branches , and also to renminbi business will also trial-point work in . --> 0.267 ---------- Sentence=131 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.383 ---------SOURCE: 同时 他 也 强调 ， 今后 对 外国 金融 机构 申请 在 中国 开办 业务 的 条件 、 高级 人员 的 资格 、 以及 其 业务 的 合法性 将 进行 更加 审慎 的 管理 。 HUMAN: at the same time , he also stressed that in the future more cautious steps will be taken to oversee the application requirements for foreign financial institutions to set up their businesses in china , the qualification of their senior personnel and the lawfulness of their business operation . SYNTAX: he also stressed at the same time , the future for foreign financial institutions in china run their business to apply for the conditions , the qualifications of senior personnel , and its business in the legitimacy to a more prudent management . --> 0.455 PHRAOH: he also stressed the need for foreign financial institutions ' business applications in china , as well as the legality of their professional qualifications and conditions for senior personnel will conduct more prudent management , in the future . --> 0.329 ---------- Sentence=132 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.042 ---------SOURCE: 他 说 ， 由于 人民币 资本 项目 下 的 可兑换 本来 就 没有 时间表 ， 所以 不 存在 因 东南亚 金融 危机 而 延长 这 一 过程 的 问题 。 HUMAN: as there is no time table in the first place for exchangeability for renminbi funded projects , he said , there does n't exist the issue of delaying the procedures as a result of financial crises in southeast asia . SYNTAX: he said that , because there is no timetable which was originally for convertibility of rmb capital account under it , it does not exist due to the southeast asian financial crisis and to extend the issue of the process . --> 0.371
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PHRAOH: he said that because of the yuan convertible under capital account , so there is no timetable for the financial crisis in southeast asia and the extension of the process of the problems already . --> 0.356 ---------- Sentence=133 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.882 ---------SOURCE: 但 在 资本 项目 的 开放 方面 ， 将 吸取 东南亚 金融 危机 的 教训 ， 采取 更 加 审慎 的 态度 。 HUMAN: however , with regard to opening capital projects , the financial crisis in southeast asia is a lesson to be learned so that more caution will be adopted . SYNTAX: learn a lesson but in terms of capital account and opening up , and will of the southeast asian financial crisis , adopt a more cautious attitude . --> 0.360 PHRAOH: however , in the capital account and opening up , will draw lessons from the southeast asian financial crisis and adopt a cautious attitude . --> 0.408 ---------- Sentence=134 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.512 ---------SOURCE:



美国 一 跨国 公司 将 在 福建 开办 三百 家 连锁 超市



HUMAN:



u.s. multinational corporation to open 300 chain supermarkets in fujian



SYNTAX:



united states a transnational companies will run in fujian 300 chain supermarket



PHRAOH:



us transnational companies will set up 300 chain supermarket in fujian



--> 0.170



--> 0.332



---------- Sentence=135 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.225 ---------SOURCE: HUMAN:



取名 为 “ 倍顺 ” 的 两 家 便民 超市 今天 在 此间 开张 营业 。 two convenience supermarkets named `` bei shun '' are open for business here today .



SYNTAX: to name the `` 倍顺 '' in the scientificity supermarket opened for business today in beijing today . --> 0.185 PHRAOH:



`` 倍顺 '' in the two 便民 supermarket business . present here today for 取名



--> 0.151



---------- Sentence=136 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.897 ---------SOURCE: 它 标志 着 美国 大型 跨国 集团 必纯士 公司 占有 六成 股份 的 厦门 福兰普利 超市 有限 公司 正式 启动 。 HUMAN: it marked the official start of operation of xiamen fu lan pu li supermarkets co. ltd. 60% of whose stocks are owned by beatrice , a major u.s. multinational corporation . SYNTAX: it marks the formal initiation of the united states large multinational 必纯士 companies occupy 60 shares in xiamen 's 福兰普利 supermarket corporation . --> 0.201
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PHRAOH: it marks the beginning of the united states large-sized multinational companies occupies 60 percent of the shareholding company started 福兰普利 supermarket group 必纯士 xiamen . --> 0.224 ---------- Sentence=137 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.761 ---------SOURCE: 厦门 福兰普利 超市 有限 公司 是 美国 必纯士 国际 实业 集团 和 中国 厦门 对 外 供应 总 公司 、 菲律宾 菲力环球 国际 公司 三 方 合作 的 福建省 首 家 零售业 中外 合资 企业 。 HUMAN: xiamen fu lan pu li supermarkets co. ltd . , a result of trilateral cooperation by beatrice international of america , general foreign supply office of xiamen , china , and feili global international co. of the philippines , is the first joint venture in the retail industry in fujian . SYNTAX: xiamen 福兰普利 company limited is a supermarket 必纯士 huali enterprise company ltd. american international group of the philippines and china 's xiamen the supply of foreign trade in companies , 菲力环球 the international community among the three parties and trade cooperation with fujian 's first joint venture retail business . --> 0.217 PHRAOH: xiamen is the united states and china international industries group corporation , the philippines 菲力环球 international cooperation in the first three quarters of the fujian provincial retail joint ventures . xiamen foreign supply company limited 必纯士 to 福兰普利 supermarket --> 0.285 ---------- Sentence=138 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.000 ---------SOURCE: 根据 协定 ， 该 项目 总 投资额 约 为 二千六百万 美元 ， 第一 期 投资 一千万 美元 ， 在 厦门市 开办 二十 家 示范 便民 连锁店 和 一 个 现代化 的 配送 中心 ， 然后 根据 市场 拓展 陆续 在 福建省 九 地 市 共 开办 三百 家 便民 连锁店 。 HUMAN: according to the agreement , the total investment for this project is about 26 million us dollars . the first phase investment of 10 million us dollars is used to build 20 model convenience chain stores and a modern distribution center . after that , 300 convenience chain stores will be opened successively in nine cities and districts of fujian province , depending on the market development . SYNTAX: according to the agreement , a total investment of the projects totaled about 二千六百万 us dollars , first phase investment of 10 million us dollars , up in xiamen city 20 companies demonstration scientificity chain stores and a distribution center of the socialist modernization drive , then another run in accordance with the market expansion in fujian province nine cities and a total of 300 scientificity chain stores . --> 0.410 PHRAOH: under the agreement , the total investment for the first phase investment of 10 million us dollars , up 20 chain stores and distribution center , according to market expansion successively set up a total of nine prefectures and cities in fujian province . chain stores in xiamen city in demonstration 便民 one billion us dollars , about 300 便民 then modernization projects 二千六百万 --> 0.410 ---------- Sentence=139 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.064 ---------SOURCE: 这些 店 一般 都 在 居民 密集区 ， 规模 大约 在 四百 平方米 左右 ， 经营 和 市民 生活 密切 相关 的 日用 百货 、 主 副 食品 。
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HUMAN: these stores are generally located in populous residential areas and each occupies about 400 square meters of space , carrying necessities , staple food and non-staple foods closely related to people 's daily life . SYNTAX: the shop is usually densely populated areas and rural residents in all , about the size of about 400 square meters , and the management of the lives of the people are closely related in stores enormously , main deputy secretary of state foods . --> 0.298 PHRAOH: ordinary residents , about 400 square meters , about the lives of the people of the department , the main food stores in scale in the operation and is closely related to associate with dense these 日用 . --> 0.280 ---------- Sentence=140 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.436 ---------SOURCE: 美国 必纯士 国际 实业 有限 公司 是 一 家 大型 食品 跨国 公司 ， 年 销售额 超过 二十一亿 美元 。 HUMAN: beatrice , a u.s. international industrial corporation , is a large multinational foods company with an annual sale of over 2.1 billion us dollars . SYNTAX: us 必纯士 international industrial company limited is a large food multinational company , in sales volume exceeding over 1 billion dollars . --> 0.349 PHRAOH: us 必纯士 international company limited is a large multinational companies in sales of food , more than 二十一亿 dollars . --> 0.243 ---------- Sentence=141 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.884 ---------SOURCE: 中国 零售业 对 外 开放 的 步伐 是 相对 谨慎 的 ， 目前 只 有 北京 、 青岛 、 大连 、 广州 、 深圳 、 武汉 、 上海 等 地 先后 进行 了 试点 ， 美国 必纯士 国际 实业 有限 公司 的 在 华 连锁店 发展 计划 是 外资 涉足 中国 零售业 的 一 个 较大 举动 。 HUMAN: the retail industry in china is relatively cautious in opening up to foreigners . currently , pilot stores have been opened only in such cities as beijing , qingdao , dalian , guangzhou , shenzhen , wuhan and shanghai , etc. the plan of beatrice international industrial co. ltd. to develop chain stores in china is relatively a major move of foreign capital into the chinese retail industry . SYNTAX: the pace of the opening of china 's retail business to the outside world , at present there are only beijing , qingdao , dalian , guangzhou , shenzhen , wuhan , shanghai and then carried out a trial basis , a big move to china 's retail business is relatively cautious of the 必纯士 international industrial company limited chain stores in china 's development plan set foot in foreign investment . --> 0.352 PHRAOH: china is now in beijing , qingdao , dalian , guangzhou , shenzhen , shanghai , wuhan , capital of china 's retail business in the development of chain stores in china is one of the big moves . successively conducted experiments , the united states 必纯士 international company limited on the pace of opening up is the only prudent retail business plan --> 0.398 ---------- Sentence=142 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.637 ---------SOURCE:



科特迪瓦 财长 称 西非 经济 明显 恢复 增长
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HUMAN:



minister of finance of cote d'ivoire said , economy of west africa obviously resumed growth



SYNTAX: 0.184



cote d'ivoire 's finance minister said that africa marked resumption of economic growth



PHRAOH: --> 0.289



finance minister said that the economy has been restored in the west african cote d'ivoire



-->



---------- Sentence=143 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.762 ---------SOURCE: 科特迪瓦 经济 和 财政 部长 恩戈兰 １７日 在 这里 说 ， 西非 经济 和 货币 联 盟 各 成员国 经济 明显 恢复 增长 ， 主要 经济 成份 呈 良好 状况 。 HUMAN: en ge lan , minister of economy and finance of cote d'ivoire said here on the 17th , the economy of various member states of economic and monetary union of west africa has obviously resumed growth with main components of the economy in good condition . SYNTAX: cote d'ivoire 's economy and finance minister 恩戈兰 said here saturday , restoring marked growth in west africa economic and monetary union member states economy , major economic sectors upward good condition . --> 0.278 PHRAOH: minister of economy and finance , the west african economic and monetary union member countries of the economy has been restored , the main economic sectors showed a good situation in cote d'ivoire 恩戈兰 said here today . --> 0.365 ---------- Sentence=144 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.118 ---------SOURCE: 恩戈兰 在 法国 ── 科特迪瓦 商人 俱乐部 举办 的 经济 人士 座谈会 上 说 ， 西非 经济 和 货币 联盟 各 成员国 的 平均 年 经济 增长率 １９９６ 年 已 恢复 到 百分 之五点九 ， １９９７ 年 增长 到 百分之六点三 ， 而 １９９４ 年 这 一 增长率 仅 为 百 分之二点六 。 HUMAN: en ge lan said at a seminar for the economic circle held at french-cote d'ivoire businessmen 's club that the average annual economic growth rate for member states of economic and monetary union of west africa returned to 5.9% in 1996 . it rose up to 6.3% in 1997 , while the growth rate in 1994 was only 2.6% . SYNTAX: 恩戈兰 said that the only a 2.6 percent year on the basis of economic forum held in french businessmen club -- cote d'ivoire people , in west africa economic and monetary union of all member states of the average annual economic growth rate of the year has been the resumption of growth in 1996 , the growth to 6.50 1997 , but in 1994 . --> 0.361 PHRAOH: -- cote d'ivoire have returned to growth in 1994 , but the growth rate for the average annual economic growth in 1996 and 1997 , said the west african economic and monetary union member countries of the forum sponsored by the economic club of france in 恩戈兰 businessmen in the period 百分之六点三 only 百分之二点六 . --> 0.323 ---------- Sentence=145 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.990 ----------
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SOURCE: 他 说 ， 西非 各 国 近 几 年 还 大力 改善 了 进出口 不 平衡 和 公共 投资 的 状况 ， 贸易 顺差 大幅 增加 ； 同时 预算 赤字 明显 减少 ， 仅 占 各 国 国内 生产 总值 的 百分之一点三 。 HUMAN: he said , countries in west africa have also in recent years made great efforts to improve the ill balance between import and export , and the status of public investment . trade surplus saw a great boost , while budget deficit decreased substantially , accounting for only 1.3% of the gross domestic product of the countries . SYNTAX: he said , adding that all countries in africa also greatly improved in the past few years is not balanced imports and exports and the situation of public investment , increase the trade surplus by big margins ; at the same time significantly cut the budget deficit , accounting for only 1.3 percent of gross domestic product of various countries . --> 0.412 PHRAOH: he said that the west african countries in the past few years to improve the situation in the trade surplus increased significantly reduce the budget deficit , accounting for only 1.3 percent of the country 's gross domestic product -lrb- gdp -rrb- of all markedly , while public investment and export also uneven . --> 0.416 ---------- Sentence=146 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.933 ---------SOURCE: 在 谈到 欧洲 联盟 准备 实行 的 欧洲 统一 货币制 对 非洲 法郎 （ 非郎 ） 的 影响 时 ， 恩戈兰 表示 ， 人们 不用 对 非郎 的 前途 担忧 。 HUMAN: while talking about the effect on african franc -lrb- african dollar -rrb- of the unified european currency that european union is going to implement , en ge lan indicated , there is no need to worry about the future of african dollars . SYNTAX: commenting on the european union is ready to carry out 货币制 european unification of the african franc -lrb- 非郎 -rrb- impact , 恩戈兰 said , people 's yourself worried about the future of 非 郎 . --> 0.305 PHRAOH: referring to the european union preparations for the reunification of the african people not to worry about the future , said the impact of the european 货币制 francs -lrb- 非郎 -rrb- , 恩戈兰 非 郎 . --> 0.327 ---------- Sentence=147 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.675 ---------SOURCE: 他 说 ， 由于 西非 经济 和 货币 联盟 各 国 的 经济 增长 已 明显 恢复 ， 在 短期 内 非郎 不 可能 象 １９９４ 年 １月 贬值 百分之五十 那样 再度 大幅度 贬值 。 HUMAN: he said , thanks to the substantial recovery of economic growth in the member states of economic and monetary union of west africa , it is impossible for african dollars to depreciate again in the near future as sharply as 50% as in january , 1994 . SYNTAX: he said that , due to west africa and the country 's economic growth of the monetary union countries to resume has obviously , keeping in the short term 非郎 may not depreciated during 1994 as 50 percent devaluation in january that has again by a big margin . --> 0.247
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PHRAOH: he said that due to the west african country 's economic growth has marked the resumption of the impossible as they did in january 1994 . devalued by 50 percent of all economic and monetary union in the short term 非郎 devalued again --> 0.366 ---------- Sentence=148 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.238 ---------SOURCE:



中国 保险 监管 项目 在 京 启动



HUMAN:



china 's insurance monitoring project started operation in beijing



SYNTAX:



china 's insurance supervision in started in beijing



PHRAOH:



china 's insurance market projects started in beijing



--> 0.452 --> 0.365



---------- Sentence=149 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.986 ---------SOURCE: 一 项 旨 在 协助 中国 人民 银行 对 在 中国 外资 保险 机构 制定 的 保险 法 规 进行 监管 、 探索 保险 规范化 体系 和 措施 的 研究 项目 日前 在 北京 启动 。 HUMAN: a research project aimed at assisting people 's bank of china to monitor the insurance regulations set forth by china-based , foreign-invested insurance institutions and explore the system of standardized insurance and measures has just gone into operation in beijing . SYNTAX: a designed to help to carry out supervision and management , explore standardized insurance system and measures for the research project launched recently in beijing and the people 's bank of china in the foreign insurance institutions drew up the insurance laws and regulations . --> 0.360 PHRAOH: assistance to foreign insurance institutions in china formulation of laws and regulations on supervision , standardize the insurance system and measures aimed at one of the people 's bank of china 's insurance exploration research projects started recently in beijing . --> 0.365 ---------- Sentence=150 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.354 ---------SOURCE: 该 项目 由 英国 皇家 太阳 联合 保险 集团 公司 和 美国 林肯 国民 集团 公司 共同 资助 ， 由 美国 永道 会计师 事务所 具体 承办 ， 总 投资额 为 一百四十万 美元 。 HUMAN: the project , funded jointly by royal & sun alliance insurance group of the u.k. and lincoln national groups of the u.s. , is undertaken by yongdao accounting firm of america with a total investment of 1.4 million us dollars . SYNTAX: the projects jointly financed by the british royal sun joint insurance group company and the group of the lincoln national corporation of the united states , specific hosted by the 永道 chief accountant offices , the total investment of 一百四十万 us dollars . --> 0.440 PHRAOH: the joint insurance company and the united states lincoln national corporation jointly financed by the united states , 永道 accounting offices , the total investment for the host specific projects by the british royal sun group 一百四十万 dollars . --> 0.325 ---------- Sentence=151 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.847 ----------
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SOURCE: 该 保险 监管 项目 将 对 中国 外资 保险 及 现有 保险 监管 法规 进行 系统 分 析 ， 借鉴 国外 先进 经验 ， 作出 有益于 中国 保险 监管 发展 、 完善 监管 法制 法规 的 建设性 研究 方案 。 HUMAN: this insurance monitoring project will conduct systematic analysis of the foreign-invested insurance in china and the existing insurance monitoring regulations , and by using the advanced experience of the foreign countries , propose a constructive research plan conducive to the development of chinese insurance monitoring and the perfection of monitoring laws and regulations . SYNTAX: the insurance supervision and control projects will continue to carry out china 's foreign insurance companies and existing insurance regulations and supervision and control system analysis , can learn from advanced foreign experience , make benefits the development of insurance supervision and management in china , improved laws and regulations supervision and management of the constructive research plan . --> 0.338 PHRAOH: the project will benefit the development of china 's insurance market , improve management and supervision of the existing laws and regulations on insurance system , draw on advanced foreign experience , make analysis of the insurance market to foreign investment in china 's insurance laws and regulations constructive research programs . --> 0.399 ---------- Sentence=152 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.023 ---------SOURCE: 此 次 启动 的 保险 监管 项目 将 在 中国 人民 银行 现有 的 对 外资 保险 机 构 保险 监管 法规 基础 上 ， 进行 更 深入 的 研究 ， 致力于 加强 机构 组织 及 操作 程 序 管理 ， 特别是 开发 早期 警告 系统 。 HUMAN: the insurance monitoring project that just went into operation will conduct further research , based on the existing insurance monitoring laws and regulations of people 's bank of china on foreign invested insurance institutions , and it is committed to the consolidation of organizational structure and management of operative procedures , and especially to the development of an early warning system . SYNTAX: the launching of the insurance supervision and control projects will be on the basis of the people 's bank of china and the existing laws and regulations on foreign insurance institutions insurance supervision and management , conduct more in-depth studies , work for the strengthening of institutions and organizations operating procedures of management , especially in the development of early warning system . --> 0.437 PHRAOH: the launch of the people 's bank of china 's existing laws and regulations to strengthen the management and operational procedures , especially the development of early warning system for foreign insurance institutions in the insurance market , on the basis of thorough research organizations , the insurance market in the project . --> 0.427 ---------- Sentence=153 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.870 ---------SOURCE: 据 了解 ， 新 的 监管 法规 将 完善 当前 外资 保险 机构 在 中国 市场 的 监管 制度 ， 同时 协助 中国 人民 银行 加强 整 个 保险 市场 的 监管 系统 。 HUMAN: it is learned that the new monitoring laws will perfect the current monitoring system used by foreign-invested insurance institutions in the chinese market and at the same time will assist people 's bank of china in reinforcing the monitoring system of the entire insurance market .
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SYNTAX: it is learned that , supervision and control of the new laws and regulations to improve the supervision and control system at present foreign insurance institutions in the chinese market , the people 's bank of china to assist in the same time strengthening supervision and control of the entire system of the insurance market . --> 0.443 PHRAOH: it is learned that the new regulations will improve the current foreign insurance institutions in the chinese market supervision system to help strengthen the supervision of the people 's bank of china 's insurance market , while the regulatory system . --> 0.509 ---------- Sentence=154 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.831 ---------SOURCE:



美 驻华 大使 呼吁 美 采取 建设性 对 华 政策



HUMAN:



u.s. ambassador to china calls for america to adopt constructive policies toward china



SYNTAX: 0.334



us ambassador to china to take constructive policy china appealed to the united states



PHRAOH: --> 0.402



us ambassador to china to adopt a constructive policy toward china and the united states



-->



---------- Sentence=155 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.975 ---------SOURCE: 美国 驻 中国 大使 尚慕杰 ６日 在 纽约 美 中 关系 全 国 委员会 举行 的 午餐 会 上 发表 演讲 ，呼吁 美国 “ 以 战略 眼光 采取 持续 可靠 和 建设性 的 对 华 政策 ” ， 以 坦诚 全面 的 对话 来 解决 同 中国 在 一些 问题 上 的 分歧 。 HUMAN: jim sasser , u.s. ambassador to china , made a speech on the 6th at the luncheon held by the national committee of sino-american relations in new york , calling for america to `` adopt sustained , reliable and constructive policies toward china from a strategic perspective '' and to solve differences with china over some issues through candid and comprehensive dialogs . SYNTAX: us ambassador to china sasser delivered a speech at the luncheon hosted by the new york 's committee on us-china relations held today , called on the sustained and constructive and reliability of the china policy '' , so as to complete the frank and sincere dialogue to resolve differences on some issues with the united states to `` take a strategic perspective . --> 0.391 PHRAOH: us ambassador to china james sasser , urging the united states to adopt a constructive and frank dialogue to resolve the issue of the national committee of the luncheon hosted by the china policy , '' a comprehensive 6 in new york us-chinese relations with china in a speech at the `` strategic vision sustained some differences . --> 0.401 ---------- Sentence=156 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.862 ---------SOURCE: 尚慕杰 指出 ， 美国 应该 正确 面对 中国 在 国际 舞台 上 的 崛起 ， 美国 无 论是 在 本 世纪 末 还是 在 下 个 世纪 ， 都 应该 把 同 中国 发展 稳定 健康 的 关系 看 作 是 在 对 外 政策 方面 面临 的 一 大 机遇 。 HUMAN: jim sasser pointed out , america should correctly face the rise of china on the international stage . whether it is at the end of this century or in the next century , america should always consider as a great opportunity for its foreign policy to develop steady and healthy relationship with china .
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SYNTAX: sasser pointed out , the united states should face correct the rise of china in the international arena , the united states either at the end of this century is in the next century , development and stability of china and the relationship between healthy and that they should be regarded as the faced with in its foreign policy and a great opportunity . --> 0.367 PHRAOH: in the face of the chinese in the international arena , the united states in the next century , the development of stable and healthy relations with china in its foreign policy is a great opportunity . sasser pointed out that the united states should correct rising either by the end of this century or in should be regarded as --> 0.426 ---------- Sentence=157 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.857 ---------SOURCE: 在 谈到 中国 人权 和 知识 产权 保护 问题 时 ， 这 位 大使 指出 ， 中国 在 这 两 个 方面 已经 取得 长足 的 进展 。 HUMAN: while talking about the human rights in china and the protection of intellectual property rights , the ambassador pointed out , china has already achieved significant progress in both aspects . SYNTAX: on the question , the ambassadors pointed out china 's human rights and protection of intellectual property rights , china has made considerable progress in these two aspects . --> 0.550 PHRAOH: on china 's human rights and protection of intellectual property rights , the ambassador pointed out that china has made considerable progress in these two aspects . --> 0.642 ---------- Sentence=158 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.753 ---------SOURCE: 他 认为 ， 中国 人民 现在 所 享有 的 自由 和 民主 是 以前 不 能 比拟 的 ， 中国 在 保护 知识 产权 方面 也 已 采取 积极 的 合作 态度 ， 美国 不 应 对 此 熟视无 睹 。 HUMAN: in his opinion , the freedom and democracy that the chinese people are currently enjoying are unimaginable before ; china has also been very cooperative on the protection of intellectual property rights , to which america should not be blind . SYNTAX: he said that , the chinese people now enjoy freedom and democracy is not be compared the past , china has adopted in protecting intellectual property rights as well as the positive attitude of cooperation , it should take over the united states in this regard . --> 0.290 PHRAOH: he said that the chinese people now enjoy the freedom and democracy is not in the protection of intellectual property rights , and china have adopted positive attitude on this cooperation , the united states should not 熟视无睹 compared previously . --> 0.385 ---------- Sentence=159 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.876 ---------SOURCE: 尚慕杰 还 主张 ， 在 中国 加入 世界 贸易 组织 后 美国 国会 应该 取消 每 年 一 度 的 有关 中国 贸易 最惠国 待遇 问题 的 讨论 ， 给予 中国 永久 的 最惠国 待遇 。 HUMAN: jim sasser also proposes that after china joins the world trade organization , the u.s. congress should call off the annual discussion on the status of china as the most-favored-nation and instead should accord china permanently the most-favored-nation status .
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SYNTAX: sasser also advocated , after china 's entry into the world trade organization and the us congress should be to cancel the annual per year of china 's most-favored-nation trade status issue concerning the discussion , granting china permanent most-favored-nation status . --> 0.423 PHRAOH: sasser also maintained that the us congress should cancel the annual trade of china 's mfn status to discuss the issue of granting china permanent most-favored-nation treatment , concerned after china joins the world trade organization . --> 0.483 ---------- Sentence=160 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.144 ---------SOURCE: 他 指出 ， 美国 国会 每 年 就 这 个 问题 进行 辩论 实际 上 只有 对 美国 自 身 不利 ， 影响 美国 商人 的 对 华 投资 信心 ， 从而 也 影响 到 美国人 的 就业 机会 。 HUMAN: he pointed out , the u.s congress holds the annual debate on this issue only to do harm to america , as the debate affects the american businessmen 's confidence in investing in china , and consequently affects the american people 's job opportunities . SYNTAX: he pointed out that , in fact debate unfavorable for the us congress each year in this issue to be only to itself , affect the confidence of american businessmen on investment , which will also impact to the employment opportunity for the americans . --> 0.326 PHRAOH: he pointed out that the us congress on this issue , the united states , unfavorable impact on the united states businessmen on investment confidence , which also affects the americans jobs actually only debate every year . --> 0.285 ---------- Sentence=161 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.602 ---------SOURCE:



中国 对 日 贸易 稳步 增长



HUMAN:



china 's trade with japan steadily on the increase



SYNTAX:



china 's steady trade growth in japan



PHRAOH:



china 's trade with japan in a steady growth



--> 0.333 --> 0.553



---------- Sentence=162 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.280 ---------SOURCE: 海关 总署 统计 表明 ， 去年 中国 对 日本 贸易 继续 增长 ， 进出口 总值 达 六 百点六亿 美元 ， 比 上 年 增长 百分之四点五 ， 占 中国 外贸 总值 的 百分之二十点七 。 HUMAN: statistics from customs bureau indicate that china 's trade with japan last year continued to grow with the total value of import and export reaching 60.06 billion us dollars . that is a 4.5% increase over a year earlier and accounts for 20.7% of the total value of foreign trade in the country , SYNTAX: statistics show that the general administration of customs , china to japan 's continued growth in bilateral trade , of the total import and export value of 六百点六亿 us dollars last year , an increase of 4.5 percent over the previous year , accounting for china 's foreign trade value of 百分之二十点七 . --> 0.425 PHRAOH: the general administration of customs of china 's trade import and export value in million us dollars , up 4.5 percent year on year , china 's total foreign trade value of the 百分之二十点七 statistics , last year to continue to increase 六百点六亿 . --> 0.332 160



---------- Sentence=163 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.035 ---------SOURCE:



其中 ， 出口 三百零八点八亿 美元 ， 进口 二百九十一点八亿 美元 。



HUMAN: of which export accounted for 30.88 billion us dollars and import accounted for 29.18 billion us dollars . SYNTAX: --> 0.207



of these , 二百九十一点八亿 三百零八点八亿 us dollars exports , imports of us dollars .



PHRAOH: --> 0.200



among them , exports and imports 二百九十一点八亿 三百零八点八亿 billion us dollars .



---------- Sentence=164 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=2.719 ---------SOURCE:



对 日 贸易 顺差 十七亿 美元 。



HUMAN:



the surplus from trade with japan was 1.7 billion us dollars .



SYNTAX:



the trade surplus with japan 350000 us dollars .



PHRAOH:



japan 's trade surplus 十七亿 dollars .



--> 0.348



--> 0.128



---------- Sentence=165 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.729 ---------SOURCE: 日本 已 连续 四 年 高 居 中国 对 外 贸易 伙伴国 的 首 位 ， 且 去年 的 双边 贸易额 比 中国 与 第二 大 贸易 伙伴 美国 的 贸易额 高出 一百七十二点二亿 美元 。 HUMAN: japan has been by far the largest foreign trade partner of china for four consecutive years . last year , the bilateral trade was 17.22 billion us dollars more than that with the united states , china 's second largest trade partner . SYNTAX: japan has high ranking first in china in foreign trade partners of the four consecutive years , have the trade volume last year of 一百七十二点二亿 us dollars higher than the united states ' second biggest trade partner and the volume of trade . --> 0.318 PHRAOH: japan has been high in the country 's foreign trade partners in the first and second largest trade partner of the trade volume was higher than last year 's bilateral trade volume between china and the united states 一百七十二点二亿 dollars for four consecutive years . --> 0.436 ---------- Sentence=166 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.933 ---------SOURCE: 据 介绍 ， 中国 出口 产品 对 日本 市场 的 依赖 程度 逐年 增加 ， 而 进口 产 品 占 中国 自 日本 进口 总额 的 比重 则 不规则 波动 ； 各 类 贸易 方式 发展 不 平衡 ， 一般 贸易 下降 ， 加工 贸易 增长 ； 初级 产品 贸易 增长 较 快 。 HUMAN: it is reported that china 's exports relied more and more on the japanese market with each passing year , while the ratio of imports to the total goods china imported from japan fluctuated irregularly . development of various modes of trading suffered an imbalance . the general trade decreased while processing trade increased . trade in primary products showed a relatively faster growth .
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SYNTAX: it is learned that , increasing the level of china 's exports to the japanese market dependence , and the proportion of imported products china imports from japan while the rugosity fluctuation ; various kinds of trade form is unbalanced development , down general trade , processing trade growth ; and primary products trade growth was relatively fast . --> 0.277 PHRAOH: china 's exports to japan and china 's total import volume of imports from japan , fluctuations in various forms of unbalanced development , trade , processing trade in general trade grew relatively fast growth and increasing the degree of dependence on the market , according to an 不规则 ; trade primary products . --> 0.297 ---------- Sentence=167 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.966 ---------SOURCE: 去年 ， 对 日 初级 产品 出口 八十亿 美元 ， 比 上 年 增长 百分之十点九 ， 初 级 产品 进口 十亿 美元 ， 增长 百分之四点四 。 HUMAN: last year , export of primary products to japan was 8 billion us dollars , up 10.9% over a year earlier , while import of primary goods was 1 billion us dollars , up 4.4% . SYNTAX: last year , the export of primary products to japan totalled , from primary products imports volume hits record dollars , an increase of 12.7 percent over the previous year , 48.4 percent . --> 0.403 PHRAOH: last year , primary product exports to japan , 8 billion dollars over the previous year , the import of primary products , an increase of 1 billion us dollars in 百分之十点九 百分之四点四 . --> 0.417 ---------- Sentence=168 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.588 ---------SOURCE:



外商 投资 企业 对 日 贸易 快速 增长 。



HUMAN:



foreign-invested ventures showed a rapid growth in trade with japan .



SYNTAX:



the rapid growth of trade with japan foreign-funded enterprises in china .



PHRAOH:



foreign-invested enterprises rapid growth in trade with japan .



--> 0.324



--> 0.551



---------- Sentence=169 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.826 ---------SOURCE: 去年 ， 外商 投资 企业 对 日 出口 一百四十九亿 美元 ， 增长 百分之三十五点 四 ， 占 中国 对 日 出口 总值 的 百分之四十八 ； 进口 一百九十五亿 美元 ， 增长 百分 之十四点七 ， 占 中国 自 日本 进口 总值 的 百分之六十七 。 HUMAN: last year , the export of foreign-invested ventures to japan totaled 14.9 billion us dollars , an increase of 35.4% and accounted for 48% of china 's total export to japan . import totaled 19.5 billion us dollars , an increase of 14.7% and accounted for 67% of the china 's total import from japan . SYNTAX: last year , foreign-funded enterprises exported to japan will ; the imports of 一百九十五亿 dollars , increased by 百分之三十五点四 , which account for 48 percent of china 's export value of the day , 14.7 percent , for china 's own japan the total value of imports for 67 percent . --> 0.237
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PHRAOH: last year , accounting for 48 percent ; imports , the growth of china 's imports from japan 's gdp growth , china 's exports to japan 's gross 一百九十五亿 us dollars , accounting for 百分之十四点 七 foreign-invested enterprises exports to japan 一百四十九亿 us dollars , 百分之三十五点四 百分 之六十七 . --> 0.287 ---------- Sentence=170 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=2.000 ---------SOURCE:



广西 利用 外资 一点五亿 美元 建设 交通 水运 基础 设施



HUMAN: guangxi utilized 150 million us dollars of foreign capital to construct water transportation infrastructure SYNTAX: guangxi construction of transportation infrastructure water use 150 million us dollars of foreign investment --> 0.472 PHRAOH: guangxi utilizing foreign investment in infrastructure construction of water transportation 一 点五亿 us dollars --> 0.236 ---------- Sentence=171 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.772 ---------SOURCE: 据 广西 壮族 自治区 交通 部门 透露 ， 到 目前 为止 ， 广西 共 利用 世界 银 行 、 亚洲 银行 以及 荷兰 、 韩国 等 国 贷款 一点五亿 美元 建设 交通 水运 基础 设施 。 HUMAN: as disclosed by the department of transportation of guangxi zhuang autonomous region , up till now , guangxi has utilized a total of 150 million us dollars of loans from the world bank , bank of asia as well as holland , korea and other countries to construct water transportation infrastructure . SYNTAX: according to the city 's traffic department in guangxi zhuang autonomous region , to date , guangxi 's use of the total 150 million us dollars of the world bank , the asian bank of china and countries such as the netherlands , and the rok loans transportation water infrastructure construction . --> 0.379 PHRAOH: according to the guangxi zhuang autonomous region , guangxi has used world bank , bank of asia and the netherlands , south korea and other countries in the construction of water transportation infrastructure . transportation departments disclosed that so far loans 一点五亿 us dollars --> 0.491 ---------- Sentence=172 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.743 ---------SOURCE:



近 几 年 来 ， 中国 大 西南 地区 经 广西 出海 大 通道 加速 建设 。



HUMAN: in the past few years , the construction of the grand passageway that links the greater southwestern area of china to the coast by way of guangxi has been speeding up . SYNTAX: over the past few years , to accelerate the building of a major thoroughfare at sea power in southwest china via guangxi . --> 0.266 PHRAOH: over the past few years , china 's guangxi region to accelerate the construction of the southwest of the major channel . --> 0.358 ---------- Sentence=173 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.077 ---------SOURCE:



为 解决 资金 不 足 问题 ， 扩大 对 外 开放 程度 ， 广西 大力 引进 外资 。
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HUMAN: to solve the problem of insufficient funds and expand the scale of opening up to the outside world , guangxi is devoting great efforts to attracting foreign capital . SYNTAX: in order to resolve problems fund shortage , to expand the degree of opening up to the outside world , make great efforts to attract foreign investment in guangxi . --> 0.418 PHRAOH: to solve the shortage of funds , expand opening up , and the extent of the guangxi vigorously attract foreign investment . --> 0.388 ---------- Sentence=174 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.825 ---------SOURCE: 总 投资 二十亿 多 人民币 的 西江 航运 枢纽 二 期 工程 ， 利用 世界 银行 贷 款 八千万 美元 ， 目前 主体 工程 开挖 已 完成 百分之八十 ， 砼 浇筑量 已 完成 百分之 五十 。 HUMAN: the second phase of xijiang shipping hub project with a total investment of over 2 billion yuan utilized a loan of 80 million us dollars from the world bank . at present , 80% of the digging for the core engineering has been completed , so has 50% of the concrete pouring . SYNTAX: a total investment of more than 2 billion yuan the second-phase project on navigation control , by using world bank consortium us dollars , at present the main body of the project it has fulfilled 80 percent , concrete within 50 had been completed . --> 0.283 PHRAOH: total investment of more than 2 billion yuan shipping hub of the second-phase project of the world bank loans , currently the main body of the project has been completed , said 80 percent of 砼 have completed the 50 percent . pouring on all areas 八千万 us dollars --> 0.343 ---------- Sentence=175 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.264 ---------SOURCE: 防城港市 二 期 工程 （ 含 钦州市 至 防城港市 高速 公路 ） ， 利用 亚洲 开发 银行 贷款 五千二百万 美元 ， 预计 高速 公路 今年 下半年 可 竣工 投入 使用 。 HUMAN: the second phase of fangchenggang city project -lrb- including the expressway from qinzhou to fangchenggang -rrb- utilized a loan of 52 million us dollars from development bank of asia . the expressway is expected to be completed and put into operation by the latter half of this year . SYNTAX: fangchenggang second-phase project -lrb- including qinzhou to fangchenggang highway -rrb- , using the asian development bank loans to 五千二百万 dollars , the expressway is expected to be the second half of this year will be put into use . --> 0.431 PHRAOH: -lrb- us dollars -rrb- , the use of the asian development bank loans , is expected to be the second half of this year to be put into use . 防城港市 second-phase project including 钦州市 to 防城 港市 highway 五千二百万 expressway --> 0.341 ---------- Sentence=176 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.853 ---------SOURCE:



北海港 配套 设施 建设 项目 ， 利用 韩国 政府 贷款 一千万 美元 。
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HUMAN: the construction project for beihaigang 's supporting facilities utilized a loan of 10 million us dollars from the korean government . SYNTAX: 北海港 supporting infrastructure construction projects , the use of the south korean government loan of 10 million us dollars . --> 0.383 PHRAOH: 北海港 supporting construction projects , the south korean government loan of 10 million us dollars . --> 0.449 ---------- Sentence=177 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.196 ---------SOURCE:



钦州港 配套 设施 建设 工程 利用 荷兰 政府 贷款 一千三百万 美元 。



HUMAN: the construction project of qinzhougang 's supporting facilities utilized a loan of 13 million us dollars from the dutch government . SYNTAX: 钦州港 supporting infrastructure construction projects by using loans from the dutch government reed us dollars . --> 0.275 PHRAOH: 钦州港 supporting construction project of the dutch government loans 一千三百万 dollars . --> 0.230 ---------- Sentence=178 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.233 ---------SOURCE:



这些 工程 建设 均 进展 顺利 。



HUMAN:



the construction of all these projects has been going on smoothly .



SYNTAX:



the project construction are progressing smoothly .



PHRAOH:



these projects are proceeding smoothly .



--> 0.439



--> 0.356



---------- Sentence=179 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.016 ---------SOURCE:



外资 企业 成为 山东 国民 经济 显著 增长点



HUMAN:



foreign-invested enterprises , a spotlight of growth in the national economy of shandong



SYNTAX: --> 0.310



foreign-funded enterprises have become shandong 's remarkable economic growth points



PHRAOH: 0.305



foreign-funded enterprises in shandong has become a national economic growth points



-->



---------- Sentence=180 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.247 ---------SOURCE: 随着 整体 效益 的 不断 提高 ， 外商 投资 企业 已 成为 山东 国民 经济 的 显 著 增长点 。 HUMAN: with the ever-increasing overall benefit , foreign-invested enterprises have become a spotlight of growth in the national economy of shandong .
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SYNTAX: with continuous improvement of overall economic efficiency of , foreign-invested enterprises have become significant growth of the shandong 's national economy . --> 0.505 PHRAOH: with the overall performance of the constantly improving , foreign-invested enterprises have become shandong 's remarkable economic growth points . --> 0.405 ---------- Sentence=181 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.013 ---------SOURCE: 目前 ， 在 山东省 开业 的 外资 企业 已 有 一万 余 家 ， 他们 去年 完成 销售 额 一千二百二十一亿 元 ， 实现 利润 五十三亿 元 。 HUMAN: at present , over 10,000 foreign-invested enterprises have opened their business in shandong province . last year , they completed a sale of 122.1 billion yuan with a profit of 5.3 billion yuan . SYNTAX: at present , the foreign-funded enterprises opened in shandong province has 10,000 more than at home , they completed last year with sales in more than 一千二百二十一亿 yuan , profits than yuan . --> 0.307 PHRAOH: at present , more than 10,000 foreign-funded enterprises in shandong province has completed more than last year , their sales 一千二百二十一亿 yuan and profits 五十三亿 yuan . --> 0.303 ---------- Sentence=182 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.969 ---------SOURCE: 据 来自 省 外经贸委 的 消息 ， 一九九六 年 ， 山东 外资 企业 出口 创汇 五十 四点九亿 美元 ， 占 全 省 出口 总额 的 百分之五十一 ； 全 省 实际 利用 外资 占 全 社 会 固定 资产 投资 的 百分之十四点七 ； 外商 投资 企业 从业 人员 已 达 一百一十五万 人 ， 占 全 省 工业 从业 人员 总数 的 百分之十点九 。 HUMAN: according to the news from the provincial committee of foreign economics and trade , in 1996 , foreign-invested enterprises in shandong earned 5.49 billion us dollars through export which accounted for 51% of the total value of export in the entire province . the foreign capital actually utilized in the entire province accounted for 14.7% of the fixed asset investment in the entire society . foreign-invested enterprises employed as many as 1.15 million people , accounting for 10.9% of the total industrial workforce in the entire province . SYNTAX: according to reports from the province 's system , in 1996 , foreign-funded enterprises in shandong province exported to foreign currency-earning export 五十四点九亿 us dollars , which account for 51 percent of the province 's total export volume of the province actually utilized foreign investment accounted for ; ; employees in foreign-funded enterprises reached 一百一十五万 people , the province of the total employees in the industry 12.7 percent of the social fixed assets investment 14.7 . --> 0.340 PHRAOH: according to the provinces of shandong 's export of foreign-funded enterprises in the province 's total export volume of the total number of people , accounting for 51 percent of the province actually utilized foreign investment in fixed assets investment in the 百分之十四点七 ; enterprise employees of the province 's industrial employees from 外经贸委 news , 1996 , 五十四点九亿 us dollars , accounting for ; percent of the 一百一十五万 has 百分之十点九 . --> 0.351 ---------- Sentence=183 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.166 ----------
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SOURCE: 由于 投资 环境 不断 改善 ， 外资 企业 效益 良好 ， 跨国 公司 在 山东 已 由 试探性 投资 阶段 进入 规模 投资 阶段 。 HUMAN: thanks to the ever-improving investment environment , foreign-invested enterprises are operating with excellent benefits . investment by multinational corporations in shandong has evolved from tentative phase to scale phase . SYNTAX: due to constantly improve the investment environment , foreign investors good returns , multinational companies have entered the stage of the scale of investment in shandong by sounding investment stage . --> 0.295 PHRAOH: due to the constantly improving investment environment , good returns , shandong has entered a stage of the scale of investment by transnational companies in foreign-funded enterprises 试探 性 investment stage . --> 0.253 ---------- Sentence=184 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.073 ---------SOURCE: 山东 三星 电子 通信 用限 公司 两 次 追加 投资 ， 成为 韩国 三星 集团 在 中 国 的 三 大 生产 基地 之一 。 HUMAN: samsung electronic communication co. ltd. of shandong has put in additional investment twice and has become one of the three major production bases of korea 's samsung groups in china . SYNTAX: samsung electronics telecommunications 用限 company of shandong 's two additional investment in china , become one of the rok 's samsung group production base in china . --> 0.396 PHRAOH: shandong samsung electronics company , a south korean samsung group in china 's three major production base in one of the telecommunications 用限 additional investment . --> 0.369 ---------- Sentence=185 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.037 ---------SOURCE: 山东省 出口 最 多 的 外资 企业 —— 青岛 三美 电机 有限 公司 连续 五六 次 追加 投资 ， 累计 投资 已 达 九千万 多 美元 。 HUMAN: qingdao sanmei electrical machinery co. ltd . , the foreign-invested enterprise with the largest export volume in shandong province , has continuously put in additional investment five or six times with an accumulative investment total of over 90 million us dollars . SYNTAX: the largest number of shandong 's exports of foreign-funded enterprises -- qingdao lease three companies limited in time for some additional investment , total investment has reached more than 90 million us dollars . --> 0.254 PHRAOH: qingdao -- 三美 engineering company for five or six times the total investment of more than 九千万 additional investment , has the largest number of foreign-funded enterprises in the province 's exports to the dollar . --> 0.245 ---------- Sentence=186 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.008 ---------SOURCE: HUMAN:



中国 利用 世界 银行 贷款 建设 铁路 通讯 网络 china to use loans from world bank to build railroad communication network 167



SYNTAX:



china 's use of the world bank building railway communications network



--> 0.262



PHRAOH: --> 0.260



china 's use of the world bank loans to the construction of railway communication network



---------- Sentence=187 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.933 ---------SOURCE: 中国 铁道部 将 利用 世界 银行 铁路 项目 贷款 建设 联通 全 国 的 铁路 专用 通讯 网络 。 HUMAN: the ministry of railroad of china will use the railroad project loan from the world bank to build an exclusive railroad communication network that will link the railroads in the entire country . SYNTAX: china 's ministry of railways will take advantage of the building of the country 's railway communications network for united telecommunications world bank loans railway projects . --> 0.264 PHRAOH: china 's ministry of railways will use world bank loans for railway construction in the country 's railway communications network for telecommunications . --> 0.283 ---------- Sentence=188 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.555 ---------SOURCE: 中仪 国际 招标 公司 经过 激烈 竞争 中标 ， 将 与 中国 电气 进出口 联营 公司 一同 为 铁道部 提供 总量 为 二十二万 线 的 程控 交换机 设备 ， 合同 金额 近 二千万 美 元 。 HUMAN: zhongyi international bidding company has won the bid after a fierce competition and will cooperate with china electric import and export united corporation to provide the ministry of railroad with a total of 220,000 lines of programmed switching system equipment . the contractual amount is nearly 20 million us dollars . SYNTAX: china instruments import corp international bidding companies through fierce competition for successful tendering , to be together in order to provide china electric import and export corporation filing with the total number of program-controlled switchboard of 220,000 lines equipment to ministry of railways , the contract amount of nearly 20 million us dollars . --> 0.370 PHRAOH: thanks to fierce competition , china 's import and export companies to provide a total of railways , nearly 20 million us dollars . 中仪 companies bidding for the successful tendering and joint efforts were on 220,000 contracts valued programed switchboards equipment --> 0.238 ---------- Sentence=189 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.919 ---------SOURCE: 部分 。



铁道部 人士 介绍 ， 此 次 网络 建设 是 全 国 铁路 枢纽 通讯 改造 工程 的 一



HUMAN: as explained by officials from the ministry of railroad , the construction of this communication network is a part of the reform project on national railroad communication networks . SYNTAX: ministry of railways source said , the development of the current network is a part of the country 's railway communications control transformation project . --> 0.329
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PHRAOH: personages from the ministry of railways said that this is the hub of communications transformation project is part of the railway network construction . --> 0.358 ---------- Sentence=190 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.917 ---------SOURCE: 建成 投入 使用 后 ， 将 有利于 包括 港 澳 地区 在内 的 中国 各 地 乘客 和 货主 通过 该 网 查询 铁路 运行 情况 ， 提前 预订 客票 或 货位 ， 以及 跟踪 货物 发 、 到站 位置 。 HUMAN: when put into operation upon completion , the network will help passengers and owners of cargo from all over china , including those from hong kong and macao , to check railroad traffic conditions , book passenger tickets or cargo space in advance , and track the ongoing status of cargo . SYNTAX: after the completion put into use , including hong kong and macao in china in various localities and cargo and passengers will be conducive to the situation of the railway operations in search through the internet , ahead of schedule reserve discounts or carload , and track and spoke goods , would place . --> 0.276 PHRAOH: after completion , will be conducive to china in various parts of the railway network , ahead of schedule , as well as the tracking of goods , including hong kong and macao regions , and keep the situation reserve 客票 or 货位 passengers through inquire into use 到站 position . --> 0.301 ---------- Sentence=191 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.380 ---------SOURCE: 近年 来 ， 中国 在 基本 建设 方面 ， 开始 利用 国际 金融 组织 的 贷款 进行 国际性 竞争性 招标 采购 。 HUMAN: in recent years , china has started to use loans from international financial organizations to make purchases related to the construction of its infrastructure by way of international competitive bidding . SYNTAX: in recent years , china in basic construction , has begun to use loans from international financial organizations for international competitive bidding for purchasing . --> 0.537 PHRAOH: in recent years , china began to use the loans for international competitive bidding procurement in basic construction , the international financial organizations . --> 0.389 ---------- Sentence=192 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.150 ---------SOURCE: 此 次 采购 即 遵循 国际 惯例 进行 ， 最终 确定 中国 电气 进出口 联营 公司 代理 的 上海 贝尔 生产 的 程控 交换机 产品 中标 。 HUMAN: this purchase has followed the standard international practice , and the final bid is awarded to shanghai bell represented by china electric import and export united corporation for its product of program-controlled switching system . SYNTAX: the purchase immediately follow international practices and to carry out the china electric for import and export companies acting products of the shanghai bell production of program-controlled switchboards successful tendering , finally decided . --> 0.246
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PHRAOH: the procurement is to follow international practice , china 's import and export price of the shanghai bell company agent production programed switchboards china technology products . finally decided electric --> 0.214 ---------- Sentence=193 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.343 ---------SOURCE:



这 也 是 中国 国内 生产 的 程控 交换机 产品 赢得 的 重要 订单 之一 。



HUMAN: this is also one of the most important orders won for the program-controlled switching products made domestically in china . SYNTAX: this is also one of china 's domestic production of program-controlled switchboard of product winning important orders . --> 0.282 PHRAOH: products .



this is also china 's domestic production programed switchboards to win the orders of major --> 0.210



---------- Sentence=194 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.160 ---------SOURCE:



据悉 ， 合同 各 方 已 于 昨日 在 北京 钓鱼台 国宾馆 举行 了 签字 仪式 。



HUMAN: it is reported that the signing ceremony was held for all parties of the contract yesterday in diaoyutai state guest house in beijing . SYNTAX: it is learned that , all parties to the contract has been the signing ceremony was held yesterday in beijing at the diaoyutai state guesthouse . --> 0.485 PHRAOH: according to the contract , all the parties have diaoyutai state guesthouse in beijing yesterday held a signing ceremony . --> 0.418 ---------- Sentence=195 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.956 ---------SOURCE:



全部 设备 将 于 今年 年 内 生产 、 安装 完毕 。



HUMAN:



all equipment will be manufactured and installed within this year .



SYNTAX: --> 0.328



all the equipment will be held within this year in production , installation of completed .



PHRAOH: --> 0.343



all the equipment will be held within this year , completed the installation of production .



---------- Sentence=196 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.679 ---------SOURCE:



荷兰 贸易 促进会 武汉 代表处 成立



HUMAN:



representative office of holland 's trade promotion society set up in wuhan



SYNTAX:



wuhan opened its representative office netherlands trade promotion council



--> 0.391



PHRAOH:



netherlands trade promotion council set up representative offices in wuhan



--> 0.576
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---------- Sentence=197 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.236 ---------SOURCE:



荷兰 贸易 促进会 武汉 代表处 日前 在 武汉 正式 成立 。



HUMAN: a few days ago , holland 's trade promotion society has officially set up its representative office in wuhan . SYNTAX: the netherlands trade promotion council wuhan recently officially opened its representative office in china . --> 0.366 PHRAOH:



netherlands trade promotion council wuhan office recently established in wuhan .



--> 0.296



---------- Sentence=198 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.365 ---------SOURCE: HUMAN:



这 是 荷兰 贸易 促进会 在 中国 设立 的 第一 个 代表处 。 this is the first representative office holland 's trade promotion society has set up in china .



SYNTAX: this is its first representative office of the netherlands trade promotion council set up in china . --> 0.509 PHRAOH: this is the netherlands for the promotion of trade in china to set up in the first representative office . --> 0.373 ---------- Sentence=199 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.922 ---------SOURCE: 据 介绍 ， 该 代表处 的 主要 任务 是 使 荷兰 的 政府 与 企业 及时 了解 湖北 的 经济 发展 情况 ， 帮助 荷兰 企业 确认 贸易 与 投资 的 可能性 ， 协助 荷兰 企业 与 当地 的 企业 、 政府 机关 之间 的 联系 并 提供 咨询 等 。 HUMAN: it is reported that the mission of this representative office is to keep the dutch government and enterprises updated of the economic development of hubei , help the dutch enterprises verify the possibility of trade and investment , assist in the contact between the dutch enterprises on the one hand and the local enterprises and government agencies on the other , and provide consultation services , etc. SYNTAX: it is learned that , the main tasks of the office and the netherlands government and enterprises to understand the situation of economic development in hubei , the possibility that the dutch enterprises helped confirmed that the trade and investment , to help local organs and the dutch enterprises and enterprises , the government of the ties and provide consultancy and so on . --> 0.366 PHRAOH: according to the office of the main task is to enable the government and enterprises in hubei , the netherlands , assist local enterprises and government organs to provide advice and help enterprises confirmed the possibility of the netherlands and the contacts between enterprises of the netherlands understanding of the economic development of the situation in the trade and investment . --> 0.397 ---------- Sentence=200 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.816 ---------SOURCE: 荷兰 驻华 大使 郝德扬 先生 在 揭幕 剪彩 仪式 上 说 ， 之所以 选择 在 武汉 设立 办事处 ， 是 因为 武汉 水 陆 交通 便利 ， 地理 位置 优越 。
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HUMAN: mr. van houten , the dutch ambassador to china , said at the opening ceremony that the reason for choosing to set up a representative office in wuhan is that the city is conveniently located for water and land transportation . SYNTAX: netherlands ambassador to china mr 郝德扬 said at a ceremony unveiling the ribbon , because chose set up offices in china , because wuhan land of water transport facilities , geographical location . --> 0.252 PHRAOH: netherlands ambassador to china at the opening ceremony of the reception , said the reason why the choose to set up offices in wuhan , capital of the army is because the water transport facilities , geographic location 郝德扬 mr . --> 0.309 ---------- Sentence=201 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.971 ---------SOURCE: 而且 荷兰 政府 和 工业界 都 认为 湖北 是 高 潜力 的 地区 ， 与 荷兰 在 交 通 、 基础 设施 、 农业 、 能源 等 许多 领域 都 存在 合作 的 可能性 。 HUMAN: furthermore , the dutch government and industrial circles both consider hubei a region of high potentials holding promises for cooperation with holland in many areas such as transportation , infrastructure , agriculture and energy . SYNTAX: the government and the netherlands +obviously believe that hubei is also have high potential in the region , and the netherlands which exist in many areas such as transportation , infrastructure construction , agriculture , and energy is in all the cooperation possibility . --> 0.409 PHRAOH: hubei is high potential in the region , and the netherlands in transportation , infrastructure , agriculture , energy , and the possibility of cooperation in many fields but also the dutch government and the industrial believe . --> 0.421 ---------- Sentence=202 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.129 ---------SOURCE: 早 在 八十 年代 ， 荷兰 跨国 公司 菲利浦 公司 就 与 武汉 合作 建立 了 第一 个 合资 企业 长飞 光纤 光缆 有限 公司 。 HUMAN: as early as in the 80s , the dutch multinational corporation philips cooperated with wuhan and established the first joint venture -- changfei fiber-optical and fiber-cable co. ltd. SYNTAX: as early as in the 1980s , wuhan and the cooperation with the netherlands multinational 菲利 浦 companies to build on the first joint venture optical fiber cable company 长飞 . --> 0.349 PHRAOH: as early as in the 1980s , the netherlands multinational companies to establish joint ventures 长飞 optical fiber optical cable company in cooperation with 菲利浦 wuhan first . --> 0.309 ---------- Sentence=203 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.986 ---------SOURCE:



进入 九十 年代 ， 双方 合作 不断 深入 。



HUMAN:



the 90s witnessed a closer cooperation between the two parties .



SYNTAX:



upon entering the 1990s , deepening cooperation between the two sides .
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--> 0.420



PHRAOH:



entering the 1990s , the deepening of cooperation between the two sides .



--> 0.426



---------- Sentence=204 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.059 ---------SOURCE:



荷兰 银行 武汉 办事处 不久 前 也 正式 成立 。



HUMAN:



bank of holland , wuhan office , was also officially established just recently .



SYNTAX:



the dutch bank wuhan office has also established not long ago .



PHRAOH:



dutch bank wuhan office was established not long ago .



--> 0.397



--> 0.375



---------- Sentence=205 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=0.943 ---------SOURCE: 湖北省 副省长 孟庆平 说 ， 荷兰 贸易 促进会 武汉 代表处 的 成立 ， 标志 着 荷兰 政府 及 工商界 与 湖北 武汉 的 友好 关系 和 经济 贸易 合作 上升 到 一 个 新 的 阶段 。 HUMAN: meng qinping , lieutenant governor of hubei province , said that the establishment of wuhan representative office of holland 's trade promotion society marked a new era in the friendship and the economic and trade cooperation between the dutch government , the dutch industrial and commercial circles on the one hand and the city of wuhan , hubei on the other . SYNTAX: hubei provincial deputy governor 孟庆平 said , adding that the establishment of the netherlands trade promotion council central office , marks a new phase in the netherlands government and business circles of the wuhan in hubei and friendly relations and trade cooperation on the rise . --> 0.366 PHRAOH: vice governor of hubei province , the netherlands for the promotion of trade representative office of the founding of the dutch government and business wuhan of hubei and the friendly relations and cooperation in economic and trade rose to a new stage . 孟庆平 wuhan marked --> 0.388 ---------- Sentence=206 Bleu_Syntax/Bleu_Pharaoh Ratio=1.349 ---------SOURCE:



希望 这 种 合作 关系 不断 发展 ， 并 结出 丰硕 果实 。



HUMAN:



it is hoped that this cooperative relationship will continue to grow and yield great successes .



SYNTAX: 0.205



hopes to constantly develop such cooperative relations , and bear fruits abundant .



PHRAOH: --> 0.152



hope that the continuous development of relations of cooperation , and has abundant fruits .
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